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Abstract 
 
The reaction center from Rhodobacter sphaeroides is responsible for the primary 
process of photosynthesis where light is converted into a membrane potential. This is 
achieved by electron transfer from a special pair of bacteriochlorophylls to two acceptor 
quinones, QA and QB. Both quinone sites are occupied by identical ubiquinone molecules, 
yet take on very different roles. QA can only accept and donate a single electron, and serves 
as a one-electron gate to QB. QB can accept two electrons and, by means of proton-coupled 
electron transport, will become fully reduced into quinol. The quinol then dissociates from 
the reaction center to be replaced by another oxidized ubiquinone molecule. 
The QA- and QB- semiquinone intermediate states can both be readily trapped by 
photoreduction or chemical reduction methods, making them well-suited for study by 
electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR). In this thesis, pulsed EPR is used to explore the 
magnetic interactions between the semiquinones and the protein environment, the solvent, 
and even within the quinone molecule itself. The magnetic coupling constants that 
characterize these interactions are estimated from the experimental data by spectral 
simulations and, wherever possible, are used to obtain high-resolution structural 
information on the semiquinones and their environments. 
The hyperfine and nuclear quadrupole interactions with the nitrogen hydrogen 
bond donors of the semiquinones are investigated first. A multi-frequency approach, taking 
advantage of measurements at S-, X-, and Q-band (approximately 3.6, 9.7, and 34 GHz, 
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respectively), allows for an accurate characterization of the principal values and directions 
of the magnetic tensors. These tensors provide insight into the hydrogen bond geometry, 
with emphasis given to how the coupling constants are related to the histidine Nδ–
semiquinone hydrogen bond strength. 
Next, the role of the methoxy groups in establishing the redox potential difference 
between QA and QB is explored by site-specific 13C labeling. The dihedral angles of the 
methoxy groups with respect to the quinone plane are estimated by comparing the 
hyperfine couplings with Density Functional Theory calculations. The difference in the QA 
and QB 2-methoxy dihedral angles is found to contribute at least 160 mV to the quinone 
redox potential difference, making this substituent an essential component of interquinone 
electron transfer. 
Orientation selective Q-band ENDOR measurements are then performed on fully 
deuterated reaction centers, providing the Euler angles describing the locations of the 
hydrogen bonded protons with respect to QB-. A 10-15° rotation of the semiquinone in 
comparison with crystal structures is observed. An EPR-determined structure for QB- may 
reveal new protein interactions with the semiquinone. 
Finally, a full pulsed EPR characterization of reaction center mutants at chain M 
residue 265 and the QA-QB- biradical are presented. The concepts developed in the previous 
chapters are applied here to understand the effect of mutations and the presence of two 
semiquinones to the quinone site structure. 
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Chapter I. Introduction to the Reaction Center from 
Rhodobacter Sphaeroides 
 
Overview. The photosynthetic reaction center (RC) is an integral membrane protein 
present in all green plants, algae, and some bacteria. The studies that encompass this work 
focus on type II RCs from the purple bacterium Rhodobacter (Rb.) sphaeroides. In Rb. 
sphaeroides, the photosynthetic machinery resides in membrane folds called 
chromatophores, where the RC is coupled to two types of light harvesting complexes (LHI 
& LHII) that act as light antennas. Upon light-excitation of LHI or LHII, the excited state 
energy is transferred between light harvesting complexes until it reaches a RC. The RC uses 
this energy to generate a membrane potential which is ultimately responsible for ATP 
synthesis. 
 
Reaction Center Structure and Function. The RC is composed of three subunits 
called L, M, and H.[1-5] L and M are embedded in the membrane and each consist of five 
transmembrane helices. These two subunits form a heterodimer with pseudo axial 
symmetry about the membrane normal. All of the photochemistry takes place in the LM 
dimer, as it contains all of the cofactors. The LM dimer can even undergo charge separation 
in the absence of H (albeit with significantly different properties).[6] H contains only one 
transmembrane helix, with the bulk of the subunit capping the solvent-exposed electron 
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acceptor side of the RC. The H subunit provides some of the pathway for proton uptake to 
the quinones, and is necessary for the assembly of the full RC.[7-15] 
The cofactors of the RC have the same symmetry axis as the LM dimer and are 
shown in Figure 1.1. The cofactors include a special pair of bacteriochlorophylls (P), two 
monomeric bacteriochlorophylls (BA and BB), two monomeric bacteriopheophytins (HA and 
HB), two quinone sites (QA and QB) and a non-heme high spin iron (Fe2+).[16,17] The non-
heme iron is coordinated by four histidines (Fe(His)4), two of which also act as hydrogen 
bond donors to the quinones. Excitation of P either by incident light or Förster resonance 
energy transfer from LHI gives the excited state P*. Despite the symmetry of the cofactor 
placement, P* quickly transfers an electron along only the A-branch through BA and HA to 
QA,[18] resulting in the charge separated state P+QA-. First electron transfer (1st ET) to QB 
then results in P+QB-, which occurs despite the fact that QA and QB are chemically identical 
ubiquinone-10 (UQ10) molecules. The protein environment must therefore tune the redox 
potentials of the two quinones (by an unknown mechanism) such that forward electron 
transfer is favorable. Following formation of the charge separated state, cytochrome c2 
quickly rereduces the primary donor back to P, trapping the QB- semiquinone. A second 
excitation of the RC results in the transfer of another electron across the membrane, again 
followed by rereduction of P+ to P by cytochrome c2. A transient biradical state QA-QB- is 
formed and, by means of a proton-coupled second electron transfer (2nd ET) to QB-, quinol 
(QBH2) is generated. The quinone and quinol have a significantly weaker binding affinity to 
the QB site than the semiquinone form, and the quinol readily dissociates to be replaced by 
an exogenous UQ10 molecule from the quinone pool. The quinol then carries its  
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Figure 1.1 The structure of the reaction center with L (yellow), M (blue), and H (green) 
subunits in a transparent representation. Electron transfer from P to QA proceeds in the 
direction of the black arrow through the monomeric bacteriochlorophyll (BA) and 
bacteriopheophytin (HA). Subsequent interquinone electron transfer between QA and QB is 
also shown. (from Wraight and Gunner (2009), ref. 16)  
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electrochemical potential to the bc1 complex where its oxidation is coupled to the pumping 
of two protons across the membrane and the reduction of cytochrome c1 (which then 
rereduces cytochrome c2), thereby completing the cycle.[16,19,20] 
 
Optical Spectroscopy of the Reaction Center. The UV-visible spectrum of “wild 
type” (WT) RCs is shown in Figure 1.2. What is referred to as WT throughout this text is 
actually a tetracycline resistant strain of Rb. sphaeroides expressing RCs with a 
polyhistidine-tag added onto the C-terminus of the M subunit.[21] The spectrum is rich with 
features, with bacteriochlorophyll absorbance at ~370 nm, 600 nm, 800 nm, and 865 
nm.[22] Peaks from the bacteriopheophytins are located at ~370 nm, 540 nm, and 760 nm. 
The small peaks between 440-510 nm are from carotenoids. Carotenoids are active in 
exciting charge separation and play an important photoprotective role by quenching the 
triplet state of P*, which can otherwise produce harmful singlet oxygen.[23] For RC 
concentration measurements, the absorbance at 802 nm is used with an extinction 
coefficient of 288 mM-1cm-1.[24] Isolated RCs with a 280 nm/802 nm peak ratio of ~1.2 are 
considered to be very pure. 
Absorbance at 865 nm is associated with the ground state of P and disappears upon 
formation of P+. As a result, the 865 nm peak is typically suppressed in the spectrum due to 
partial excitation of the RCs from the strong intensity of the Agilent 8453 
spectrophotometer’s measuring beam (black trace in Figure 1.2). This effect can be 
unmasked by reducing the RCs in the cuvette beforehand with dithionite, which maintains 
the charge neutral state of P throughout the measurement (red trace in Figure 1.2).  
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Figure 1.2 UV-visible spectrum of WT RCs with (red) and without (black) dithionite. The 
characteristic “three-fingered peaks” indicating the presence of RCs are observed in the 
near-infrared. Measurements were taken on an Agilent 8453 spectrophotometer.  
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However, dithionite also absorbs in the near-UV, so spectra are routinely acquired both 
with and without dithionite present. 
In isolated RCs, P forms the excited state P* under illumination without the help of 
LHI or LHII. Typically, WT RCs purified in detergent have fully occupied QA sites (because it 
is a tightly bound prosthetic group), but are left with a significant fraction of unoccupied QB 
sites. Furthermore, only ~85-95% of detergent-extracted RCs have functional QB sites, so, 
even in the presence of a saturating concentration of exogenous UQ10, light excitation 
results in a mixture of the charge separated states P+QA- and P+QB-. Without an external 
donor to rereduce P+, the charge separated state will back react to the neutral state with a 
characteristic exponential decay, depending upon which semiquinone was formed during 
illumination.[20] The formation and decay of the charge separated states can be monitored 
at 430 nm. The time constant for the P+QA- charge recombination is ~100 ms, and that of 
the P+QB- charge recombination is ~1 s. The main route for the QA back reaction is direct 
tunneling of the electron back to P, whereas the QB back reaction is a combination of direct 
tunneling and a thermal route through QA. The P+QA- back reaction is relatively pH 
independent, whereas P+QB- decay is pH dependent, reflecting the proton accessibility of 
the QB site. Nevertheless, for the physiologically relevant pH range, an approximate order 
of magnitude difference in back reaction rates is maintained. This provides a useful tool for 
studying and simultaneously distinguishing the QA and QB semiquinones. For example, the 
equilibrium constant between the P+QA-QB and P+QAQB- states can be estimated from the 
back reaction rate constants by the following relationship[25-27] 
KAB = 
  
 
  
    ≈ 
   
  
        (1.1) 
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where   
  and   
  are the observed rates of the QA and QB back reactions, respectively.     is 
the direct tunneling rate from QA- to P+; use of this fundamental parameter is valid when 
Eq. 1.1 holds, i.e.,   
  =    . This can then be related to the redox potential difference (ΔEm) 
of the quinones by the Nernst equation at 25 °C 
 ΔEm = 
    
 
 log KAB      (1.2) 
where z = 1 for a single electron transfer reaction and KAB is calculated from Eq. 1.1. From 
the approximate order of magnitude difference in the back reaction rate constants, KAB ≈ 
10. This gives ΔEm ≈ 60 mV, which agrees well with the range of literature values 60-75 
mV.[25,27-30] How the RC establishes this redox potential difference, however, is not yet 
known. Possible mechanisms that will be considered throughout the following chapters are 
the geometry and strengths of the hydrogen bonds to the semiquinones, electrostatic 
interactions from nearby residues, and differences in the methoxy dihedral angles in the QA 
and QB sites. 
 
Hydrogen Bond Networks. QA and QB have finely tuned hydrogen bond networks to 
match their respective functions. The potential hydrogen bond donors to the quinones 
from crystal structures are shown in Figure 1.3. Crystallographic and EPR studies of QA 
have agreed that Nδ of histidine M219 (which is also coordinated to the non-heme iron 
through Nε) and the peptide nitrogen (Np) of alanine M260 are the hydrogen bond donors 
to the O4 and O1 carbonyl oxygens, respectively.[5,31,32] In the semiquinone state, the 
stronger of the two hydrogen bonds comes from M219 Nδ, as established by Density  
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Figure 1.3 Potential hydrogen bond donors to QA and QB in pdb structure 1DV3. Three 
potential hydrogen bond donors to the O1 carbonyl in QB are observed as opposed to just 
one for QA. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.4 Numbering of the ring carbon atoms in UQn, where n refers to the isoprenoid 
tail length. Shown are the 2- and 3-methoxy groups, and the ring-methyl at the C5 position. 
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Functional Theory (DFT) calculations[33] and 13C labeling of the individual C4 and C1 
carbonyl groups[34] (see Figure 1.4 for ring carbon numbering). However, a great deal of 
uncertainty still surrounds the magnetic interaction between QA- and the His-M219 Nδ and 
Ala-M260 Np nitrogens, which could supplement the current understanding of the QA site 
with important information regarding the hydrogen bond geometries. 
Ring carbon and C5 ring-methyl hyperfine couplings are sensitive to the spin density 
distribution of the semiquinone, and have shown the asymmetric hydrogen bonding in QA- 
to significantly shift the spin distribution in the quinone headgroup.[35] Polarization of the 
spin density distribution also occurs for the QA semiquinone in RCs from Blastochloris 
(formerly Rhodopseudomonas) viridis and Photosystem II (PSII),[36,37] suggesting that this 
may be a general feature of QA sites in type II RCs. The spin density distribution of the QB 
semiquinone, on the other hand, was found to be significantly less polarized than in the 
case of QA- from Rb. sphaeroides.[34,35] This may be due to multiple hydrogen bonds formed 
with the O1 carbonyl oxygen in QB that balance out the stronger hydrogen bond between O4 
and His-L190. Consequently, the effective spin density distribution of QB- more closely 
mimics that of an in vitro ubisemiquinone in protic solvents than does QA-.[34] 
The hydrogen bond network is significantly more complicated in QB than in QA. X-
ray crystal structures show that while a hydrogen bond from His-L190 (which is also 
coordinated to the non-heme iron through its Nε) is evident to the O4 carbonyl oxygen, the 
hydrogen bond(s) to the O1 atom are less clear. Potential hydrogen bond donors to the O1 
carbonyl are the hydroxyl group (OH) of Ser-L223 and the peptide nitrogens from Ile-L224 
and Gly-L225 (Figure 1.3). X-band ENDOR measurements on fully deuterated RCs resolved 
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two unassigned proton couplings attributed to hydrogen bonds in the QB site.[34] Proton 
HYSCORE measurements from this lab uncovered three potential hydrogen bonds to the QB 
semiquinone, assigned by DFT calculations to Ile-L224 Np, Gly-L225 Np, and His-L190 Nδ, in 
order of increasing proton hyperfine coupling strength.[35,38] This is in contradiction with a 
Q-band ENDOR study in which Ser-L223 OH was concluded to form a strong hydrogen 
bond with the QB semiquinone.[39] However, previous work from this lab concluded that the 
Ser-L223 hydrogen bond was not present in the QB- state, based on a combined effort from 
DFT and pulsed EPR.[38] Should a strong serine hydrogen bond exist, mutation of L223 from 
serine to alanine (L223SA) would be expected to alter the spin density distribution of QB-. 
This can be monitored with the C5 ring-methyl proton coupling, which reflects the spin 
population on the C5 ring carbon atom. However, no difference in coupling strength was 
observed between WT and L223SA, suggesting that the spin density distribution remained 
the same. Additionally, DFT calculations were in significantly better agreement with the 
experimentally determined C5 ring-methyl coupling constant of QB- with the serine 
hydrogen bond removed, compared to when it was assumed to be present. Therefore, the 
current model is that Ile-L224 Np, Gly-L225 Np, and His-L190 Nδ are the hydrogen bond 
donors to QB-. However, the geometries and relative strengths of the hydrogen bonds still 
remain largely unknown. 
 
Redox Potential Difference of the Quinones. How the RC generates a favorable 
redox potential difference of ΔEm ~ 60 mV between QA and QB is still a mystery. Since the 
quinones are chemically identical UQ10 molecules, the protein environment must be 
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responsible for tuning their midpoint potentials. Possible mechanisms include differences 
in the electrostatic environments, hydrogen bond networks, and the 2- and 3-methoxy 
conformations in the quinone sites (see Figure 1.4 for ring numbering). While it has been 
suggested that hydrogen bonding or electrostatics may account for the observed 
ΔEm,[35,40,41] direct experimental evidence in support of either of these proposals has yet to 
surface. However, comparison of the functionality of 2-methoxy-3,5-dimethyl-6-isoprenyl-
1,4-benzoquinone (2-MeO-Q) and 3-methoxy-2,5-dimethyl-6-isoprenyl-1,4-benzoquinone 
(3-MeO-Q) in RCs by Wraight et al. unambiguously showed the 2-methoxy group to be 
essential for quinones to act simultaneously as QA and QB.[42] In line with this result, 
methoxy groups have been suggested to have a strong influence on the redox potentials of 
benzoquinones.[43] Previous computational studies found that the orientation of a methoxy 
substituent can influence the midpoint potential of a quinone by up to 250 mV.[44,45] This 
suggests, therefore, that different conformations of the 2-methoxy groups in QA and QB may 
be necessary to establish the correct redox potential difference. However, current RC X-ray 
crystal structures lack the resolution necessary for an accurate measurement of the 
methoxy dihedral angles, preventing an estimation of the methoxy contribution to ΔEm. A 
higher resolution method for obtaining structural information on the quinones, such as 
pulsed EPR, is necessary to understand the roles of the methoxy groups in tuning the 
midpoint potentials of QA and QB. 
 
M265 Mutants. Mutations of isoleucine M265 to the polar side chains threonine 
(M265IT) and serine (M265IS) decrease the midpoint potential of QA by ~100 and 85 mV, 
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respectively.[46] These observations were suggested to arise from either (i) an electrostatic 
interaction between the M265IT and M265IS hydroxyl groups with the 
quinone/semiquinone headgroup, or (ii) from hydrogen bonding interactions of the 
hydroxyls with Nδ of M219 that may weaken the histidine’s hydrogen bond with the C4 
carbonyl of the quinone. It was concluded that this effect was not due to different methoxy 
orientations, as ubiquinone and methoxy-lacking anthraquinone acting as QA resulted in 
the same midpoint potential shifts in the mutant RCs. In a follow-up FTIR study, only subtle 
differences in the neutral quinone spectrum were found for WT, M265IT, and M265IS RCs, 
but significant spectral changes were observed in the semiquinone anion spectra.[47] Effort 
focused towards studying the semiquinone states of M265IT and M265IS may therefore be 
particularly revealing. More recent work in the Wraight lab has resulted in crystal 
structures obtained for M265IT (pdb 4H99), M265IS (pdb 4H9L), M265IN (isoleucine to 
asparagine, pdb 4HBH), and M265IQ (isoleucine to glutamine, pdb 4HBJ) (courtesy of A. J. 
Mattis, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign), all with resolutions of 2.7-3.0 Å. With 
the crystal structures in hand, a pulsed EPR approach may be well-suited to investigate the 
mechanism by which these mutations to Ile-M265 impact the midpoint potential of QA. 
 
QA-QB- Biradical. Relatively little is known about the transient biradical state QA-QB-. 
However, the subsequent proton-coupled electron transport that leads to quinol (QBH2) 
formation has been studied in detail.[7-15] In this process, two protons must be delivered in 
succession to the QB site, with the 2nd ET as the rate limiting step. Mutagenesis work has 
shown that the first proton is transferred through Asp-L213 and Ser-L223 to O1, involving a 
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proposed hydrogen bond formed between Ser-L223 OH and the semiquinone.[8,10,48] Since 
the Ser-L223 hydrogen bond was concluded not to exist in the QAQB- state,[38] the presence 
of QA- in the biradical state may therefore influence the QB site in such a way as to make the 
Ser-L223 hydrogen bond more favorable. The second proton is delivered through Asp-
L213 and Glu-L212 to the O4 carbonyl oxygen, after which the newly generated quinol 
dissociates from the RC.[7,11] 
High-frequency continuous wave (CW) EPR measurements on QA-QB- found the two 
semiquinones to have a J-coupling constant of -82 ± 3 MHz.[49,50] From this value, the 
maximum electron transfer tunneling rate was estimated as ~109 s-1. This value was 
compared with the maximum electron transfer rates in other proteins tabulated as a 
function of distance.[51] Based on the distance between the quinone sites, the expected 
maximum electron transfer rate would be ~107 s-1. The discrepancy between the two 
values may be accounted for by the intervening protein medium through which the 
electron transfer occurs in RCs, suggesting that the exchange path through the divalent 
metal ion between the quinone sites is a better electron conductor than the average 
medium between the electron donor and acceptor in the other proteins. Spectral 
simulations also showed that the relative orientations of QA- and QB- were in general 
agreement with crystal structures, suggesting no large-scale changes to the binding 
conformations or distance between the quinones. However, pulsed EPR studies on the 
biradical have yet to be performed, which could provide more detailed structural 
information on the quinone sites that is not available for CW methods. 
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Preface to Chapters. In this thesis, the influence of the protein environment on the 
magnetic properties of the semiquinones is explored with pulsed EPR. The purpose of this 
work is to better understand the relationship between the magnetic interactions that take 
place in the quinone sites and their functional roles in the RC. In Chapter II, the procedures 
for making EPR samples are described, including cell growth, RC purification, metal 
exchange techniques, uniform and selective isotopic labeling, and semiquinone radical 
generation. Chapter III covers pulsed EPR theory, starting with CW EPR and advancing 
through the ESEEM and ENDOR pulse sequences used in this work. Detailed methods for 
analyzing and simulating pulsed EPR spectra are presented in the latter half of the chapter. 
In Chapters IV and V, the nitrogen couplings of the QA and QB site semiquinones are 
investigated by simultaneous simulation of pulsed EPR spectra obtained with different 
levels of isotopic enrichment (14N and 15N), at multiple frequencies (S-, X-, and Q-band) and 
using multiple techniques (3-pulse ESEEM, HYSCORE, and ENDOR). Simulations of the 
hyperfine and nuclear quadrupole tensors are performed in the semiquinone g-tensor 
coordinate frame, with support from DFT calculations. An empirical relationship between 
the simulation parameters and the hydrogen bond strength is determined by a comparative 
analysis with copper dien-substituted imidazole model compounds and copper proteins. 
In Chapter VI, the headgroup methyl and methoxy carbons of UQ8 are site-
specifically 13C-labeled and reconstituted into the quinone sites of the RC. Analysis of the 
HYSCORE spectra provides the isotropic and anisotropic 13C hyperfine coupling constants. 
From the isotropic hyperfine couplings, the dihedral angles of the methoxy groups relative 
to the semiquinone ring plane are estimated by comparison with DFT calculations. DFT 
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calculations relating the methoxy dihedral angles to the quinone electron affinity reveal 
that different 2-methoxy orientations in QA and QB are an essential component of 
interquinone electron transfer in the RC. The failure of 3-MeO-Q to function in M265IT 
indicates that the difference in 2-methoxy dihedral angles in QA and QB contributes at least 
160 mV of driving force to their redox potential difference. 
In Chapter VII, Q-band Davies ENDOR is performed on QB- in a fully deuterated 
protein background. This allows for high-resolution orientation selective measurements of 
the hydrogen bonding interactions in the QB site. Simulations of the Q-band ENDOR and X-
band HYSCORE spectra provide an accurate determination of the Euler angles relating the 
hyperfine tensor orientations to the QB- g-tensor frame. From these angles, a 10-15° 
rotation of the semiquinone in comparison with crystal structures is observed. This may 
indicate a significant movement of QB upon photoreduction. 
In Chapter VIII, mutants M265IT, M265IS, and M265IN are characterized with the 
pulsed EPR techniques ESEEM and ENDOR. 13C-labeling of the quinone methoxy groups 
shows that methoxy dihedral angles are not responsible for the ~0.1 V increase in midpoint 
potential of QA in these mutants. Rather, 14N three-pulse ESEEM measurements suggest 
that either an electrostatic or hydrogen bonding interaction in the immediate vicinity of 
His-M219 Nδ may be responsible for the observed midpoint potential shift. Also, 13C 
HYSCORE and 1H ENDOR measurements on M265IN demonstrate that a strongly 
asymmetric spin density distribution in QA- is not essential to its function in electron 
transfer. 
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In Chapter IX, the QA-QB- biradical is characterized with 1D and 2D ESEEM. A new 
method for generating biradical samples suitable for pulsed EPR measurements involving 
the mutants L223SA and L213DN is presented. This method has an advantage over 
chemically reducing the quinones with sodium borohydride, as it allows for samples to be 
made at a more physiological pH. No significant difference in the biradical 14,15N and 13C 
couplings is observed compared with monoradical QA- and QB- samples, indicating similar 
binding conformations and hydrogen bond networks of the quinones in the monoradical 
and biradical states. Therefore, the Ser-L223 hydrogen bond proposed to form with QB- 
during 2nd ET is concluded to be a transient phenomenon that is not trapped by the EPR 
sample preparation methods used in this work.  
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Chapter II. Materials and Methods for EPR Sample Preparation 
 
Molecular Biology. In this work, RCs referred to as “wild type” (WT) are from a 
tetracycline resistant strain of Rb. sphaeroides with a polyhistidine-tag added to the C-
terminus of the M subunit.[1] The WT strain expresses both LHI and LHII, and grows 
optimally under photosynthetic conditions. RCs with mutations to the L or M subunits were 
created from either a puf and puc operon knockout strain created in this lab (courtesy of Dr. 
Eiji Takahashi, University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign), or a puf, puc, and puhA knockout 
(courtesy of Professor J. T. Beatty, University of British Columbia).[2] The puc and puhA 
operons are important for light harvesting complex and H subunit expression, respectively. 
The puf operon contains the genes for the L and M subunits, and was the target of 
mutagenesis in this work. 
 The L213 aspartate to asparagine mutant (L213DN) was created from the knockout 
strain provided by Professor J. T. Beatty and has tetracycline resistance. Site-directed 
mutagenesis of the puf operon (using pUC19 as the vector) was performed using 
oligonucleotides containing alterations of the codons for amino acid residue 213 (GAT  
AAT) of the L-subunit. The mutated puf operon was then cut from pUC19 with EcoRI and 
BamHI and ligated into a pRK415-based plasmid with a suitable origin of replication for Rb. 
sphaeroides. The ligation product was transformed into E. coli strain S17 and then 
conjugated with the Rb. sphaeroides knockout strain. Mutants M265IT, M265IS, M265IN, 
M265IQ, and L223SA were created previously using the knockout strain from this lab and 
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are resistant to tetracycline and kanamycin. M265IT, M265IS, M265IN, and M265IQ were 
provided courtesy of A. J. Mattis (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign), and L223SA 
by Dr. E. Takahashi. All mutants are equipped with a polyhistidine-tag added to the C-
terminus of the M subunit, just like in WT RCs. 
 
Cell Growth. The WT strain was grown on Sistrom’s minimal medium[3] in the 
presence of 2 µg/mL tetracycline. The cells were grown photosynthetically under an array 
of 25 W light bulbs. When uniform 15N labeling of the RCs was desired, the nitrogen source 
was replaced with 99% 15N ammonium sulfate (from Cambridge Isotopes). No adverse 
effects on cell growth or RC yield were observed with the 15N enrichment of the medium. 
Full RC deuteration was achieved by substituting the water and carbon source with 99.9% 
D2O and 98% deuterated succinic acid, respectively (from Cambridge Isotopes). In order to 
accommodate the cells to the deuterated media, growth was performed in steps by 
successive inoculations into Sistrom’s minimal medium with 50%, 90%, and finally 100% 
enrichment of the deuterated compounds. Despite significantly longer growth times with 
the deuterated media, RC yields were not substantially worse than what could be achieved 
from the protonated media. 
Mutant strains were grown heterotrophically in order to avoid mutant reversion. Rb. 
sphaeroides strains expressing mutant RCs were initially grown aerobically in a shaker at 
250 RPM in 20 mL of Sistrom’s minimal medium to keep RC expression low. 2 µg/mL 
tetracycline and 25 µg/mL kanamycin were added when appropriate to avoid 
contamination. After entering the logarithmic phase of growth, the cell culture was scaled 
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up to 500 mL of Sistrom’s minimal medium + 0.1% yeast extract with continued vigorous 
shaking at 250 RPM to maintain aerobic conditions. For the antibiotics, only tetracycline 
was used from this stage onward. Upon reaching a moderate cell density (typically after 4-5 
days of shaking), 1 L of Sistrom’s minimal medium + 0.6% yeast extract was added to the 
flask to provide a surplus of nutrients to further facilitate the aerobic growth. The 
maximum cell density was achieved after another 2-3 days, and the shaker speed was 
slowed in 25 RPM increments, twice per day, until a shaker speed of 100 RPM was reached. 
The purpose of this step was to gradually allow cell respiration to lower the oxygen 
concentration, so that the cells start overproducing RCs to adapt to the more anaerobic 
conditions. While the semi-aerobic growth scheme necessarily results in a lower expression 
of RCs, protein yields were still consistently around half of what could be achieved through 
photosynthetic growth of the WT strain. 
When 15N labeling of mutant RCs was necessary, the semi-aerobic growth scheme 
was followed, except no yeast extract was added to the Sistrom’s minimal medium. Yeast 
extract provides an alternative nitrogen source, and results in a significant ~50% 15N 
isotope dilution of the RCs.[4] Also, no gains in RC yield were observed from the second 
scaling up of 500 mL to 1.5 L, so growths were scaled up in a single step from 20 mL to 1.2-
1.5 L of 15N labeled media. Without yeast extract present, growth times were about twice 
longer. However, RC yields were always similar to those obtained with the yeast extract 
present. 
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Reaction Center Purification. After attaining peak cell density and RC expression, 
cells were processed in the same way regardless of growth conditions.[5,6] Unless otherwise 
stated, all buffers used were pH 7.8-8.0 for RC purification and EPR sample preparation. 
Cells were harvested by centrifugation at 7,000 g. Cell pellets were washed twice in a buffer 
containing 10 mM Tris, 100 mM NaCl, and 0.5 mM EDTA by resuspension and 
centrifugation. The cell pellet was then resuspended at an approximate ratio of 20 g wet 
cells to 100 mL buffer. The cells were lysed by running the suspension through a French 
Press twice at a pressure of at least 16,000 psi. Unbroken cells and other large aggregates 
were separated out at 15,000 RPM for 20 min. The supernatant was ultracentrifuged at 
42,000 RPM for 1.5-2 hours. The pellet contained the chromatophores, within which reside 
the RCs along with the other photosynthetic membrane proteins. After pouring off the 
supernatant, the chromatophore pellet was resuspended with a brush. The mixture was 
homogenized by thorough pipetting with a large glass syringe. Solubilization of the 
membrane was carried out by stirring the suspension in the dark with 1-2% LDAO 
(Lauryldimethylamine N-oxide) at 37°C for 20 min, followed by continued stirring at 4 °C 
for 40 min. LHI and LHII were invariably solubilized with the RCs, except in the case of 
mutant strains lacking the ability to express one or both light harvesting complexes. After 
membrane solubilization, a second ultracentrifugation at 42,000 RPM was done for 90 min 
to remove the unsolubilized fraction. The supernatant containing the detergent-solubilized 
RCs was slowly loaded onto a Ni-NTA column overnight at 4 °C. The column was washed 
with 0.5-1.0 L of buffer containing 0.045% LDAO, 10 mM Tris, 100 mM NaCl, and 4 mM 
imidazole. Larger wash volumes were necessary for WT RC preps in order to remove LHI 
and LHII. After the eluent gave an A280nm/A802nm ratio of ~20, and showed no signs of LHI or 
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LHII in the near-infrared, RCs were eluted off the column as slowly as possible in a buffer 
containing 0.045% LDAO, 10 mM Tris, and 100 mM imidazole. Eluting the RCs in a tight, 
high concentration band is necessary for efficient metal exchange immediately following 
protein purification. The extinction coefficient of 288 mM-1cm-1 at 802 nm was used for RC 
concentration measurements.[7] An A280nm/A802nm ratio of 1.2 was always aimed for, and is 
considered very pure for RCs from Rb. sphaeroides. 
 
Fe2+ to Zn2+ Metal Exchange. The paramagnetic Fe2+ must be replaced with 
diamagnetic Zn2+ before generating the semiquinone radical,[8-10] otherwise magnetic 
coupling from the high-spin Fe2+ severely broadens the semiquinone signal. In order for the 
Fe2+ to Zn2+ metal exchange to be successful, the procedure should be done at a detergent 
concentration as low as possible at each step. Also, the RC concentration must be 
sufficiently high (30-60 µM) at the start of the metal exchange to obtain a reasonable 
protein yield after the treatment. Concentrating RCs in an Amicon centricon with molecular 
weight cut-offs of 30,000 or 50,000 Da concentrates the LDAO above the acceptable level 
for efficient metal exchange.[4,8] Therefore, RCs have to be eluted off the Ni-NTA column 
very slowly to achieve the high protein concentrations needed in as low a detergent 
concentration possible. The Fe2+ to Zn2+ exchange efficiency and protein yield were highest 
when the metal exchange was performed on RCs immediately following their elution from 
the column. 
The metal exchange procedure has been described in detail previously.[4,8] 
Approximately 5 mL of the high concentration RCs eluted from the Ni-NTA column were 
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brought to room temperature. The concentration of Tris was raised to 20 mM to account for 
an approximate two-fold increase in sample volume by the end of the treatment, and 5 mM 
o-phenanthroline (from a 150 mM stock in 50% ethanol) was added to prime the RCs for Fe 
removal. The o-phenanthroline was added before the LiSCN treatment due to the decreased 
solubility of o-phenanthroline after LiSCN addition. This solution was incubated for 5 min 
at room temperature to give the o-phenanthroline time to react with the RCs. LiSCN (from a 
stock of ~3.5 M) was added to a final concentration of 1.5 M, and the solution was 
incubated on ice for 30 min. LiSCN serves two purposes. First, it is a chaotrope that loosens 
the RC structure around the Fe2+ site, allowing for metal exchange with Zn2+. Second, the 
SCN- ion binds Fe, forming Fe-thiocyanate complexes which prevent reincorporation of free 
iron back into the RC. After the LiSCN treatment, 1 mM ZnSO4 and 8 mM 2-mercaptoethanol 
were added and the solution was incubated on ice for another 30 min. 2-mercaptoethanol 
is thought to aid in the incorporation of zinc into the RC. Formation of a pink precipitate 
from the Fe removal is expected. The resulting mixture was dialyzed against 2 L of 0.045% 
LDAO, 10 mM Tris, 100 mM NaCl, 10 µM EDTA, and ~10 g Chelex-100. The Chelex-100 
chelates any remaining iron or zinc ions in solution. Dialysis was always done with 1 cm 
wide dialysis tubing, regardless of the sample volume. Previous work found that use of 
wider dialysis tubing significantly reduced the final RC yield.[4] The high surface area to 
volume ratio of the 1 cm tubes may facilitate quicker buffer exchange, reducing the 
exposure time of the RCs to the harmful LiSCN chaotrope. The dialysis buffer was changed 
three times over the course of 48 hours. After dialysis, the final solution containing the Zn 
RCs was centrifuged at 12,000 RPM for 15 min to remove the pink precipitate (Fe-SCN 
complexes). Zn RC yields were consistently ~70% when following this protocol. The 
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supernatant containing the Zn RCs was then loaded onto a DEAE column to remove 
contaminants inherent to the metal exchange procedure. This final column purification step 
was found to be necessary for making high concentration EPR samples in excess of 500 µM 
RC. If a quinone replacement was not necessary, the Zn RCs were washed and detergent 
exchanged on the DEAE column with a buffer containing 0.03% Triton X-100, 10 mM Tris, 
and 0.05 mM EDTA. The Zn RCs were then eluted by addition of 250 mM NaCl to the wash 
buffer. 
 
Quinone Extraction. For samples meant for quinone replacement studies, quinones 
were extracted by the method of Okamura et al.[11,12] The Zn RCs were loaded onto a DEAE 
column and the temperature was set to 26-27 °C with a water-jacketed column. For QA 
extractions, Zn RCs were washed at 3 mL/min for 120 min with a buffer containing 10 mM 
Tris, 4% LDAO, 50 µM EDTA, 20 mM o-phenanthroline, 1 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, and 1 mM 
ZnSO4. The inclusion of ZnSO4 was a precautionary measure that had no adverse effects, 
implemented to ensure the occupancy of the metal site with zinc throughout the procedure. 
This protocol typically extracted at least 90% of QA and all of QB. For QB-only removal, Zn 
RCs were washed at 3 mL/min for 20 min with a buffer containing 10 mM Tris, 1% LDAO, 
50 µM EDTA, 1 mM o-phenanthroline, 1 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, and 1 mM ZnSO4. All of QB 
is extracted with this protocol, along with a small fraction of QA. Quinone-extracted Zn RCs 
were detergent exchanged by changing the wash buffer to 0.03% Triton-X-100, 10 mM Tris, 
and 0.05 mM EDTA, and were washed until the eluent’s absorbance at 280 nm (mainly due 
to o-phenanthroline and Triton X-100) had stopped changing. Zn RCs were eluted from the 
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column by adding 250 mM NaCl to the wash buffer. Quinone-extracted Zn RCs were 
reconstituted stoichiometrically with quinone analogs or isotopically labeled ubiquinone 
(see below). The quinone reconstitution efficiency was monitored by comparing the 
relative amplitudes of the QA and QB back reaction kinetics at 430 nm. 
 
Methoxy and Methyl Isotope Labeling of Ubiquinone. 13C or 2H labeling of the 
methoxy and methyl groups of ubiquinone was done in a strain of E. coli that is auxotrophic 
for eight amino acids, including methionine, which is the methyl donor in ubiquinone 
synthesis.[13] Growth of this strain in the presence of methyl-13C (99%) or methyl-2H (98%) 
methionine (both from Cambridge Isotopes) results in 13C or 2H labeling of the methoxy 
and methyl groups of the ubiquinone headgroup (Figure 2.1). The product of this 
biosynthesis in E. coli is UQ8, rather than UQ10, but no functional difference exists between 
them. The auxotrophic strain was grown on M63 minimal medium supplemented with 90 
mg/L tyrosine, 40 mg/L isoleucine, 40 mg/L leucine, 35 mg/L valine, 50 mg/L 
phenylalanine, 40 mg/L aspartate and 15 mg/L histidine, and 50 mg/L methyl-13C (99%) or 
methyl-2H (98%) methionine. After reaching the maximum cell density in a 0.5 L culture, 
the cells were pelleted at 7,000 g and resuspended in 6 mL of water in preparation for 
extraction of the labeled UQ8.[14,15] 20 mL of methanol was added to the resuspended cells 
and the tube was vortexed. 13.4 mL of petroleum ether was then added to the same cell 
suspension, and the tube was again vortexed. During the vortexing steps, frequent venting 
by opening the lid prevented pressure from building up inside the tube. The tube was 
wrapped in aluminum foil and incubated at 4 °C overnight while being slowly inverted. The  
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Figure 2.1 13C labeling of the 2- and 3-methoxy and methyl groups (circled in blue) of the 
ubiquinone headgroup by supplementing the E. coli auxotroph with methyl-13C methionine. 
Supplementing the growth with methyl-2H methionine results in deuteration of the methyl 
groups circled in blue. In E. coli the quinone produced is UQ8, so n = 8 in this case.  
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following day, the tube was centrifuged to separate the two solvent phases. The lighter 
petroleum ether phase containing the ubiquinone was pipetted out and set aside. 10 mL of 
petroleum ether was added to the tube to extract the remaining UQ8 left behind in the 
heavier phase. The lighter petroleum ether phase was again separated by centrifugation. 
The two petroleum ether phases were combined and dried under nitrogen gas with a 
Rotovapor. The dried yellow residue was redissolved in ~300 µL of petroleum ether and 
purified on a SiliaPlate 250 μm thick silica gel plate. A 70:30 chloroform-petroleum ether 
solution was used as the mobile phase, and the visible yellow band was scraped off and 
redissolved in ethanol. Remnants of the silica gel were removed by centrifugation, and the 
solution was dried under nitrogen gas in a Rotovapor. A beaker of warm water helped to 
speed up the drying process. The purified UQ8 was dissolved in ethanol for storage at -80 
°C. 
The isotopic purity and concentration of the labeled UQ8 were estimated from the 
mass and UV-visible spectra, respectively. A narrow region of the mass spectra determined 
for natural abundance, methyl-13C, and methyl-2H UQ8 are shown in Figure 2.2. Spectra 
were obtained with electrospray ionization in positive-ion mode using a Micromass Q-T of 
Ultima mass spectrometer. For the 13C enriched UQ8, the molecular weight should increase 
by ~3. As expected, the peak maximum is upshifted by 2.9 m/z (752.3 m/z – 749.4 m/z). 
For the deuterium enriched UQ8, the observed increase in peak maximum of 9.4 m/z (758.8 
m/z – 749.4 m/z) was also in good agreement with the expected increase in molecular 
weight of ~9. The UQ8 concentration was estimated from the extinction coefficient of 15   
mM-1cm-1 at 275 nm for the oxidized form in ethanol (Figure 2.3A).[16] The reduced 
spectrum of UQ8 was also routinely measured by adding solid sodium borohydride (NaBH4)  
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Figure 2.2 A narrow section of the mass spectra of natural abundance (A), 13C headgroup 
methyl labeled (B), and 2H headgroup methyl labeled (C) UQ8. The peak maxima are labeled 
and indicated with a circle. Spectra were obtained with electrospray ionization in positive-
ion mode using a Micromass Q-T of Ultima mass spectrometer. 
  
A 
B 
C 
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Figure 2.3 A. The near-UV spectrum of oxidized (black) and NaBH4 reduced (red) 13C 
headgroup methyl labeled UQ8. B. A comparison of the reduced-minus-oxidized spectra of 
13C headgroup methyl labeled UQ8 (black) and ≥ 98% UQ10 obtained from Sigma-Aldrich 
(red). All spectra were acquired with ethanol as the solvent.  
A 
B 
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to the cuvette. In addition, reduced-minus-oxidized spectra of the isotopically labeled UQ8 
were compared with difference spectra obtained for ≥ 98% UQ10 from Sigma-Aldrich to 
ensure the quality of the prep (Figure 2.3B). From a 0.5 L culture, typical yields were 100-
200 nmol UQ8. 
 
Full Deuteration of Ubiquinone. Fully deuterated UQ10 was isolated from R26 by 
following established protocols.[17-19] R26 is a special strain of Rb. sphaeroides that lacks the 
ability to express carotenoids. This is particularly useful for quinone isolations, as 
carotenoids were found to be a major source of contamination when UQ10 purifications 
were attempted with the WT strain used in this work. R26 was grown photosynthetically 
on deuterium-enriched Sistrom’s minimal medium as described above. After reaching the 
maximum cell density, the growth was harvested by centrifugation at 7,000 g. The pellet 
was resuspended in 5 mL of water per gram of wet cells. Per 1 mL of this cell suspension, 
10 mL of 1:1 acetone-MeOH and 2 mM ferric chloride were added and the tube was 
vortexed. The ferric chloride maintained the oxidized state of the quinones throughout the 
isolation procedure. 10 mL of petroleum ether was added, and the tube was vortexed 
thoroughly again. While vortexing, frequent venting by opening the lid prevented pressure 
from accumulating inside the tube. The tube was centrifuged to separate the two solvent 
phases, and the lighter petroleum ether phase containing the ubiquinone was pipetted out 
and set aside. 10 mL of petroleum ether was added to the tube to extract the remaining 
UQ10 left behind in the heavier phase. The lighter petroleum ether phase was again 
separated by centrifugation. The two petroleum ether phases were combined and washed 
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with an equal volume of 95% MeOH by vortexing. After discarding the MeOH phase, this 
washing procedure was repeated three more times. The remaining petroleum ether phase 
was dried under nitrogen gas with a Rotovapor. The dried yellow residue was redissolved in 
~300 µL of petroleum ether, and centrifuged to remove precipitate. The soluble fraction 
was purified on a SiliaPlate 250 μm thick silica gel plate. A 70:30 chloroform-petroleum 
ether solution was used as the mobile phase, and the visible yellow band was scraped off 
and redissolved in ethanol. Remnants from the silica gel were removed by centrifugation, 
and the solution was dried under nitrogen gas in a Rotovapor. A beaker of warm water 
helped to speed up the drying process. The purified UQ10 was dissolved in ethanol for 
storage at -80 °C. Isotopic purity and concentration measurements of the fully deuterated 
ubiquinone were as described above for the UQ8 isolation from E. coli.[16] Starting from 1 
mL of the 5 mL water per gram of wet cells suspension, typical yields were 100-200 nmol 
UQ10. 
 
Deuteration of Exchangeable Protons. Exchangeable protons, including those 
engaged in hydrogen bonds with the semiquinone, can be replaced with deuterium by 
incubation of the protein in D2O buffer. Deuterium exchange was performed by 
concentrating the Zn RCs into a volume of ~200 µL. This volume was then diluted into 10 
mL of 0.03% Triton-X-100, 10 mM Tris, and 0.05 mM EDTA in D2O, resulting in an 
approximate 50-fold deuterium enrichment of the exchangeable protons in the buffer. The 
solution was incubated at 4 °C for 24 hours in the dark to allow sufficient time for the D2O 
to equilibrate with the exchangeable protons in the protein.[10] 
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Semiquinone Radical Generation. After quinone replacement or D2O buffer 
exchange (when needed), Zn RCs were concentrated with an Amicon centricon with a 
molecular weight cut-off of either 30,000 or 50,000 Da in preparation for semiquinone 
radical generation. The buffer at this stage was 0.03% Triton X-100, 10 mM Tris, and 0.05 
mM EDTA, regardless of the sample type. Triton X-100 was used as the detergent instead of 
LDAO because dithionite (used to generate QA-) reacts with LDAO. All EPR samples were 
made in Triton X-100 for consistency. 10-15% glycerol was then added as a cryoprotectant 
(deuterated glycerol was used for D2O buffer exchanged samples). For QA- samples, Zn RCs 
were made semi-anaerobic by blowing water-moisturized Argon gas over the sample for 15 
min (the Argon was not water-moisturized for D2O buffer exchanged samples). The QA- 
radical was generated by adding 10 mM dithionite, followed by quickly freezing the sample 
in liquid nitrogen. For QB- samples, a 3 fold excess of ferrocytochrome c (to quickly rereduce 
the bacteriochlorophyll dimer after charge separation) and a 3 fold excess of exogenous 
UQ10 (to ensure full occupancy of the QB site) were added. Stocks of ferrocytochrome c in 
D2O were prepared for D2O buffer exchanged samples. After inserting the sample into an 
EPR tube, the QB- radical was generated by exposure to a single 532 nm Nd:YAG laser pulse. 
Samples were then promptly frozen in liquid nitrogen. 
Biradical Generation. The first method used to generate the QA-QB- biradical 
involved chemical reduction at high pH.[20] Sodium borohydride (NaBH4) is a two-electron 
donor, and reacts with QB to form quinol without interacting with QA. In the RC, 
disproportionation of the electron in the quinone sites causes an equilibrium to be 
established between the EPR silent state QAQB2- and the biradical state QA-QB-. At pH 8.5 and 
above, this equilibrium favors formation of the biradical.[20] 
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At the start of the sample preparation process, the concentrated RCs were in a buffer 
containing 0.03% Triton X-100, 10 mM Tris, 0.05 mM EDTA, and 10-15% glycerol, 
consistent with the buffer used for the monoradical semiquinone generation described 
above. A 200 mM CAPS solution was calibrated such that addition of a ten-fold dilution into 
the RC-containing buffer would bring the pH up to 10.5. This was achieved by making the 
CAPS buffer at pH ~11.5. After jumping the pH to 10.5, a few grains of NaBH4 were quickly 
added to the RCs. The reaction was allowed to proceed for 1.5-2 min at room temperature, 
after which the sample was promptly frozen in liquid nitrogen. 
The drawback of this method is the need for very high pH, which likely causes the 
RCs to adopt a non-native conformation. A proposed alternative to this method is to start by 
creating a QB- sample as outlined above.[20] The RCs are frozen in the state PQAQB- with 
ferrocytochrome c bound to the P-side. Illumination of the sample at 190 K causes electron 
transfer to QA, resulting in the charge separated state P+QA-QB-. P+ is then quickly reduced 
back to P by the bound ferrocytochrome c, resulting in the biradical state QA-QB-. This 
biradical can be formed at a more physiological pH than what is required with NaBH4 
reduction. However, this photoreduction method for generating QA-QB- relies upon all of the 
RCs being in the QB- state after the first flash, which does not happen as detergent isolated 
RCs only have ~85-95% QB activity. It also requires that illumination at 190 K excites all of 
the RCs in the sample, despite the sample now being a solid powder instead of in a liquid 
form. Therefore, in practice, illumination at 190 K was found to generate a significant 
monoradical semiquinone contamination,[20] making it unsuitable for pulsed EPR studies. 
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In this work, the QA-QB- biradical was generated at pH 7.8 without a significant 
semiquinone monoradical contamination by using RC mutants with very slow 2nd ET rates. 
At room temperature and pH 7.5, L223SA and L213DN have 2nd ET rate constants of 4 s-1 
and 0.3 s-1, respectively, compared with 1,500 s-1 in WT RCs.[5,21] The 2nd ET in the mutants 
is sufficiently slow to capture the QA-QB- biradical state by freeze quench. RCs were 
concentrated into the same buffer used for all EPR sample preparations (0.03% Triton-X-
100, 10 mM Tris, 0.05 mM EDTA, and 10-15% glycerol). A 3 fold excess of ferrocytochrome 
c (to quickly rereduce the bacteriochlorophyll dimer after charge separation) and a 3 fold 
excess of exogenous UQ10 (to ensure full occupancy of the QB site) were added. The sample 
was inserted into an EPR tube and incubated on ice in the dark for five minutes. This was 
done because the 2nd ET rate is temperature dependent and is significantly slower at 0 °C 
than at room temperature. The sample was then exposed to a train of 532 nm Nd:YAG laser 
pulses at 10 Hz while simultaneously being frozen in liquid nitrogen. As the 2nd ET is the 
rate limiting step during this excitation process, the biradical state QA-QB- can be trapped 
with high efficiency using this freeze quench technique. 
 
Quality Assay of the Zinc Reaction Centers. Samples that have undergone metal 
exchange and quinone replacement are routinely checked to ensure that the Zn RCs are still 
in good condition and that Fe2+ was replaced with Zn2+ with high efficiency. The UV-visible 
spectrum of the Zn RCs should not be significantly different from that of the Fe RCs (Figure 
1.2). Any distortions in relative peak intensities or positions are likely due to contamination 
from free bacteriochlorophyll, light harvesting complexes, or degraded RCs. A significant 
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blue shift of the 860 nm peak may indicate loss of the H-subunit or the presence of RCs 
without a bound divalent metal ion.[22] 
The general characteristics of the back reaction, 1st ET, and 2nd ET kinetics should 
remain the same after metal exchange and quinone replacement treatments.[9] The only 
exception is if the replacement quinone is not ubiquinone (such as 2-MeO-Q and 3-MeO-Q 
referred to in Chapter I) in which case different kinetics are expected.[23] Additionally, the 
QB activity of Zn RCs should be at least 80%. If the QB activity is significantly lower than this 
threshold, it may indicate RC degradation, possibly due to loss of the H-subunit during the 
metal exchange procedure. 
The ratio of Zn RCs to Fe RCs can be determined by ICP (isothermal coupled plasma) 
analysis. Samples submitted for ICP were 1 µM Zn RC in 15 mL of distilled H2O. At this 
concentration, pure Zn RCs and pure Fe RCs would result in the detection of 66 ng/mL Zn 
and 56 ng/mL Fe, respectively. When metal exchange is successful, a zinc level around or 
above 66 ng/mL and an iron content at or below the detection limit (~5 ng/mL) is 
expected. After samples submitted for ICP analysis were shown to consistently meet these 
criteria, samples were no longer checked by ICP. 
Even without performing ICP analysis, the quality of the metal exchange was 
routinely checked by EPR sample spin counting. Because semiquinone signals can be 
detected at liquid nitrogen temperature (77K), the continuous wave (CW) spectrum of an 
EPR sample was obtained with a CW Varian E-12 EPR spectrometer prior to running pulsed 
EPR measurements. The semiquinone signal intensity was compared with the intensities 
measured for samples that had been previously verified by ICP analysis. This provided a 
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cheap and quick method for confirming that the metal exchange had gone well before 
performing lengthy and relatively expensive pulsed EPR measurements.  
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Chapter III. EPR Theory and Analysis 
 
(Note: The ideas presented here are taken from many excellent texts on magnetic 
resonance spectroscopy, five of which were particularly influential to the writing of 
this chapter. These texts are highly recommended to the motivated reader)[1-5] 
 
Introduction to EPR 
 
Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) is the spectroscopy of unpaired electrons. It 
is similar to optical spectroscopy in that a transition between two energy levels is excited, 
and either the absorption (continuous wave EPR) or the emission (pulsed EPR) is 
measured. In the case of an S = ½ semiquinone radical, the only two states available to the 
electron are spin up (mS = +½) and spin down (mS = –½). However, these spin states are 
normally degenerate in energy, preventing their spectroscopic study. In order to remove 
this degeneracy, a magnetic field must be applied to the spin system. The splitting of the 
electron’s energy levels in the presence of a magnetic field is known as the electronic 
Zeeman effect, which is illustrated in Figure 3.1A. 
Spins will either align parallel or antiparallel to the applied magnetic field. Out of 
convention the parallel configuration (which is lower in energy) is assigned to mS = –½. As  
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Figure 3.1 A. The mS = +½ and mS = –½ energy levels diverge with increasing magnetic 
field strength in accordance with the Zeeman effect. B. A line appears in the EPR spectrum 
(shown in derivative mode) where the resonance condition (hν = gµBB0) is met.  
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the applied magnetic field strength increases, so too does the energy gap between the two 
spin states, or “spin manifolds”. An EPR transition occurs when an incident photon matches 
the energy difference brought about by the magnetic field 
hν = gµBB0       (3.1) 
where h is the Planck’s constant (6.626 × 10-34 m2 kg s-1) and µB is the Bohr magneton 
(9.274 × 10-24 m2 kg s-2 T-1). g is a dimensionless constant called the g-value, and 
determines the frequencies (ν) and the magnetic fields (B0) at which resonance occurs. 
In a continuous wave (CW) EPR experiment, the sample is simultaneously exposed 
to an applied magnetic field and a source of microwave radiation. The microwave 
frequency is fixed, and the magnetic field is swept until the Zeeman splitting matches the 
energy of the oncoming microwaves (Equation 3.1). When this resonance condition is met, 
net absorption of the incident microwaves results in a spectral line as depicted in Figure 
3.1B. Note that CW EPR spectra are typically represented in derivative mode, which helps 
increase the apparent peak resolution when complicated features are present. 
Table 3.1 Common Microwave Frequencies used for EPR 
Band Designation Frequency (GHz) Magnetic Field at g = 2 (mT) 
S 2 – 4 70 – 140 
C 4 – 8 140 – 290 
X 8 – 12 290 – 430 
Q 30 – 50 1100 – 1800 
W 75 – 110 2700 – 3900 
 
The optimal sensitivity for EPR experiments is usually achieved at X-band, and is 
typically performed at 9-10 GHz. In theory, higher microwave frequencies should offer 
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better sensitivity and resolution, as is the case for nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 
spectroscopy. However, increasing the frequency in EPR requires a reduction of the sample 
volume, which is generally more than sufficient to nullify any gain in signal from using a 
frequency above X-band. Nevertheless, sensitivity is often sacrificed in order to obtain 
information that X-band cannot provide. Other common EPR frequencies with their band 
designations are listed in Table 3.1. 
The purpose of the CW experiment is usually to determine the g-value(s) of the spin 
system. A free electron has a g-value of 2.00232. Regardless of the orientation of the free 
electron with respect to the applied magnetic field, 2.00232 will be measured, resulting in 
an isotropic spectrum with a single narrow line similar to that of Figure 3.1B. However, for 
asymmetric molecular radicals, the different orientations of the molecule with respect to 
the applied magnetic field will result in an anisotropic spread of g-values. In this work, the 
semiquinone radicals are frozen at random orientations in the EPR tube (called “powder 
type” samples), producing spectra with g-value anisotropy. This anisotropy can be 
expressed mathematically by a g-tensor with principal components gX, gY, and gZ. When the 
principal components and their alignment to the molecular frame are known, the effective 
g-value for every orientation of the molecule with respect to the magnetic field is 
compactly described by the g-tensor. 
For semiquinones, X-band frequencies are too low to resolve the anisotropy of the g-
tensor. However, by increasing the frequency to Q-band, the principal components of the g-
tensor for QA- and QB- were determined. For QA, gX = 2.00649, gY = 2.00532, and gZ = 
2.00210, and for QB, gX = 2.00626, gY = 2.00527, and gZ = 2.00210. The subtle differences in 
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the principal components of the g-tensors for QA- and QB- reflect differences in the protein 
environments of the quinone sites. Single crystal CW EPR studies have supplemented this 
information by providing the alignment of the QA g-tensor to the molecular frame, showing 
gX to lie along the C=O bonds of the carbonyl groups, gZ perpendicular to the quinone plane, 
and gY perpendicular to both gX and gZ (Figure 3.2).[6] With this information in hand, the full 
g-tensor is completely known for QA-. While similar single crystal EPR studies do not exist 
for the QB site, it is reasonable to assume that the tensor alignment for QB- is at least very 
similar to that of QA-. A thorough characterization of the QA- and QB- g-tensors has provided 
a strong foundation that will prove essential for interpreting much of the pulsed EPR data 
in the following chapters. 
EPR is a resonance spectroscopy, implying that the states involved are close in 
energy, and are therefore comparably populated. The Boltzmann distribution can be used 
to estimate the relative populations of the spin up and spin down states at room 
temperature for an X-band experiment 
    
    
   
 
  
      0.998     (3.2) 
where |+½> is the spin population in the +½ manifold, |–½> is the spin population in the    
–½ manifold, and kB is the Boltzmann constant (1.381 × 10-23 m2 kg s-2 K-1). The ratio of the 
spin populations is near unity, causing the difference in populations to be established by 
less than 0.1% of the total spins. Therefore, less than a thousandth of the sample can 
contribute to the EPR signal at any given time, which is the primary reason why magnetic 
resonance spectroscopies suffer low sensitivities. However, according to Equation 3.2, the 
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Figure 3.2 The g-tensor alignment to the QA- semiquinone. (from Isaacson et al., (1995), 
ref. 6) 
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population difference can be increased by using either a higher frequency or a lower 
temperature. Increasing the frequency beyond X-band is accompanied by an undesirable 
reduction in sample size as discussed earlier, so lowering the temperature is the remaining 
option to increase the sensitivity of the experiment. 
Lowering the temperature of the experiment may also increase the spin-lattice 
relaxation time T1. T1 describes the time it takes for an excited EPR transition to return to 
thermal equilibrium. In general, a longer T1 is beneficial as it decreases the homogeneous 
EPR linewidth (to a certain extent). Additionally, if T1 is too short, the power output of the 
microwave generator may not be sufficient to produce an EPR spectrum. In such a scenario, 
the temperature should be lowered until the relaxation rate (1/T1) is within the range of an 
excitation rate (determined by the microwave power ω1) manageable by the instrument. 
For semiquinones, T1 is naturally long, so liquid nitrogen temperatures (~80 K) are well-
suited for CW and pulsed EPR measurements. However, when the semiquinone is 
magnetically coupled to Fe2+, as it is for the native RC, T1 becomes very short and 
consequently the spectrum becomes very broad. Even at the instrument’s full power the 
temperature must be extremely low (<5 K) to observe this species in CW EPR, making it 
impractical for pulsed EPR measurements. Therefore, biochemical exchange of Fe2+ with 
diamagnetic Zn2+ in the reaction center is a crucial step in performing pulsed EPR on the QA 
and QB semiquinones, and the procedure to do so is laid out in detail in Chapter II. 
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Manipulating Spin Dynamics with Pulses 
 
In the case of the semiquinone, the g-tensor makes the largest contribution to the 
broadening of the CW EPR spectrum.[7-9] As a result, the weaker magnetic interactions 
involving the surrounding nuclear spins are left unresolved and only manifest as 
inhomogeneous broadening. However, these couplings with the nuclear environment can 
provide structural information at a level of detail far beyond what is possible from 
knowledge of the g-tensor alone. Therefore, the primary focus of this work is to measure 
two types of unresolved magnetic couplings lost to spectral broadening: the hyperfine 
interaction and the nuclear quadrupole interaction. Pulsed EPR can accomplish this feat by 
(i) removing the contribution of the g-tensor from the spectrum and (ii) providing superior 
spectral resolution over CW methods. 
The hyperfine interaction (HFI) is the magnetic coupling of the radical to a nearby 
nucleus of spin I ≥ ½. Like the g-tensor, this interaction is anisotropic in nature and the full 
orientation dependence is described by a HFI tensor. The tensor is typically subdivided into 
its isotropic and anisotropic components, whose physical origins are Fermi contact and 
dipolar coupling, respectively. Fermi contact occurs when spin is transferred from the 
semiquinone onto the s-orbital of a nearby nucleus. Due to the spherical symmetry of the s-
orbital, this interaction is orientation independent (isotropic). Anisotropic magnetic 
couplings, on the other hand, come about from spin transfer to orbitals that have no 
electron density at the nucleus (p, d, f…) or from long range magnetic dipole-dipole 
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interactions between the semiquinone and nuclear spins. As a result, the effective magnetic 
field felt at the nucleus from the HFI is orientation dependent. 
The nuclear quadrupole interaction (NQI) is also orientation dependent and is 
described by a NQI tensor. However, this magnetic interaction has no isotropic component, 
and only applies to nuclei of spin I ≥ 1. The NQI arises from a non-spherical nuclear charge 
distribution, which gives rise to a quadrupole moment. The direction of the quadrupole 
moment (which defines the NQI tensor orientation) is determined by the electric field 
gradient at the nucleus. The electric field gradient is produced by electronic density within 
the immediate vicinity of the nucleus, and is therefore determined predominantly by the 
arrangement of its valence electrons.[10] As a result, the NQI tensor is a fingerprint of the 
chemical type of the coupled nucleus, and reflects the population and configuration of its 
electronic orbitals. 
All of the magnetic interactions that contribute to the EPR spectrum are contained 
within the Spin Hamiltonian. The static Spin Hamiltonian represents all of the time-
independent spin state energies of the system in the presence of an applied magnetic field. 
In the treatment of CW EPR, only the electronic Zeeman interaction for an S = ½ radical 
was considered 
H0 = µBB0gS/ħ      (3.3) 
where B0, g, S, and ħ are the static magnetic field vector, the g-tensor, the electron spin 
vector, and the reduced Planck’s constant (1.055 × 10-34 m2 kg s-1), respectively. Bold 
formatting indicates that the quantity is either a vector or a tensor. Since S can only take on 
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the parallel (mS = –½) and antiparallel (mS = +½) alignments with B0, this is a two-state 
system, and results in the energy level diagram in Figure 3.1A. 
Introduction of a hyperfine coupled I = ½ nucleus requires two terms be added to 
the static Spin Hamiltonian 
H0 = µBB0gS/ħ – µngnB0I/ħ + SAI    (3.4) 
where µn is the nuclear magneton (5.051 × 10-27 m2 kg s-2 T-1), gn is the nuclear g-value (a 
dimensionless constant inherent to the nucleus), I is the nuclear spin vector, and A is the 
HFI tensor. The second term is the nuclear Zeeman interaction and the third is the HFI. 
Note that the second term lacks a tensor component, and is assumed orientation 
independent. Since I = ½, a term to account for the NQI is not needed. The Bohr magneton 
(µB) is three orders of magnitude larger than the nuclear magneton (µn), so the nuclear 
Zeeman term (MHz range, radio frequency) is much smaller than the electronic Zeeman 
term (GHz range, microwave frequency). The hyperfine term is similarly dwarfed by the 
electronic Zeeman splitting, also with typical values in the MHz range. 
The energy level diagram of the S = ½, I = ½ spin system at a given magnetic field B0, 
is shown in Figure 3.3. Note that the energies are not to scale: the electronic Zeeman 
splitting is generally three orders of magnitude larger in energy than either the nuclear 
Zeeman splitting or the hyperfine splitting. The nuclear Zeeman interaction introduces the 
nuclear spin up (|mI = +½>) and spin down (|mI = –½>) states, making this a four-state 
system. Due to the minus sign in front of the nuclear Zeeman term in the static Spin 
Hamiltonian, spin down is placed higher in energy than spin up. However, for nuclei with a 
negative gn, the energy assignments would be reversed.  
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Figure 3.3 Energy level diagram of an S = ½ I = ½ spin system. Blue arrows indicate 
“allowed” EPR transitions and red arrows indicate “forbidden” EPR transitions. The nuclear 
transitions να and νβ are also shown. 
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The HFI shifts the energy levels of the static Spin Hamiltonian without introducing 
any new states. Depicted in Figure 3.3 is the case of “strong coupling”, defined as when the 
hyperfine splitting is greater in magnitude than the nuclear Zeeman splitting, as evident by 
the swap in relative energies of the |+½, –½> and |+½, +½> states in the mS = +½ manifold. 
The “allowed” EPR transitions are shown with blue arrows, and the “forbidden” EPR 
transitions are shown with red arrows. The allowed EPR transitions are single quantum 
events (ΔmS = 1, ΔmI = 0), whereas the forbidden EPR transitions involve the coupling of an 
electron spin flip to a nuclear spin flip (ΔmS = 1, ΔmI = 1). The forbidden transitions are not 
strictly forbidden, despite what the name implies. In fact, the pulsed EPR techniques used 
in this work rely upon the forbidden transitions as having a non-zero probability. 
Transitions within the same manifold (ΔmS = 0, ΔmI = 1) are the NMR transitions να and νβ, 
and cannot be directly excited by a single microwave pulse. However, it will be shown later 
that να and νβ can be indirectly detected with multiple microwave pulses. 
In order to understand the effect of a microwave pulse on the spin system, it is 
beneficial to switch from the laboratory frame to the perspective of the electron itself, 
known as the “rotating frame”. As described by Bruker: 
“A simple analogy for the rotating frame involves a carousel and two people trying to 
have a conversation. One person is riding on the carousel and the other person is 
standing still on the ground. Because the carousel is moving, the two people will be 
able to speak to each other only once per revolution and no meaningful conversation is 
possible. If, however, the person on the ground walks at the same speed as the carousel 
is rotating, the two people are next to each other continuously and they can carry on a 
meaningful conversation because they are stationary in the rotating frame.” (from 
www.bruker.com) 
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The person riding on the carousel represents the unpaired electrons of the sample 
precessing about the applied magnetic field, and the person on the ground is the scientist, 
who is either standing still (laboratory frame) or “walking” around the instrument at 9-10 
GHz (rotating frame) in the case of an X-band experiment. 
The spin system from the laboratory and rotating frame perspectives is shown in 
Figure 3.4 with the static magnetic field (B0) applied along the Z-axis. In this classical 
representation, M is an ensemble magnetic moment whose magnitude is the spin up and 
spin down population difference calculated previously from the Boltzmann distribution 
(Equation 3.2). M precesses about B0 at the Larmor frequency 
ωS = µBgB0/ħ       (3.5) 
which is simply a rearrangement of Equation 3.1. The magnetic field component of the 
microwave radiation (B1) rotates in the “transverse plane” (XY-plane) at an angular 
frequency determined by its microwave frequency ν 
ωMW = 2πν       (3.6) 
but is currently “turned off” as indicated by the dashed arrow  in Figure 3.4A. Taking into 
account the simultaneous effects of B0 and B1 on the precession of M in the laboratory 
frame would result in a very complicated motion, especially given that ωMW is not 
necessarily equal to ωS. With B1 off in Figure 3.4A, M simply precesses about B0 at its 
Larmor frequency ωS. 
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Figure 3.4 A. Laboratory frame with B1 off (dashed arrow). M precesses about B0 at the 
Larmor frequency ωS, and B1, if turned on, would be rotating in the transverse plane with 
frequency ωMW. B. Rotating frame with B1 still off (dashed arrow). M precesses about B0 
with frequency ΩS. Precession about B0 stops when ΩS = 0. If B1 were turned on in this 
reference frame, it would appear to be stationary along the X-axis. C. Rotating frame with 
B1 turned on and ΩS = 0. M precesses only about B1 with frequency ω1 = µBgB1/ħ. B0 has no 
influence on the precession of M in this special condition, and is therefore marked with a 
dashed arrow. 
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In the rotating frame (Figure 3.4B) the observer position is rotating at ωMW such that 
if B1 were turned on, B1 would appear stationary along the X-axis. The precession of M is 
then described by 
ΩS = ωS – ωMW       (3.7) 
where B1 is still turned off. In the rotating frame, when the excitation frequency (ωMW) 
matches the Larmor frequency (ωS), precession about B0 appears to stop (ΩS = 0). B0 is still 
present, of course, as otherwise the population difference of the spin manifolds would 
vanish along with M. 
If B1 were turned on when the matching condition ΩS = 0 was met in the rotating 
frame, M would appear to precess only about B1, with no precession about B0 (Figure 3.4C). 
The rate of precession about B1 is known as the Rabi frequency 
ω1 = µBgB1/ħ       (3.8) 
which is of the same form as Equation 3.5, except that B0 has been replaced with B1. 
By taking advantage of the rotating frame, it has been demonstrated that when ΩS ≈ 
0, application of a microwave pulse rotates M in the ZY-plane at rate given by ω1. Pulsed 
EPR makes use of high powered microwave pulses on the nanosecond timescale to rotate 
M with well-defined “flip angles”. Flip angles are typically referred to in radians, with a 
π/2-pulse corresponding to a rotation of M 90° into the XY-plane, and a π-pulse 
corresponding to a 180° rotation into the XZ-plane. The π/2- and π-pulses are the two 
building blocks that make up all of the pulsed EPR techniques used in this work. 
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ESEEM and ENDOR Theory 
 
Two-Pulse ESEEM. The most basic resolution-enhanced pulsed EPR experiment is 
two-pulse ESEEM (Electron Spin Echo Envelope Modulation). The pulse sequence is 
described as: π/2-τ-π-τ-echo, where “τ” indicates an interpulse delay time between the 
π/2-pulse, the π-pulse, and the echo (Figure 3.5). In the rotating frame, application of the 
π/2-pulse causes the spins to fall onto the Y-axis (Figure 3.6A). The spins are then allowed 
to precess freely for time τ. The precession rate is given by the off-resonance frequency ΩS 
(see Figure 3.4B) and, due to the g-tensor anisotropy, ΩS takes on a range of values that are 
positive or negative (or zero) depending upon the orientation of the radical with respect to 
B0. The net result is a fanning out of the individual “spin packets” (each with their own 
characteristic ΩS) in the transverse plane as they lose coherency with one another (Figure 
3.6B). After application of the π-pulse, the spins are flipped 180° such that they are mirror 
imaged with respect to the XZ-plane (Figure 3.6C). At time 2τ the spins regain coherence 
and the signal is detected along the Y-axis (Figure 3.6D). 
How the coherency of the spin packets is regained along the Y-axis can be visualized 
with the analogy of a race.[1] Suppose each spin packet is a runner in this competition. The 
π/2-pulse represents the firing of the gun, signaling the start of the race. All of the 
contestants run at a speed determined by their unique value of ΩS. The runners drift farther 
and farther apart as time progresses, losing coherence with one another. If, however, it was 
announced after time τ that the goal of the race was actually the starting line, each runner 
would turn around and run back to the start at the same speed they had been running away 
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Figure 3.5 Two-pulse ESEEM pulse sequence. An FID occurs after the π/2-pulse. After time 
τ a π-pulse inverts the spin packets. A Hahn echo is formed at time 2τ. An echo envelope 
only subject to spin-spin relaxation (T2) is shown in blue. An echo envelope additionally 
modulated by a nuclear coupling is shown in red. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.6 A. A π/2-pulse rotates the net magnetization 90° in the rotating frame. B. After 
time τ, the spin packets have fanned out into the transverse plane. C. A π-pulse rotates the 
spin packets 180° about the X-axis. D. Reformation of the Hahn echo at time 2τ. 
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from it. Every runner, or spin packet, would then cross the starting line at the exact same 
moment, recreating the spin coherence that was lost. 
The signal upon reformation of the spin packet coherence is called a Hahn echo, and 
an “echo envelope” is created when the Hahn echo intensity is recorded as a function of τ. 
In terms of the analogy presented above, this would entail having the same group of 
runners partake in this race over and over again, but have the announcement that the goal 
of the race was actually the starting line (π-pulse) be at different times τ for each race. The 
number of runners crossing the starting line would then be recorded as a function of τ, 
resulting in an echo envelope. The result of this experiment may seem rather unremarkable 
because, assuming the runners were faithful to their values of ΩS, everyone is expected to 
finish the race at the exact same time regardless of when the π-pulse was implemented. 
However, this seemingly trivial outcome is the basis for the resolution enhancement of the 
HFI and NQI in two-pulse ESEEM: while the Hahn echo intensity from the ΩS term in the 
Spin Hamiltonian is τ-independent, the HFI and NQI both give τ-dependent echo intensities. 
The two-pulse echo envelope will in fact be modulated only as a function of the HFI and 
NQI, with the g-tensor removed from the picture. 
A classical argument is insufficient to explain why the HFI and NQI modulate the 
echo envelope, whereas the g-tensor does not. This result will be shown with product 
operators, without explaining how they work. Product operators are extremely convenient 
in that all of the quantum mechanics are embedded within them so that no integrals need 
to be solved. All one has to do is follow the product operator rules and the result of any 
pulse sequence can be derived.[1,5] 
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For an ideal S = ½, I = ½ single-crystal spin system, the static Spin Hamiltonian 
(Equation 3.4) in the rotating frame reduces to 
HRF = ΩSSZ + ASZI      (3.9) 
where the g-tensor and HFI-tensor are reduced to their scalar quantities for the given 
crystal orientation, the nuclear Zeeman term has been removed under the assumption that 
the HFI is much stronger than the nuclear Zeeman interaction, and the electron spin vector 
is quantized along the Z-axis with B0 (SZ). The nuclear spin I is not quantized along B0, but 
rather along the local magnetic field from the HFI. This ideal spin system will be used to 
demonstrate that the second term (HFI) modulates the echo envelope, whereas the first 
term (electronic Zeeman interaction) does not. 
First the ΩSSZ term of the Spin Hamiltonian is demonstrated not to modulate the 
echo envelope. The initial spin packet magnetization is quantized along the Z-axis with B0. 
Application of a π/2-pulse along the X-axis results in 
–SZ 
 
 
  
→  SY       (3.10) 
such that the spin packet now lies in the transverse plane. Now the evolution under ΩSSZ for 
time τ is considered 
SY 
     
→    –sin(ΩSτ)SX + cos(ΩSτ)SY    (3.11) 
which shows that the spin packet will precess in the transverse plane with frequency ΩS. 
Next the π-pulse is applied (note that it does not matter where in the transverse plane the 
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π-pulse is applied, and it is chosen to lie along the Y-axis instead of the X-axis to simplify 
the argument later) 
   
→  sin(ΩSτ)SX + cos(ΩSτ)SY     (3.12) 
which flips the sign of any operator not quantized along the Y-axis. Finally, the spins once 
more evolve under ΩSSZ for time τ 
     
→    sin(ΩSτ)[cos(ΩSτ)SX + sin(ΩSτ)SY] + cos(ΩSτ)[cos(ΩSτ)SY – sin(ΩSτ)SX] 
= sin(ΩSτ)cos(ΩSτ)SX + sin2(ΩSτ)SY + cos2(ΩSτ)SY – cos(ΩSτ)sin(ΩSτ)SX 
= [sin2(ΩSτ) + cos2(ΩSτ)]SY = SY    (3.13) 
The final result is identical to what was started with in Equation 3.11. In agreement with 
the classical analogy of the race, all spin packets that have evolved under the electronic 
Zeeman interaction (with off-resonance frequency ΩS) regain coherency along the Y-axis at 
the time of the echo, and therefore do not modulate the echo envelope. 
The product operators for the HFI term of the Spin Hamiltonian are performed in a 
similar manner: 
–SZ 
 
 
  
→  SY 
     
→    –sin(  
 
)2SXI + cos(
  
 
)SY    (3.14) 
First the result of the pulse sequence with only allowed transitions (see Figure 3.3) is 
considered: 
   
→  sin(  
 
)2SXI + cos(
  
 
)SY  
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→    sin(  
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)]SY = SY    (3.15) 
Next the case where forbidden transitions (see Figure 3.3) have non-zero probability 
starting from the result from line 3.14 is considered: 
   
→  –sin(  
 
)2SXI + cos(
  
 
)SY     (3.16) 
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= –2sin(
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)2SXI + [cos2(
  
 
) + cos2(
  
 
)]SY 
= –sin(Aτ)2SXI + cos(Aτ)SY     (3.17) 
2SXI is undetectable, which leaves cos(Aτ)SY as the final result. Note that without the ability 
of the π-pulse to perform a simultaneous flip of both SX and I (forbidden transition: ΔmS = 1, 
ΔmI = 1) to keep the negative sign of the first term in line 3.16, the HFI is undetectable like 
the electronic Zeeman interaction. Only when forbidden transitions have a non-zero 
probability does the HFI modulate the echo envelope. Modulations are most intense at the 
“cancellation condition”, where the nuclear Zeeman interaction exactly cancels with the 
HFI in the mS = +½ manifold (|+½,–½> = |+½, +½>, see Figure 3.3). On the other hand, 
modulations have zero amplitude at orientations along a principal component of the HFI 
tensor or for a purely isotropic HFI.[11-14] 
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All of the conclusions drawn thus far are displayed in pulse sequence form in Figure 
3.5. Application of the π/2-pulse results in a transient signal along the Y-axis known as a 
free induction decay (FID), represented by the dashed curve immediately following the 
π/2-pulse. The FID decays as the spin packets lose coherence in the transverse plane. After 
evolving under the Spin Hamiltonian for time τ, a π-pulse inverts the spin packets. After 
another time τ, the spin packets regain coherence and a Hahn echo is formed. The 
experiment is then repeated many times while incrementing τ each time. Recording the 
amplitude of the echo as a function of τ produces a hyperfine modulated echo envelope 
(red trace in Figure 3.5). 
The Hahn echo intensity is also subject to relaxation effects. One of these relaxation 
pathways, the spin-lattice relaxation time T1, has already been covered, and is the time it 
takes for the spins to return to thermal equilibrium along B0. However, for powder type 
samples at liquid nitrogen temperatures, T1 is in general much slower than the spin-spin 
relaxation time T2. T2 is a spin flip-flop process in which spins randomly exchange spin 
states with one another. Spins subject to this relaxation pathway become unable to 
contribute to the Hahn echo. T2 is the main contributor to the decay of the two-pulse echo 
envelope, as represented by the blue trace in Figure 3.5. 
 
Three-Pulse ESEEM. Two-pulse ESEEM has two major drawbacks: (i) the echo 
envelope decays quickly due to T2 relaxation and (ii) both the nuclear frequencies of 
interest and their sum-difference frequencies (“combination peaks”)[11] appear in the 
spectrum. Consequently, Fourier transformation of the time-domain pattern into the 
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frequency-domain spectrum results in low peak resolution (due to the short length of the 
time-domain signal) and added complications from combination peaks. Three-pulse ESEEM 
(π/2-τ-π/2-T-π/2-τ-echo) addresses both of these problems by splitting the π-pulse in 
two-pulse ESEEM into two π/2-pulses (Figure 3.7). 
Application of the first π/2-pulse results in an FID, just like in two-pulse ESEEM. 
However, instead of implementing a π-pulse at time τ, a π/2-pulse flips the spin packets 
into the XZ-plane, where they evolve for time T. Because the spin packets are no longer in 
the transverse plane, but rather in the longitudinal plane, the magnetization decays as T1 
instead of T2 during this time. The final π/2-pulse then flips the spin packets back into the 
transverse plane, and an echo is detected after another time τ. In this pulse sequence, the 
spin packets are “called back” into the transverse plane by the final π/2-pulse to form an 
echo. The resulting echo is therefore called a “stimulated echo”, and has significantly 
different properties than the Hahn echo. 
In three-pulse ESEEM, the echo envelope is generated by incrementing T instead of 
τ. Therefore, the stimulated echo amplitude decays as T1, which is generally much longer 
than T2, allowing for accumulation of a significantly longer echo envelope than in two-pulse 
ESEEM. This results in a substantial increase in the resolution of the frequency-domain 
spectrum. Additionally, combination peaks are not present in three-pulse ESEEM, greatly 
simplifying the spectrum. However, the downside of three-pulse ESEEM is that traces can 
only be recorded at one value of τ at a time. The intensities of specific transitions are 
strongly suppressed at certain values of τ, so it is important to repeat three-pulse 
measurements over a wide range of τ values so as to not miss any spectral features. 
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Figure 3.7 Three-pulse ESEEM pulse sequence. After the first two π/2-pulses, the spin 
packets are flipped out of the transverse plane. During time T, the spins are subject to spin-
lattice relaxation (T1). The final π/2-pulse creates a stimulated echo, the envelope of which 
is generated by incrementing T. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.8 HYSCORE pulse sequence. After the first two π/2-pulses, the spin packets are 
flipped out of the transverse plane. The spins then evolve under one manifold for time t1, 
and the other for time t2. The final π/2-pulse creates a stimulated echo, the envelope of 
which is generated by incrementing both t1 and t2. 
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One of the most common applications of three-pulse ESEEM is for measuring NQI 
tensors. At the cancellation condition, the nuclear Zeeman frequency νn cancels with the 
hyperfine coupling A in the +½ manifold such that |νn| – |A|/2 ≈ 0. When this requirement 
is satisfied for a coupled I ≥ 1 nucleus, not only is the three-pulse ESEEM modulation depth 
maximal, the nuclear transitions in the +½ manifold will consist of only the pure NQI 
frequencies. Therefore, a three-pulse spectrum at cancellation can provide a sensitive and 
accurate determination of the principal components of the NQI tensor. Experimentally, the 
cancellation condition can be achieved by tuning the microwave frequency, which changes 
the resonant magnetic field B0. This will change νn (which depends upon B0) without 
affecting the HFI. 
 
HYSCORE. The final ESEEM pulse sequence used in this work is HYSCORE 
(Hyperfine Sublevel Correlation) spectroscopy.[15] As its name suggests, HYSCORE 
correlates the nuclear frequencies (να and νβ) from the two electron “sublevels” (or 
manifolds). When multiple nuclei are contributing to a three-pulse spectrum 
simultaneously, the spectrum can become congested without a clear indication of which 
peaks are associated with which nuclei. HYSCORE is designed to overcome these 
limitations of three-pulse ESEEM by correlating peaks that belong to the same nucleus and 
spreading the spectrum out into two dimensions. 
The pulse sequence is the same as in three-pulse ESEEM, except that a π-pulse has 
been inserted between the last two π/2-pulses (π/2-τ-π/2-t1-π-t2-π/2-τ-echo, Figure 3.8). 
In the pulse sequence, spins that have evolved in one manifold for time t1 get flipped by the 
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π-pulse and evolve in the opposite manifold for time t2. The echo envelope is then recorded 
as a two dimensional time-domain pattern with the stimulated echo intensity as a function 
of t1 and t2. Double Fourier transformation along t1 and t2 produces a two dimensional 
correlation pattern in the frequency-domain allowing for the assignment of nuclear 
frequencies from opposite spin manifolds to the same nucleus. Just like in three-pulse 
ESEEM, HYSCORE exhibits τ suppression and should therefore be accumulated at multiple 
τ values so as to not miss any spectral features. In practice, each HYSCORE spectrum can 
take multiple hours to accumulate, so measurements are done for at most three different τ 
values in this work. HYSCORE will be discussed in much greater detail later in the context 
of whether the nucleus is I = ½ (15N, 13C, 1H) or I = 1 (14N), and how well the cancellation 
condition is satisfied. 
 
Davies ENDOR. Unlike ESEEM in which nuclear frequencies are detected indirectly 
with forbidden transitions, in ENDOR (Electron Nuclear Double Resonance) the NMR 
transitions are excited directly with radiofrequency pulses. The pulsed ENDOR technique 
used most frequently in this work is Davies ENDOR with a microwave pulse sequence: π-t-
π/2-τ-π-τ-echo, and a radiofrequency π-pulse inserted during the time interval t (Figure 
3.9). Because ENDOR is a double resonance technique, a specially designed resonator is 
needed that can accommodate both microwave and radiofrequency pulses. 
The initial microwave π-pulse inverts the spin populations, causing the net 
magnetization to point in the opposite direction of B0. This inversion pulse is made very 
selective, i.e., with a narrow excitation bandwidth, such that only a subset of the EPR 
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transitions are excited in the sample. Since the magnetization of these spins is inverted, the 
two-pulse ESEEM detection sequence results in an inverted Hahn echo. If, however, the 
radiofrequency π-pulse is resonant with an NMR transition, the magnetization of the 
inverted spins will be partially restored, resulting in a small recovery of the Hahn echo 
amplitude. The Davies ENDOR spectrum is obtained by measuring the amount of Hahn 
echo amplitude recovered as a function of the radio π-pulse frequency. 
Davies ENDOR intensity increases with hyperfine coupling strength, making it useful 
for measuring strongly coupled nuclei. This technique is also ideal for orientation selective 
experiments on radicals with narrow spectral widths, such as the semiquinone. Due to the 
comparable excitation bandwidth of ESEEM microwave pulses and the semiquinone 
spectral width at X-band, only poor orientation selectivity can be achieved. However, 
Davies ENDOR makes use of significantly more selective pulses than those used in ESEEM, 
making it well-suited for orientation selective measurements on the semiquinones. 
Increasing the microwave frequency to Q-band also allows for an enhanced resolution of 
the g-tensor, and as a result, Q-band Davies ENDOR is the method of choice in the following 
chapters for orientation selective measurements on the semiquinones. 
Mims ENDOR. The second pulsed ENDOR sequence used in this work is based on the 
stimulated echo (π/2-τ-π/2-t-π/2-τ-echo), where a radiofrequency π-pulse is inserted 
during the time interval t (Figure 3.10). Mims ENDOR is acquired in the same manner as 
described above for Davies ENDOR: changes in the echo amplitude are recorded as a 
function of the radio π-pulse frequency. However, in Mims ENDOR the radiofrequency 
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Figure 3.9 Davies ENDOR pulse sequence. The microwave (MW) pulse sequence is shown 
on top and the radiofrequency (RF) pulse sequence is shown on the bottom. A microwave 
π-pulse is first applied to invert the spin populations. During time t, a radio π-pulse is 
inserted which excites nuclear transitions. The Hahn echo sequence is then used to detect 
the recovery of the inverted magnetization. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.10 Mims ENDOR pulse sequence. The microwave (MW) pulse sequence is shown 
on top and the radiofrequency (RF) pulse sequence is shown on the bottom. The pulse 
sequence is the same as in three-pulse ESEEM, except that during time t, a radio π-pulse is 
inserted which excites nuclear transitions. The ENDOR amplitude is detected as a decrease 
in the stimulated echo intensity. 
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π-pulse causes a decrease in stimulated echo amplitude when resonant with an NMR 
transition, so the spectrum is inverted compared with Davies ENDOR. 
Mims ENDOR is functionally quite different from Davies ENDOR. Mims ENDOR is 
best suited for measuring very weak couplings, making Davies and Mims complementary 
techniques. As is the case for three-pulse ESEEM and HYSCORE, Mims ENDOR intensity also 
exhibits a τ dependence described by the periodic function[1] 
¼(1 – cos(Aτ))      (3.18) 
where A is the hyperfine coupling constant. The maximum intensity is observed when τ = 
(2n +1)π/A, with n = 0, 1, 2… It is often necessary to perform Mims ENDOR over a wide 
range of τ values so as to not miss any spectral features. 
 
Conclusion. All of the pulsed EPR techniques described above share the same goal of 
determining the NMR transition frequencies of the coupled nuclei. However, these 
techniques do not conflict with one another, but rather complement each other, as each is 
uniquely suited to handle a specific class of coupled nuclei. ESEEM is generally best for 
nuclei that are weakly coupled or have a low Larmor frequency (such as 14N and 15N).[16] 
For example, NQI tensor determinations of weakly coupled 14N are exclusive to ESEEM. 
ENDOR, on the other hand, is better equipped to handle nuclei with higher Larmor 
frequencies (such as 1H). When the coupling strength is large, the Davies sequence can be 
used. For weaker couplings, Mims may be preferable. Very often the best approach is to use 
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a combination of techniques to provide stronger support of one’s interpretations and 
analyses by simultaneous simulation of the spectra.  
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Analysis of Pulsed EPR Data 
 
Introduction. The procedure for analyzing data from an ESEEM experiment can be 
divided into three steps: (i) processing the time-domain data and converting it into a 
frequency-domain spectrum, (ii) assigning peaks and estimating the magnetic coupling 
parameters of interest, and (iii) simulating the spectrum. In the case of NMR protein 
structure determinations, this process has undergone extensive refinement and is well-
regulated. NMR structures are often submitted with the processing scripts and peak 
assignments used for the structure calculations so that anyone can repeat the analysis with 
software that is free and available online.[17-19] Unfortunately, the same cannot be said for 
pulsed EPR spectroscopy. The full details of a pulsed EPR simulation are essentially never 
reported in the literature, so it is up to the EPR spectroscopist to ensure that their analysis 
and simulations are meaningful and accurate. The purpose of this chapter, therefore, is to 
provide a detailed account of the methods that will be used for the analysis of pulsed EPR 
data in the following chapters, pertaining specifically to the I = ½ nuclei 15N, 13C, and 1H, 
and the I = 1 nucleus 14N. 
 
Processing the Time-Domain into a Frequency-Domain Spectrum. As shown 
above in this chapter, the ESEEM experiment produces a time-domain pattern modulated 
by the hyperfine and nuclear quadrupole frequencies of the coupled nuclei. Ideally, the 
echo envelope would be measured until it has completely decayed away due to either T1 or 
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T2 relaxation. However, because EPR suffers from low sensitivity (see Eq. 3.2), such lengthy 
acquisition times are often not feasible. A compromise between obtaining high spectral 
resolution (by acquiring more of the echo envelope) and maintaining reasonable signal-to-
noise (by shortening accumulations so that more signal averaging can be done) is 
necessary. Therefore, time-domain data obtained from an ESEEM experiment are generally 
incomplete, and how the processing is performed can have a significant impact on the 
resulting frequency-domain spectrum. 
The first step in processing the data is to perform a baseline subtraction. This is 
necessary, because the probability of the forbidden transition that gives rise to modulation 
of the echo envelope (Eq. 3.17) is less than unity, resulting in a significant fraction of 
unmodulated intensity (Eq. 3.15). In this work, the baseline is subtracted with polynomials 
of 3rd to 6th order. Use of a polynomial order that is too low will not properly remove the 
unmodulated part of the echo envelope, whereas a polynomial order that is too high will 
suppress the low frequency components in the signal of interest (Figure 3.11). This is 
especially a concern for I = ½ nuclei near the cancellation condition (such as the QA 
nitrogen couplings at X-band), where the nuclear frequencies in one manifold are expected 
to be very close to 0 MHz. 
The next step is zero-filling, in which a series of zeroes are appended to the end of 
each time trace (Figure 3.12). Because the spectral resolution after Fourier Transformation 
depends upon the total length of the time-domain data, padding the traces with zeroes 
increases the resolution of the frequency-domain spectrum. It is important to note that 
zero-filling provides a real increase in the information content of the spectrum when a time  
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Figure 3.11 The effect of using 1st, 3rd, and 6th order polynomial baseline corrections on the 
15N QA HYSCORE spectrum. While a 1st order baseline gives no suppression of the low 
frequency region, most of the features around 0 MHz are artifacts. Use of a 6th order 
polynomial correction completely suppresses any frequencies between -0.2 MHz to 0.2 
MHz, and introduces new artifacts at ±3.2 MHz. The 3rd order correction produces the best 
spectral lineshapes out of the three options. 
 
1st Order Polynomial 
3rd Order Polynomial 
6th Order Polynomial 
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Figure 3.12 Effect of apodization on the 14N QA three-pulse ESEEM spectrum. The zero-
filled time-domain patterns are shown in black, the Hamming windows in red, and the 
frequency-domain spectra in blue. Demonstrated are the cases of no apodization (A), 
partial apodization (B), and full apodization (C). 
A 
B 
C 
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trace of N points is padded with an additional N zeroes.[20,21] This is due to a recovery of the 
information lost to the imaginary part of the Fourier Transform when zero-filling is not 
performed. Zero-filling beyond this point, however, can only provide an artificial (but 
oftentimes aesthetically pleasing) resolution enhancement to the spectrum. In this work, 
ESEEM traces are typically zero-filled until the time-domain pattern is extended four-fold. 
The final step before Fourier Transformation is to apply an apodization function. 
Because of the zero-filling, the time-domain pattern now contains a discontinuity at the 
junction between the experimental data and the zeroes. Taking the Fourier Transform of 
this feature (which has the same properties as a step function) produces “sinc wiggles” in 
the spectrum. This can be remedied by multiplying the time-domain trace beforehand by a 
window function designed to suppress this truncation artifact. An added benefit of 
apodization is that the noise is selectively suppressed in regions where only weak 
modulations contribute to the final spectrum. This results in an overall increase in the 
signal-to-noise ratio, but at the cost of spectral resolution. In the following chapters, the 
Hamming window is used exclusively for apodization of time-domain data. An example of 
the effect of apodization on the X-band 14N three-pulse ESEEM spectrum of QA- is shown in 
Figure 3.12. Without any apodization, sinc wiggles make it impossible to distinguish weak 
peaks from artifacts (Figure 3.12A). On the other hand, full apodization of the time-domain 
pattern gives the best signal-to-noise ratio and eliminates all traces of sinc wiggles (Figure 
3.12C). However, the spectral resolution is now too poor to observe the peak at ~1 MHz, 
which will later be shown to be a very important feature in determining the Ala-M260 Np 
NQI tensor. In general, an intermediate degree of apodization (Figure 3.12B) is used as a 
compromise between higher resolution and sinc wiggle suppression. 
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Optimal processing of an ESEEM time-domain pattern is ultimately a matter of trial 
and error. However, the polynomial order used for the baseline subtraction, the amount of 
zero-filling, and the type of apodization are all important parameters for spectral 
simulations, so the method of data processing should be decided upon carefully. For 
example, in the simulation software EasySpin version 4.5.5,[22] the default apodization 
function converges to zero at the end of the echo envelope (Figure 3.12C). In this work, 
Hamming functions were applied to a more intermediate degree (Figure 3.12B), so 
apodization had to be performed manually for most of the simulated spectra in the 
following chapters. 
 
Estimation of the Hyperfine and Nuclear Quadrupole Coupling Constants. With a 
spectrum in hand, one could in principal begin simulating the experimental data and obtain 
the HFI and NQI tensors directly. However, when multiple nuclear couplings are involved, 
the parameter space is often far too large to manage without any prior knowledge of the 
tensor characteristics. Fortunately, the hyperfine and nuclear quadrupole coupling 
constants can often be estimated to a high degree of accuracy directly from the spectrum, 
which can then be used as constraints for spectral simulations. 
 
Analysis of 15N, 13C, and 1H Powder Spectra. The I = ½ nuclei that will be 
investigated in this work are 15N, 13C, and 1H. These nuclei lack a quadrupole moment, so 
magnetic coupling with an S = ½ semiquinone results in only the two nuclear transitions να 
and νβ. These frequencies correspond to the two different electron spin states mS = ±½ 
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(Figure 3.3). The values of να and νβ depend upon the vector sum of the magnetic fields 
induced at the nucleus by the external magnet (B0) and by the electron spin (via the HFI). 
In a powder-type sample where all orientations contribute equally to the spectrum, the 
observed nuclear frequencies span the range between 
() = N ± A/2 and     (3.19)  
() = N ± A/2      (3.20) 
which correspond to the orientations where B0 is aligned with the perpendicular and 
parallel components of the axial hyperfine tensor, respectively. N is the nuclear Larmor 
frequency, A = a − T, and A = a + 2T (where a and T are the isotropic and anisotropic 
hyperfine coupling constants, respectively). The full tensor has principal components (a − 
T, a − T, a + 2T). This axial form of the hyperfine tensor is typical of long-range dipolar 
magnetic couplings. When the point-dipole approximation is not valid, the hyperfine 
interaction may exhibit rhombicity with principal components (a − T(1 + δ), a − T(1 − δ), a 
+ 2T). δ is the rhombic parameter, and ranges in value from 0 to 1. The principal values of 
the hyperfine tensor are completely described by the coupling constants a, T, and δ. 
Powder HYSCORE spectra of I = ½ nuclei reveal, in the form of cross-ridges, the 
interdependence of  and  at a given orientation. For a strongly isotropic coupling, the 
two coordinates at the maximum intensity of the cross-ridge can be used for the first-order 
estimate of the isotropic hyperfine coupling constant 
a ≈ να – νβ       (3.21) 
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This method for approximating the hyperfine splitting also applies for weakly coupled 
nuclei in powder ENDOR spectra. However, this simple analysis provides no insight into the 
hyperfine anisotropy of the coupled nuclei. 
The isotropic a and anisotropic T components of the hyperfine interaction can be 
simultaneously estimated by linear regression of the cross-ridges in (να)2 vs (νβ)2 
coordinates.[9,23] Under the assumption of an axial tensor, the nuclear frequencies are 
related by the equation[24] 
να2 = Qνβ2 + G       (3.22) 
where Q and G are coefficients that are functions of a, T, and νN. From Eq. 3.22, cross-ridges 
in a HYSCORE spectrum will have a curved arc-like shape. When plotted in (να)2 vs (νβ)2 
coordinates, on the other hand, cross-ridges are expected to transform into linear segments 
having endpoints at (,) and (, ). It should be noted that these endpoints 
correspond to A and A, which are completely suppressed in the HYSCORE spectrum. 
Points at orientations near these principal directions will also be subject to significant 
suppression.[14] As a result, only the central part of the cross-ridge is observable in 
HYSCORE. Therefore, (,) and (, ) must be determined by linear extrapolation 
from the observable parts in the (να)2 vs (νβ)2 spectrum. 
An example of this fitting procedure in (να)2 vs (νβ)2 coordinates is shown in Figure 
3.13B. Scripts were written in Matlab R2013b to perform weighted linear regressions of 
the cross-ridges and to identify the intersection points with the curved line. This curve is 
defined by | ± | = 2νN, which describes the HFI principal directions for a nucleus 
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Figure 3.13 A. The proton HYSCORE spectrum of the QB hydrogen bonds with the axes in 
linear scale. B. The same spectrum represented in (να)2 vs (νβ)2 coordinates. The black 
dashed box shows an example region within which points above a set threshold were used 
for fitting. Linear regression of the cross-peaks was performed for all points highlighted in 
yellow. 
A 
B 
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with Larmor frequency νN. While a significant amount of HYSCORE intensity appears to fall 
onto the curved line, this does not indicate that these points correspond to principal 
components of the hyperfine tensor, but rather is due to broadening effects: the actual 
intersection points must be obtained by linear regression of the cross-peaks in (να)2 vs (νβ)2 
coordinates. 
The linear regression analysis was performed by first selecting a region of the 
HYSCORE spectrum that encompassed the cross-peak. This was done by selecting four 
points around the peak to define a quadrilateral shaped area. Within this defined area, only 
points with HYSCORE intensities above a set threshold were used for the fitting, to reduce 
the contribution from noise. Each point was also weighted into the fit such that points with 
higher intensities contributed more strongly to the linear regression. Finally, it should be 
noted that a simple 1D least-squares algorithm is insufficient for this type of fitting, and 
therefore a 2D least-squares regression (often referred to as “total least squares”) must be 
used instead. 
After the fitting is done, A and A can be solved for by assigning one intersection 
point to the perpendicular orientation (Eq. 3.19) and the other to the parallel orientation 
(Eq. 3.20). Since the correct assignment is not known, there are two possible solutions for 
the hyperfine coupling constants a and T. The correct solution must be determined by 
simulating with both sets of a and T, and then selecting the parameter set that gives the 
best fit to the experimental data. 
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Analysis of 14N Powder Spectra. The only I = 1 nucleus pertinent to this work is 14N. 
Because it has a quadrupole moment, 14N can produce up to six lines in an ESEEM spectrum 
(three for each of the two electron spin manifolds mS = ±½). In a powder-type sample, not 
all transitions contribute equally due to different orientation dependences. The form of the 
ESEEM spectrum expected from 14N with a predominantly isotropic hyperfine coupling is 
governed by the ratio between the effective nuclear frequency in each manifold, ef± = |14N 
± |A(14N)|/2|, and the quadrupole coupling constant, K = e2Qq/4h.[25,26] How the analysis of 
the spectra differ in the two limiting cases where ef-/K ~ 0 (i.e. ef- ~ 0, the cancellation 
condition) and |ef-/K| > 1 (far from cancellation) will be considered. 
When the cancellation condition ef-/K ~ 0 is satisfied, the nuclear Zeeman and 
hyperfine splittings cancel with each other in the mS = +½ manifold such that the spin 
states |+½, –½> and |+½, +½> in Figure 3.3 become degenerate in energy. In practice, this 
can be achieved by tuning the microwave frequency of the experiment (which is equivalent 
to changing the resonant applied magnetic field strength B0) until the nuclear Zeeman 
interaction matches the hyperfine coupling for a particular nucleus. Under the cancellation 
condition, the three nuclear frequencies within the mS = +½ manifold will be close to the 
three pure (zero-field) nuclear quadrupole resonance frequencies with 14N transitions 
0 = 2Kη         -  = K(3 – η)           + = K(3 + η)  (3.23) 
where 0 and - are single-quantum transitions, and + is a double-quantum transition. The 
corresponding energy levels are defined by the principal values of the nuclear quadrupole 
tensor 
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Qmin = –K(1 – η)      Qmid = –K(1 + η)      Qmax = 2K  (3.24) 
Both Equations 3.23 and 3.24 are completely described by K and the asymmetry parameter 
η (which ranges in value from 0 to 1). These frequencies possess the property + = - + 0, 
making them easily identifiable in a three-pulse ESEEM spectrum at cancellation. However, 
the peaks are broadened as ef-/K deviates from 0, and as this value increases beyond ~ 1, 
the peak maxima no longer obey the relationship + = - + 0. 
A three-pulse ESEEM spectrum near the cancellation condition is expected to 
consist of four lines: three narrow lines at the zero-field nuclear quadrupole frequencies 
from the manifold with νef- ∼ 0, described by Eq. 3.23, and one broadened double-quantum 
transition dq+ from the opposite manifold, described by the relationship 
                                                   dq± = 2[ef±2 + K2(3 + η2)]1/2  (3.25) 
Since dq+ is from the manifold which does not satisfy the cancellation condition, it may be 
too broad to observe in a three-pulse spectrum. However, the corresponding HYSCORE 
spectrum will exhibit cross-peaks correlating ν0, ν-, and ν+ with νdq+, indicating the location 
of νdq+ even if it is not directly observed. The cross-peak contour line shapes are expected to 
be narrow ridges parallel to one coordinate axis and perpendicular to the other. The 
narrowness of the cross-peaks in one dimension over the other reflects the sharpness of 
lines near the cancellation condition (ν0, ν-, and ν+) as opposed to the nuclear transition not 
satisfying the cancellation condition (νdq+). For multi-nuclear systems, internuclear cross-
suppression effects[27] and combination peaks can also appear in the spectrum. 
Combination peaks can only exist at locations that correspond to the sum or difference of 
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nuclear transition frequencies from different 14N nuclei within the same manifold.[28] 
Despite the added spectral complications that may arise from combination peaks, they can 
provide information about the relative signs of the hyperfine coupling constants.[29] 
When the cancellation condition is not satisfied (|ef-/K| > 1), the single-quantum 
transitions ν0 and ν- are expected to be significantly broadened, and the relationship + = - 
+ 0 is no longer expected to hold. Due to the smaller orientation dependence of the double-
quantum transitions, only νdq+ and νdq- may be observable in three-pulse ESEEM. The 
HYSCORE spectrum is likewise only expected to show a single pair of cross-peaks 
correlating the double-quantum transitions from opposite spin manifolds. Therefore, the 
principal components of the NQI tensor (described by K and η) can only be accurately 
estimated from an ESEEM spectrum satisfying the cancellation condition. However, so long 
as the νdq+ and νdq- correlation peaks can be identified in the 14N HYSCORE spectrum (which 
should be the case even away from cancellation), Eq. 3.25 can be used for an estimate of the 
hyperfine coupling. 
 
Simulations of ESEEM and ENDOR Spectra. Even in the ideal case, where the 
principal components of the HFI and NQI tensors can be accurately estimated from the 
spectra using the analysis described above, the orientations of the tensors with respect to 
the molecular frame remain unknown. The orientations can be solved for by simulating the 
spectra in the g-tensor frame of the semiquinone. The principal axes of the g-tensor for the 
QA semiquinone have been defined by single-crystal EPR experiments.[6] gX lies along the 
line connecting the two oxygen atoms, which carry most of the spin density; gZ is 
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perpendicular to the molecular plane, and gY is perpendicular to both other principal axes 
(Figure 3.2). The principal g-values are gX = 2.00649, gY = 2.00532, and gZ = 2.00210 for QA- 
and gX = 2.00626, gY = 2.00527, and gZ = 2.00213 for QB-. In this work it is assumed that the 
g-tensor alignment to the molecular frame for QB- is the same as it is for QA-. 
Simulations were performed with the Matlab toolbox EasySpin in order to estimate 
the full orientation dependent HFI and NQI tensors for the 14,15N, 13C, and 1H couplings in 
the quinone sites. The orientations of the principal axes were defined relative to the g-
tensor with Euler angles (α, β, and γ) in accordance with the EasySpin program 
(http://www.easyspin.org): 
(1) Rotation of coordinate system xyz counterclockwise about its z 
axis by α gives x'y'z' 
(2) Rotation of x'y'z' counterclockwise about its y' axis by β gives 
x''y''z'' 
(3) Rotation of x''y''z'' counterclockwise about its z'' axis by γ gives the 
final axes XYZ 
where xyz and XYZ refer to the HFI/NQI and g-tensor frames of reference, respectively. All 
Euler angles reported here are defined as the series of rotations necessary to bring the 
hyperfine or nuclear quadrupole tensor from its eigenframe to the g-tensor frame. 
The selectivity assigned to the pulses in simulations was determined from the 
microwave band of the experiment. In this work S-, X-, and Q-band were used for pulsed 
EPR experiments with microwave frequencies ~3.7, ~9.7, and ~34 GHz, respectively. The 
S- and X-band EPR spectrum of the semiquinone in frozen solutions produces a single line 
with unresolved g-tensor anisotropy. The spectral width is comparable to the excitation 
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width by microwave pulses, so ideal strong pulses were used for S- and X-band simulations. 
At Q-band the principal components of the semiquinone g-tensor are partially resolved, 
allowing for orientation selective measurements by exciting only one section of the EPR 
spectrum at a time. Simulation of such spectra can allow for accurate determinations of the 
Euler angles relating the HFI/NQI principal axes to the g-tensor frame. 
At Q-band, a careful determination of the excitation bandwidth of the pulses is an 
important step to simulating the spectra. This is done by considering the two major 
contributions to the excitation bandwidth as outlined by EasySpin: the broadening of the 
EPR spectrum and the selectivity of the microwave pulses. The most ideal way to 
determine the contribution of EPR broadening to the effective excitation bandwidth would 
be to simulate the field-swept echo. However, the orientation dependence of the 
longitudinal T1 and transverse T2 relaxation times distorts the field-swept echo in ways 
that are not easily reproducible by simulations. Therefore, the EPR broadening parameters 
were determined by simulation of the Q-band CW spectrum. The bandwidth contribution 
from the pulse selectivity was estimated by multiplying the inverse of the initial microwave 
π-pulse length by two for Davies ENDOR. For HYSCORE, this parameter was optimized 
during the simulation process. All other experimental parameters were the same as the 
settings used in the experiments. 
Baseline correction, zero-filling, and apodization of the simulated time-domain 
pattern were performed manually. As mentioned earlier, this is because the type of 
Hamming window used for the data processing in the following chapters is not a default 
window function provided by EasySpin. After processing the simulated time-domain data, 
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the Fourier Transform had to be carried out manually as well. As an example to illustrate 
this point, the EasySpin function “saffron” for simulating HYSCORE outputs 
[x1,x2,y,p] = saffron(…) 
where x1 and x2 are the axes in units of MHz, y is the simulated time-domain data, p is the 
simulated (and processed) frequency-domain data, and the ellipsis are where the 
experimental parameters are read from. The time-domain data y were processed and 
Fourier Transformed manually with the following script 
% perform baseline correction along first dimension 
yb = basecorr(y,1,3);    
% perform baseline correction along second dimension 
yb = basecorr(yb,2,3);    
% generate 1D Hamming window function 
w = apowin(‘ham+’,512); 
% convert into 2D Hamming window function 
w2d = w(:)*w(:).’; 
% apply 2D Hamming window to time-domain data 
ybw = yb.*w2d(1:256,1:256); 
% zero-fill (x4) and Fourier Transform 
fd = fftshift(fftn(ybw,4*size(ybw))); 
where a 3rd order polynomial baseline is performed, the 256  256 ns time-domain pattern 
is zero-filled such that the total trace length in each dimension is four-fold longer (1024 
ns), and the applied Hamming function converges to zero at 512 ns. 
A characteristic feature of Davies ENDOR is the suppression of small couplings. This 
was taken into account in the simulations by applying the weighting function[30] 
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       (3.26) 
where A is the hyperfine coupling and tp is the length of the first microwave π-pulse. Eq. 
3.26 approaches zero and one for the limiting cases of very small and very large values of A, 
respectively. Note that use of a longer pulse length tp reduces the suppression of weaker 
couplings. 
Even if the experimental parameters and coupling constants can be estimated to a 
high degree of accuracy from the spectral analyses described above, the problem of 
overparameterization is generally unavoidable in simulations of multi-nuclear systems. 
This is usually due to an unknown orientation of the HFI/NQI tensors with respect to the 
molecular frame, described by Euler angles. Only in special cases where the couplings are 
essentially Euler angle independent can a unique solution for a simulation be found (see 
Chapter VI). However, for an Euler angle sensitive simulation, even if the parameter space 
is properly sampled there are likely to be many degenerate solutions. Therefore, it is highly 
preferable to perform a simultaneous simulation, in which one parameter set is fit to 
multiple spectra accumulated for the same coupled nuclei. For example, pulsed EPR spectra 
of nitrogen couplings can be acquired under different levels of isotopic enrichment (14N 
and 15N), by changing the microwave frequency of the experiment (S-, X- and Q-band), and 
by using multiple techniques (three-pulse ESEEM, HYSCORE, and ENDOR). In a 
simultaneous simulation, the parameters are then judged by their ability to reproduce all 
experimental spectra, as opposed to just one. Adhering to this method significantly 
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increases the reliability of simulations and is used whenever possible throughout the 
following chapters. 
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Chapter IV. QA Site Nitrogens: Q- and X-band Determination of 
the Hyperfine and Nuclear Quadrupole Tensors and the 
Dependence of Histidine Nδ Tensors on Hydrogen Bond 
Strength 
 
(Note: Much of the content and wording in this chapter is taken from Taguchi et al., 
(2014) Submitted to J. Phys. Chem. B) 
 
Abstract 
In this chapter, Q- and X-band pulsed EPR spectroscopy is applied to study the 
interaction of the QA site semiquinone (QA-) with nitrogens from the local protein 
environment in natural abundance 14N and in 15N uniformly labeled photosynthetic 
reaction centers of Rhodobacter sphaeroides. The hyperfine and nuclear quadrupole tensors 
for Nδ of His-M219 and the peptide nitrogen (Np) of Ala-M260 were estimated through 
simultaneous simulation of the Q-band 15N Davies ENDOR, Q- and X-band 14,15N HYSCORE, 
and X-band 14N three-pulse ESEEM spectra, with support from DFT calculations. The 
hyperfine coupling constants were found to be a(14N) = 2.3 MHz, T = 0.3 MHz for His-M219 
Nδ and a(14N) = 2.6 MHz, T = 0.3 MHz for Ala-M260 Np. In spite of the relative values of 
a(14N) for the two nitrogens, the His-M219 Nδ is established as the stronger of the two H-
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bond donors. The nuclear quadrupole coupling constants were estimated as e2qQ/h = 0.38 
MHz, η = 0.97 and e2qQ/h = 0.74 MHz, η = 0.59 for His-M219 Nδ and Ala-M260 Np, 
respectively. An analysis of the available data on nuclear quadrupole tensors for imidazole 
nitrogens found in semiquinone-binding proteins and copper complexes reveals these 
systems share similar electron occupancies of the protonated nitrogen orbitals. By applying 
the Townes-Dailey model, developed previously for copper complexes, to the 
semiquinones, the asymmetry parameter η is found to be a sensitive probe of the histidine 
Nδ–semiquinone hydrogen bond strength. This is supported by a strong correlation 
observed between η and the isotropic coupling constant a(14N), and is consistent with 
previous computational works and model semiquinone-histidine calculations (courtesy of 
Professor P. J. O’Malley, University of Manchester). The empirical relationship presented 
here for a(14N), η, and the H-bond strength will provide an important structural 
characterization tool for future studies of semiquinone-binding proteins. 
 
Introduction 
The reaction center (RC) of the purple photosynthetic bacterium, Rhodobacter (Rb.) 
sphaeroides, facilitates electron transfer through a series of cofactors upon light activation. 
The final two cofactors occupying the QA and QB sites are chemically identical ubiquinone-
10 (UQ10) molecules. However, differences in the protein environment of the quinone sites 
result in significantly different roles for QA and QB.[1-7] While QB allows for rapid association 
and dissociation of quinone and quinol, QA is a tightly bound prosthetic group. Light-
induced charge separation at a dimer of bacteriochlorophyll followed by electron transport 
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through a bacteriopheophytin results in QA-. QA only undergoes one-electron chemistry and, 
upon formation of QA-, quickly transfers its electron to QB.  
From the known structures of bacterial RCs, the C4 carbonyl of QA is hydrogen-
bonded to Nδ of His-M219 (which is also a ligand of a high spin non-heme Fe2+), while the 
backbone peptide nitrogen Np of Ala-M260 is the H-bond donor to the C1 carbonyl (Figure 
4.1).[6,8] However, available X-ray structures do not provide an unequivocal description of 
the quinone site, and the H-bond distances and torsional angles of the two methoxy 
substituents on the ubiquinone rings are quite variable across different structures.[7] 
The H-bonds between QA- and its nitrogen donors in Zn-substituted RCs of Rb. 
sphaeroides strain R26 were characterized previously by 1D ESEEM at X (9.30 GHz) and C 
(7.23 GHz) microwave bands.[9,10] The ESEEM spectra at the two microwave frequencies 
showed interactions of the unpaired electron of QA- with two nitrogen nuclei in the protein. 
From an analysis of the experimental data, 14N nuclear quadrupole tensors with e2qQ/h = 
1.52 MHz, η = 0.82 and e2qQ/h = 3.04 MHz, η = 0.66 were determined and assigned to Nδ of 
His-M219 and Np of Ala-M260, respectively, based on the quadrupole coupling constant 
e2qQ/h. However, the limited resolution of the 1D spectra left significant uncertainties 
regarding the hyperfine couplings and the single- and double-quantum correlations for 
both nitrogens. 
Previous work in this lab took advantage of the increased resolution from the 2D 
approach, and reported preliminary X-band 14,15N 2D ESEEM spectra of QA-.[11] However, a 
quantitative analysis of the data providing the principal values of the hyperfine and nuclear  
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Figure 4.1 Interaction of QA with His-M219 Nδ and Ala-M260 Np, which are H-bonded to 
carbonyl oxygens O4 and O1, respectively. The principal axes of the g-tensor are labeled as 
X, Y, and Z. The gX axis lies along the line connecting the two oxygen atoms that carry most 
of the spin density; the gZ axis is perpendicular to the molecular plane and gY is 
perpendicular to both the other principal axes. The principal values of the QA- g-tensor are 
gX = 2.00649, gY = 2.00532, and gZ = 2.00210.[12] 
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quadrupole tensors of the H-bonded nitrogens and their corresponding principal directions 
has yet to be performed. The lack of this information prevents an understanding of how the 
semiquinone spin density delocalizes into the protein environment, and limits the 
usefulness of computational approaches exploring different structural models of the QA 
site. 
In this chapter, the X-band 14,15N 1D and 2D ESEEM spectra of QA- are supplemented 
with orientation selective ESEEM and ENDOR experiments performed at Q-band (~34 GHz) 
in order to determine the hyperfine interaction (HFI) and nuclear quadrupole interaction 
(NQI) tensors with the nitrogen H-bond donors His-M219 Nδ and Ala-M260 Np. The HFI and 
NQI coupling constants, obtained by simultaneous simulation of the spectra, provide 
insight into H-bond strength and geometry at the QA site. A comparative analysis of the NQI 
tensors from His-M219 Nδ of QA-, histidine Nδ nitrogen donors of other semiquinone-
binding proteins, and imidazole-copper complexes reveals that the protonated nitrogens of 
the imidazoles in these systems share similar valence electron occupancies. By adopting 
the Townes-Dailey model developed previously for the model copper complex imidazole 
nitrogens[13] and applying it to the semiquinones, an empirical relationship between the 
asymmetry parameter η, the isotropic HFI coupling constant a(14N), and the histidine Nδ–
semiquinone H-bond strength is proposed, with support from previous computational 
studies as well model DFT calculations (courtesy of Professor P. J. O’Malley, University of 
Manchester). 
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Methods 
Samples. X- and Q-band QA- samples were made under the natural abundance of 14N 
or with uniformly 15N-labeled reaction centers. The methods used for cell growth, uniform 
15N-labeling of the protein, RC isolation, Fe to Zn metal exchange, and QA- radical generation 
are provided in Chapter II. 
ESEEM and ENDOR Experiments. In this work, X-band 14N three-pulse ESEEM, X- 
and Q-band 14,15N HYSCORE, Q-band 15N Davies ENDOR, and Q-band 15N Mims ENDOR 
measurements are performed on the QA nitrogen couplings. Pulse sequences, data 
processing, and spectral analysis are described in detail in Chapter III. 
Spectral Simulations. ESEEM and ENDOR simulations were performed in the g-
tensor frame of QA- with the EasySpin package.[14] The principal axes of the g-tensor (X, Y, 
Z) with respect to the molecular frame of the quinone have been defined by single-crystal 
EPR experiments for QA-,[12] and are shown in Figure 4.1. The orientations of the HFI and 
NQI tensor principal axes for His-M219 Nδ and Ala-M260 Np were related to the g-tensor 
axes with Euler angles (α, β, and γ) defined by the EasySpin program 
(http://www.easyspin.org). For X-band simulations, the excitation bandwidth was 
assumed fully excitatory, so ideal strong pulses were used. For Q-band simulations, the 
excitation bandwidth was determined from simulating the continuous wave (CW) Q-band 
spectrum (Figure 4.2) and by estimating the pulse selectivity as described in Chapter III. 
A characteristic feature of Davies ENDOR is the suppression of small couplings. This 
was taken into account in the simulations by applying the weighting function from Eq. 3.26.  
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Figure 4.2 Simulation of the Q-band CW spectrum for estimating the contribution of EPR 
broadening to the excitation bandwidth. Shown are the first derivative of the field swept 2-
pulse echo from Figure 4.4 (blue), the CW spectrum (red), and the CW simulation (dotted 
black). The feature at 1237 mT in the blue trace is from the cavity. The field swept 2-pulse 
echo was not used for simulations, because relaxation rates were found to change with field 
position. Experimental parameters: 34.631 GHz, 0.2 mT modulation amplitude, 90 K  
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Simulations were also weighted to account for the fact that the radiofrequency generator 
used does not supply a constant power output over the frequency range 2-9 MHz, leading 
to artificial attenuation of the low frequency peaks. This was approximately corrected for 
by multiplying the simulations with a simple linear function to match the relative 
intensities of the low and high frequency peaks observed in the experimental spectra. 
All other parameters were the same as those used in the experiments. Optimization 
of the parameters was done by simultaneous fitting of all spectra. Therefore, the simulation 
parameters were judged by their ability to reproduce all experimental spectra, as opposed 
to just one. 
DFT Calculations. The DFT calculations were performed courtesy of Professor P. J. 
O’Malley (University of Manchester) using the B3LYP functional. The EPR-II basis set was 
used for all atoms except Zn where 6-31g(d) was employed. The model for the calculations 
was the QM portion of the QM/MM optimized geometry, as described previously.[11] All 
calculations were performed using the ORCA electronic structure program.[15] For the 
quadrupole coupling calculations, the default ORCA 14N quadrupole moment value of 
0.01930 barn was used. 
 
Results 
X-band 15N HYSCORE. The X-band 15N HYSCORE spectrum for QA- is shown in Figure 
4.3. The spectrum contains features 1 and 2, located in the (+/−) and (+/+) quadrants, 
which appear to be two well-resolved nitrogen couplings that satisfy the cancellation  
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Figure 4.3 Comparison of the experimental and simulated X-band 15N HYSCORE spectrum 
of QA-. The spectrum is presented in stacked (top) and contour (bottom) modes. Simulation 
of feature 1 is shown in red. Experimental parameters: magnetic field 345.9 mT, time 
between first and second pulses τ = 136 ns, microwave frequency 9.702 GHz, temperature 
80 K.  
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condition (15N ≈ │A(15N)│/2). From the locations of the cross-peak maxima (–3.23, 0.37) 
MHz (1) and (2.74, 0.33) MHz (2) the first-order estimates of the hyperfine couplings are 
3.60 and 2.41 MHz, respectively (2.57 and 1.72 MHz when scaled to 14N). However, the 
reliability of this simple analysis is called into question by the unusual features of the 
spectrum. The cross-peak arcs are close to the coordinates (0, 215N) and (215N, 0), which, 
in regards to the HYSCORE intensity, correspond to a singularity for the perpendicular 
direction or a simple maximum for the parallel orientation of the HFI tensor.[16] Peaks in 
this region of the HYSCORE spectrum (|ν1(2)| < 0.2 MHz) are also subject to strong 
suppression and broadening effects, which complicate the analysis. In Figure 4.3, the peaks 
exhibit a curvature not in accordance with the theoretically predicted line shape for a 
single I = ½ anisotropic HFI.[16] Overlap from multiple 15N couplings may explain these 
distortions, as simulations of features 1 and 2 as separate nitrogens failed to reproduce the 
relative peak intensities. 
Q-band 15N ENDOR and HYSCORE. The spectral complications at X-band are likely a 
consequence of the cancellation condition being met for the coupled nitrogens. This can be 
avoided by selecting a different microwave frequency, which changes the nitrogen Zeeman 
frequency 15N without affecting the HFI. In this work, 15N Davies ENDOR and HYSCORE 
measurements on QA- were performed at Q-band (~34 GHz), a frequency range 3-4 times 
higher than X-band. 
Q-band Davies ENDOR was acquired at eight evenly spaced field positions spanning 
gX, gY, and gZ of the field swept two-pulse echo (Figure 4.4). The resulting orientation 
selective Davies ENDOR spectra in Figure 4.5 show only a single resolvable splitting with  
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Figure 4.4 Field swept two-pulse echo of QA- at Q-band. gZ is resolved at the higher field 
position ~1221 mT, whereas gX and gY  form an unresolved pair at ~1219 mT. Circles mark 
the field positions used for Davies ENDOR measurements. Triangles mark the orientations 
of the external magnetic field in-plane with the gX/gY axes (1219.2 mT) and along the 
unique gZ axis (1221.2 mT) used for HYSCORE measurements. Experimental parameters: 
π/2-pulse length = 120 ns, time between first and second pulses τ = 500 ns, microwave 
frequency 34.222 GHz, temperature 80 K. 
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Figure 4.5 Q-band 15N Davies ENDOR spectra of QA-. Traces were taken at eight field 
positions from 1218.5 mT (gX) to 1221.3 mT (gZ) in steps of 0.4 mT. The experimental data 
are shown in blue and are overlaid by the simulations in red. Q-band 15N Davies ENDOR 
simulations of QA- are shown with Ala-M260 Np (A) or His-M219 Nδ (B) assigned to the 
stronger of the two isotropic hyperfine couplings. Experimental parameters: microwave 
π/2-pulse length = 120 ns, time between first and second pulses τ = 500 ns, RF π-pulse 
length = 70 μs, microwave frequency 34.222 GHz, temperature 80 K. 
 
A 
B 
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Figure 4.6 Q-band 15N Mims ENDOR spectrum of QA-. Only a single splitting of ~3.2 MHz is 
observed. Experimental parameters: π/2-pulse = 32 ns, time between first and second 
pulses τ = 200 ns, RF π-pulse length = 70 μs, microwave frequency 34.222 GHz, 
temperature 80 K 
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an average hyperfine coupling of ~3.4 MHz. However, the Davies pulse sequence can lead 
to suppression of weaker couplings, so Mims ENDOR (which is specifically sensitive to 
small couplings) was performed to ensure that no features were missed in the Davies 
ENDOR spectrum (Figure 4.6). No additional peaks were observed in the Mims experiment. 
Of the three principal components of the g-tensor, only gZ is resolved in the field 
swept echo pattern (Figure 4.4). In this case, gZ is the most single crystal-like orientation, 
and is expected to give the narrowest peaks in comparison with measurements at other 
field positions. However, this is not observed in the Davies ENDOR spectrum and, instead, 
the field position most closely associated with gX produces the narrowest line width. This 
suggests that the spectrum may be the overlap of multiple nitrogen peaks with couplings 
more similar along gX than they are along gZ. 
Q-band 15N HYSCORE was performed at orientations of the external magnetic field 
in-plane with the gX/gY axes and along the gZ axis (Figures 4.4 and 4.7). Compared with the 
X-band 15N HYSCORE spectrum (Figure 4.3), increasing the microwave frequency to Q-
band greatly simplifies the spectrum to that of a single pair of cross-peaks. The cross-peak 
maxima are at (3.59, 6.92) MHz in both spectra. These coordinates give a first order 
estimate of the hyperfine coupling as 3.33 MHz (2.38 MHz when scaled to 14N). 
Q-band 15N ENDOR and HYSCORE Simulations. The Q-band 15N Davies ENDOR and 
HYSCORE spectra were simulated under the assumption that the observed ~3.4 MHz 
splitting belongs to both His-M219 Nδ and Ala-M260 Np. This is supported by previous 14N 
studies showing these two nitrogens to both closely satisfy the cancellation condition.[9,10] 
Since the nitrogen couplings are unresolved in all of the 15N spectra, a purely experimental  
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Figure 4.7  Comparison of the experimental and simulated Q-band 15N HYSCORE spectra of 
QA- at orientations of the external magnetic field in-plane with the gX/gY axes (left) and 
along the gZ axis (right). Spectra are presented in stacked (top) and contour (bottom) 
modes. Simulations are shown in red. Experimental parameters: time between first and 
second pulses τ = 136 ns, microwave frequency 34.217 GHz, π/2-pulse length = 28 ns, 
temperature 80 K.  
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determination of the two HFI tensors was not possible. Therefore, the Euler angles, which 
define the principal axes of the HFI tensors in the QA- g-tensor coordinate system for the 
two nitrogens, were generated from the ORCA program and fixed throughout the 
simulations. This is justified by the success of Professor P. J. O’Malley’s DFT calculations to 
reproduce the experimental HFI Euler angles for the nitrogen tensors in the QB site (see 
Chapter V),[17] as well as the excellent agreement between the simulations (using the 
calculated angles) and the orientation selective Davies ENDOR spectra (Figure 4.5A). For an 
unambiguous determination of the His-M219 Nδ and Ala-M260 Np HFI principal directions, 
amino acid specific 15N isotope labeling would be necessary. 
While some rhombicity in the HFI is expected, many parameter sets giving equally 
good fits to the spectra were found when rhombic HFI tensors were allowed in the 
simulations. Therefore, the QA- nitrogen HFI tensors were assumed to be axial (rhombic 
parameter δ = 0), as predicted by Professor O’Malley’s DFT calculations. This assignment 
was supported by simulations of the Davies ENDOR spectra that showed that delta must be 
less than 0.5 for both nitrogens. Without amino acid specific 15N isotope labeling to 
separate the two nitrogen contributions to the spectra, at present it can only be concluded 
that δ is within the range 0-0.5 for both nitrogens. With the Euler angles fixed to the ORCA 
calculated values, only a(14N) and T were allowed to vary. Isotropic couplings are expected 
to arise from unpaired spin density transferred to the nitrogen 2s orbital. Dipole-dipole 
interactions between the semiquinone and spin density on the nitrogen p-orbitals are 
possible sources of anisotropic coupling. Since all of these magnetic interactions produce 
positive coupling constants, simulations were performed assuming a(14N) and T have the 
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same relative signs.[18] This was also found to be the case for the nitrogen couplings in the 
QB site (see Chapter V).[17] 
Simulation parameters were optimized starting from two initial conditions: one in 
which His-M219 Nδ possessed the larger of the two isotropic couplings and the other in 
which Ala-M260 Np had the larger coupling. Simulations with Ala-M260 Np having the 
higher value of a(14N) gave better agreement with the experimental Davies ENDOR 
spectrum (Figure 4.5A). The opposite case, where His-M219 Nδ had the larger of the two 
couplings, failed to reproduce the experimentally observed narrower peak width at gX than 
at gZ (Figure 4.5B). Therefore, Ala-M260 Np was assigned as the stronger of the two 
nitrogen couplings. This is surprising, as atom-specific 13C labeling experiments and 
modeling of the QA- spin density distribution have established that the stronger of the two 
hydrogen bonds belongs to His-M219 Nδ.[11,19] Therefore, the His-M219 Nδ and Ala-M260 Np 
nitrogen couplings do not reflect their relative H-bond strengths with the semiquinone. The 
results of the analysis on the HFI tensors are summarized in Table 4.1 with all values 
recalculated for 14N. 
 
Table 4.1 Hyperfine Simulation Parameters (15N data recalculated for 14N) with DFT 
calculated values in parentheses.a 
Residue a (MHz) T (MHz) δ Euler Angles  (α, β, γ)b 
His-M219 Nδ |2.3| (2.7) 0.3 (0.3) 0.0-0.5 (0.0) [–, 120°, 0°] 
Ala-M260 Np |2.6| (1.8) 0.3 (0.3) 0.0-0.5 (0.0) [–, 130°, -160°] 
aPrincipal values of the rhombic HFI tensor: a – T(1 + δ), a – T(1 – δ), a + 2T; δ ranges from 0 to 1 corresponding to axial 
and rhombic tensors, respectively. 
bHFI tensors with δ = 0 only require the β and γ Euler angles for their full description, so α was set as 0 in these cases but 
is shown as “–”. 
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The X- and Q-band 15N HYSCORE spectra calculated with the values in Table 4.1 are 
shown in red in Figures 4.3 and 4.7, respectively. For the Q-band data sets, the 
experimental and simulated peak maxima are in excellent agreement. However, only 
feature 1 of the X-band HYSCORE spectrum is reproduced. Even after exploring potential 
combination peaks with the proton couplings and the effect of non-ideal pulses, the weak 
intensity feature 2 was not reproduced by the simulations. 
X-band 14N Three-Pulse ESEEM. The X-band 14N three-pulse ESEEM spectra of QA- 
measured over a wide range of τ-values are shown in stacked presentation in Figure 4.8A. 
Two sets of 14N peaks satisfying the cancellation condition (14N ≈ │A(14N)│/2) are present 
in the spectrum. The most intense set of features (~0.75 MHz, 1.5 MHz) can be assigned to 
a NQI triplet, as in Eq. 3.23, under the assumption that the low frequency peak is a 
superposition of ν0 and ν-. When these two lines overlap, the NQI tensor is fully rhombic 
(principal values: 2K, 0, –2K) with an asymmetry parameter η ≈ 1. Under this condition the 
quadrupole coupling constant (K) follows the relationship ν+ = 4K = e2qQ/h = 1.5 MHz, or K 
= 0.38 MHz.  
Also resolved in the three-pulse spectrum is a second, less intense, set of peaks at 
(0.92, 1.83, 2.70) MHz that define K = 0.77 MHz and η = 0.63. The two quadrupole coupling 
constants K = 0.38 MHz and K = 0.77 MHz are consistent with typical values reported for 
the protonated nitrogen of an imidazole ring and a peptide nitrogen, respectively. In 
agreement with previous observations and X-ray structures, these nitrogens can be 
assigned to Nδ of His-M219 and Np of Ala-M260, respectively. The ratios of νef-/K (where νef- 
= |ν14N - |a(14N)|/2|, see Chapter III) calculated from the isotropic hyperfine constant a(14N)  
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Figure 4.8 A. Stacked representation of the X-band 14N three-pulse ESEEM spectra for QA- 
with NQI triplets corresponding to His-M219 Nδ (red) and Ala-M260 Np (blue) marked. The 
time between the first and second pulses τ was incremented from 100 to 564 ns in steps of 
16 ns in successive traces. Experimental parameters: magnetic field 345.7 mT, microwave 
frequency 9.707 GHz, temperature 80 K. B. Contour representation of the X-band 14N 
HYSCORE spectrum of QA- with diagonal and cross-peak features marked for His-M219 Nδ 
(red) and Ala-M260 Np (blue). Experimental parameters: magnetic field 345.7 mT, time 
between first and second pulses τ = 136 ns, microwave frequency 9.704 GHz, temperature 
80 K. 
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(Table 4.1) and the quadrupole coupling constant K (Table 4.2) for the two nitrogens are 
smaller than 0.75-1, justifying the appearance of the NQI triplets (or doublet in the case of η 
~ 1) in the powder-type three-pulse spectra.[20,21] On the other hand, three-pulse ESEEM 
does not allow for a determination of the relationship between a particular set of NQI 
frequencies and their corresponding double-quantum transition from the opposite spin 
manifold (dq+) that could provide an independent estimate of the hyperfine coupling. 
X- and Q-band 14N HYSCORE. When examining spectra with complicated 
quadrupole features, it is often valuable to combine knowledge obtained from the 
complementary three-pulse ESEEM and HYSCORE techniques. HYSCORE can resolve peaks 
missing from three-pulse ESEEM and can correlate peaks associated with the same nucleus, 
while three-pulse spectra can provide the values for NQI transitions in a simpler, easier to 
identify, format. The three-pulse spectrum of QA- shows two distinct NQI triplets, indicating 
cancellation conditions are exactly or nearly being met. In this case it is expected that the 
HYSCORE spectrum will show correlations from the three NQI transitions ν0, ν-, and ν+ with 
νdq+ from the opposite manifold. 
The representative X-band 14N HYSCORE spectrum of QA- is shown in Figure 4.8B. 
The cancellation condition is strongly satisfied, giving rise to a spectrum of remarkable 
complexity compared with the simple 14N HYSCORE spectrum observed for QB- away from 
cancellation at X-band (Figure 5.4 in Chapter V).[17] Peaks with frequencies corresponding 
to the NQI transitions in the three-pulse ESEEM spectrum lie along the diagonal in the 
(+/+) quadrant. In general, no diagonal peaks should be observed in HYSCORE. However, 
they often appear as a result of incomplete inversion of electron spin magnetization by the 
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-pulse. These frequencies are marked by red (His-M219 Nδ) and blue (Ala-M260 Np) 
circles along the diagonal. The straight lines that are drawn from the diagonal peaks in the 
(+/+) quadrant pass through ridges of raised intensity located at 4-7 MHz. These straight 
ridges correlate the single-quantum (~0.75 MHz) and double-quantum (1.5 MHz) peaks 
from His-M219 Nδ to the double-quantum transition in the opposite electron spin manifold 
(dq+). Similar features exist for Ala-M260 Np in this region, but are of significantly weaker 
intensity. This may be due to nuclear cross-suppression effects[22] or the typically large 
value of K for peptide nitrogens, which is shown in Chapter V to suppress the peptide peaks 
in 14N spectra of QB-.[17] Overall, the large number of cross-peaks produces an extremely 
congested X-band 14N HYSCORE spectrum, which is further complicated by the presence of 
combination peaks. 
The complexity of the X-band 14N HYSCORE spectrum is largely attributable to the 
cancellation condition being satisfied, and can be avoided by performing the experiment at 
a different microwave frequency. The 14N HYSCORE spectra measured at Q-band are 
presented in stacked and contour representations in Figure 4.9. The spectra are 
dramatically simplified in comparison with Figure 4.8B, and have a similar appearance to 
the X-band 14N HYSCORE spectrum of QB- where the nitrogen couplings are far from 
cancellation.[17] Only two pairs of cross-peaks are observed, with maxima at (10.20, 5.01) 
MHz (1) and (10.88, 5.11) MHz (2) at gX/gY, and (9.95, 5.25) MHz (1) and (10.78, 5.20) MHz  
(2) at gZ. These coordinates correlate the double-quantum transitions dq+ and dq- for each 
coupled nitrogen. 
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Figure 4.9 Comparison of the experimental and simulated Q-band 14N HYSCORE spectra of 
QA- at orientations of the external magnetic field in-plane with the gX/gY axes (left) and 
along the gZ axis (right). Spectra are presented in stacked (top) and contour (bottom) 
modes. Simulations are shown in red. Experimental parameters: time between first and 
second pulses τ = 136 ns, microwave frequency 34.112 GHz, π/2-pulse length = 28 ns, 
temperature 90 K. 
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The Q-band 14N HYSCORE spectra can serve as a test of the assignment of Ala-M260 
Np as the larger of the two nitrogen hyperfine couplings. Using the values of K and η 
determined from the X-band three-pulse ESEEM spectra, dq+ can be predicted from Eq. 
3.25 for the cases where His-M219 Nδ or Ala-M260 Np has the larger of the two a(14N) 
values in Table 4.1. If His-M219 Nδ were to have the larger value of a(14N), then identical 
dq+ transitions at ~10.2 MHz (Nδ) and ~10.2 MHz (Np) would be expected. If the larger 
value were to belong to Ala-M260 Np, then well-resolved transitions at ~9.9 MHz (Nδ) and 
~10.4 MHz (Np) should be present in the Q-band 14N HYSCORE spectrum. Only the latter 
scenario is consistent with the observed peak arrangement, and therefore His-M219 Nδ is 
assigned to 1 and Ala-M260 Np to 2 in Figure 4.9. Simulations provide further support of 
this assignment, with the experimental and simulated peak maxima in strong agreement. 
14N Three-Pulse and HYSCORE Simulations. 14N three-pulse ESEEM simulations 
were performed for eight evenly spaced values of τ. The initial values for K and η were 
determined from the analysis of Figure 4.8A under the assumption of near cancellation for 
both nitrogens. Simultaneous simulation alongside the Q-band 14N HYSCORE spectra 
(Figure 4.9), as well as the 15N HYSCORE and ENDOR spectra, was done iteratively until a 
parameter set was obtained that could reproduce the general features of all of the 
experimental data considered. 
For a semiquinone H-bonded to the Nδ of a histidine, Fritscher concluded that for 
weaker hydrogen bonding, Qmax will orient perpendicular to the imidazole plane, whereas 
for stronger H-bonds Qmax will exchange with the Qmid direction and become parallel to the 
imidazole plane.[23] His-M219 Nδ of QA- (η ≈ 1) represents the special case where these two 
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possible NQI tensor orientations are indistinguishable. In the simulations, the NQI tensor 
orientation was assigned based on best agreement with the DFT calculations, with Qmax 
parallel to the imidazole plane, Qmid perpendicular to the imidazole plane, and Qmin along 
the N-H bond. 
 
Table 4.2 Nuclear Quadrupole Simulation Parameters with DFT calculated values in 
parentheses. 
Residue K (MHz)a η a Euler Angles (α, β, γ) 
His-M219 Nδ |0.38| (0.36) 0.97 (0.57) [-130°, 100°, -100°] ([-130°, 100°, -100°]) 
Ala-M260 Np |0.74| (-0.99) 0.59 (0.45) [170°, 80°, -110°] ([140°, 80°, -110°]) 
aSee Tables 4.5 and 4.6 for a more detailed analysis of the calculated quadrupole tensors. 
 
The NQI tensor characteristics of the peptide nitrogen are only slightly perturbed by 
hydrogen bonding, as has been confirmed by theoretical works.[24-26] From these 
calculations, it was found that the Qmax principal direction is normal to the local peptide 
plane, the Qmid direction almost coincides with the C(O)-N(H) bond, and Qmin points about 
30° off of the N-H bond. DFT calculations were in good agreement with the assigned 
orientations of the Nδ and Np NQI tensors for QA- (Table 4.2 and Figures 4.10 and 4.11). The 
Euler angles for the His-M219 Nδ and Ala-M260 Np NQI tensors were therefore generated 
from crystal structure 1DV3 and fixed throughout the simulations. 
A comparison of the experimental and simulated 14N three-pulse ESEEM spectra is 
shown in Figure 4.12. The final HFI and NQI parameters optimized by simultaneous 
simulation of the 14,15N ESEEM and 15N ENDOR spectra, together with the DFT calculated  
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Figure 4.10 Nuclear quadrupole tensors for His-M219 Nδ (purple) and Ala-M260 Np 
(green) determined from crystal structure 1DV3. The Euler angles that bring the nuclear 
quadrupole tensor frame into the g-tensor frame are [-130°, 100°, -100°] and [170°, 80°,      
-110°] for His-M219 Nδ and Ala-M260 Np, respectively. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.11 Nuclear quadrupole tensors for His-M219 Nδ (purple) and Ala-M260 Np 
(green) as determined from DFT ORCA calculations. The Euler angles that bring the nuclear 
quadrupole tensor frame into the g-tensor frame are [-130°, 100°, -100°] and [140°, 80°,      
-110°] for His-M219 Nδ and Ala-M260 Np, respectively. 
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Figure 4.12 Comparison of the experimental (blue) and simulated (red) X-band 14N three-
pulse ESEEM spectra of QA-. τ-values chosen were evenly spaced starting from 180 ns in the 
bottom trace and increased in steps of 32 ns in subsequent traces. Experimental 
parameters: magnetic field 345.7 mT, microwave frequency 9.707 GHz, temperature 80 K. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.13 Hyperfine tensors for His-M219 Nδ (purple) and Ala-M260 Np (green) as 
determined from DFT ORCA calculations. The Euler angles that bring the hyperfine tensor 
frame into the g-tensor frame are [–, 120°, 0°] and [–, 130°, -160°] for His-M219 Nδ and Ala-
M260 Np from Table 4.1, respectively. For both nitrogens, the calculated tensors were axial 
so their AX and AY components are not shown. 
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values for QA-, are summarized in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. A full 3D view of the HFI tensor 
alignments to the molecular frame determined from DFT calculations is shown in Figure 
4.13. The X-band 14N HYSCORE spectrum was not included in the simulations due to 
complications arising from the many combination lines, as well as the presence of intense 
diagonal peaks that cannot be simulated with ideal pulses (Figure 4.8B). 
 
Discussion 
Comparison with Previous Results. X-band 14N three-pulse ESEEM spectra of QA- 
were previously reported by Hoff and coworkers.[9,10] However, only long pulse delay 
times, τ ≥ 260 ns, were utilized leaving substantial uncertainties in the measured NQI 
tensor parameters and estimates of the hyperfine coupling. To ensure that the data set is 
complete and reproducible over a large range of τ, it is valuable to create a quasi-2D ESEEM 
spectrum by stacking sequential τ values. This type of representation unmasks τ dependent 
suppression effects and accentuates true peaks. The three-pulse ESEEM spectra (Figure 
4.8A) were accumulated at τ-values incremented in 16 ns steps starting from 100 to 564 ns 
(measurements were also performed with a 50 ns step size to ensure that relevant features 
at long times were not missed). 
The spectrum is in reasonable agreement with previously published results.[9,10] 
However, in contrast to the earlier work, in which separate peaks at 0.64 and 0.85 MHz 
were seen, a single peak centered at ~0.75 MHz is observed, constituting the overlap of the 
ν0 and ν- NQI transitions for His-M219 Nδ. The sample preparation was adjusted according 
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to the protocol of Spoyalov et al.,[10] but the resulting spectra were not significantly 
different from that shown in Figure 4.8A, with no splitting of the feature centered at ~0.75 
MHz. Instead, the Figure 4.8A is in agreement with Lendzian et al., in which the 14N three-
pulse ESEEM spectrum of QA- shows an unresolved feature at ~0.75 MHz.[27] 
Variation in the HFI and NQI tensors of histidine Nδ donors in different quinone 
sites. In this section, a comparative analysis of the HFI and NQI tensor characteristics for 
the histidine Nδ H-bond donors of semiquinones in several different quinone sites is 
performed. Currently available data from the literature are shown in Table 4.3. Only NQI 
tensors determined from three-pulse ESEEM spectra with at least one resolvable single-
quantum transition are shown, so as to consider only the most accurate determinations of 
η. The coupling constants listed in Table 4.3 vary within a ~30% range for e2Qq/h, a factor 
of ~2 for η, a factor of ~3 for a(14N). 
 
Table 4.3 HFI and NQI coupling constants for histidine Nδ hydrogen bonded to 
semiquinones 
Quinone Site Residue a(14N) (MHz) e2Qq/h (MHz) η Refs. 
QA Rb. sphaeroides M219 Nδ 2.3 1.50 0.97 This work 
QA Rp. viridis M217 Nδ ~2 1.51a 0.87a [28] 
QA PSII D214 Nδ 1.67-1.9 1.47-1.58 0.71-0.78 [18,29] 
QB Rb. sphaeroidesb L190 Nδ 1.3-1.4 1.50-1.54 0.69 [17] 
QD NarGHI C66 Nδ 0.8 1.96 0.5 [30] 
aThe spectrum has been reanalyzed based on the assigned peak positions. 
bParameters determined in Chapter V. 
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The relationship between the values in Table 4.3 and the quinone site geometry was 
investigated using available crystal structures. The same in-plane and out-of-plane angle 
definitions introduced by Fritscher are used (Figure 4.14).[23] The N· · ·O distance and the 
in-plane (θ) and out-of-plane (ϕ) angles describing the position of the carbonyl oxygen 
with respect to the histidine Nδ were estimated from the crystal structures and are listed in 
Table 4.4. The quinone site geometry is very similar across all X-ray structures considered, 
although small differences are observed for the QD site from NarGHI, a nitrate reductase 
from E. coli. However, the NarGHI structure is in complex with inhibitor pentachlorophenol 
rather than the native menaquinone-8, which is a “quinol-like” structure and likely a poor 
representation of the bound semiquinone state. Evidently, crystal structures fail to explain 
the large spread of a(14N) and η in Table 4.3. 
 
Table 4.4 Geometry of the histidine Nδ with respect to the semiquinone in available 
crystal structures 
Quinone Site Quinone 
Number of 
Structures 
N· · · O 
distance (Å) 
In-plane 
angle θ (°)a 
Out-of-plane 
angle ϕ (°)a 
QA Rb. sphaeroides UQ10 47 2.80±0.15 -3±4 -3±10 
QA Rp. viridis MQ9 14 2.84±0.12 -5±3 2±7 
QA PSII vulcanusb PQ9 4 2.71±0.09 -2±6 -12±1 
QB Rb. sphaeroides UQ10 20 2.69±0.21 -9±7 -5±8 
QD NarGHI MQ8c 1 2.84 26 -19 
aAngle definitions for θ and ϕ are provided in Figure 4.14. 
bDistances and angles reported for PSII are from Thermosynechococcus vulcanus, whereas the corresponding ESEEM data 
in Table 4.3 are for RCs isolated from spinach.  
cThe crystal structure is in complex with inhibitor pentachlorophenol instead of menaquinone-8, so the hydroxyl group of 
PCP was used for the distance and angle measurements. 
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Figure 4.14 In-plane angle θ (top) and out-of-plane angle ϕ (bottom) describing the 
position of the semiquinone carbonyl oxygen with respect to the histidine Nδ. The figure 
was reproduced and modified from Fritscher.[23]  
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The NQI characteristics for imidazole Nδ and Nε have been extensively studied in 
several series of similar compounds with specifically varying characteristics. For the amine 
Nδ and the imine Nε coordinating the metal in zinc, cadmium, and copper imidazole model 
compounds and copper proteins, a pronounced linear correlation between h/e2qQ               
(= 1/(4K)) and η has been found. The slopes of these correlations vary within a narrow 
range ~0.34 ± 0.05 MHz-1.[13,31] 
An explanation of the linear dependence of h/e2qQ vs η was developed in the context 
of the Townes-Dailey model,[32] based on a consideration of the electron population of the 
bonding orbitals of the nitrogen by p electrons. This analysis assumes that the geometry of 
the nitrogen molecular environment does not change between different systems, and this is 
likely true within the same class of compounds. However, significant deviations from 
linearity have been reported for some compounds, and in one case has been assigned to 
external influences on the distal amine nitrogen, in particular due to hydrogen bonds.[31] 
The linear dependence observed between h/e2qQ and η is reproduced in Figure 4.15 
for copper dien-substituted imidazole model compounds and copper proteins.[13] Also 
shown are the quadrupole coupling constants for the semiquinones from Table 4.3, for 
which the semiquinone Nδ data are confined to the same area as that of the copper 
complexes. 
Fritscher explored computationally the changes in e2qQ/h (4K) and η of the Nδ 
nitrogen as a function of H-bond geometry using methylimidazole-benzosemiquinone as a 
model system.[23] A variety of different conformations of the semiquinone with respect to 
the imidazole were tested. Rotation of the semiquinone about its axis defined by the  
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Figure 4.15 Dependence of h/e2qQ (= 1/(4K)) on η is demonstrated for available 
semiquinone (Table 4.3) and copper complex data. The data for copper dien-substituted 
imidazole model compounds (blue) and copper proteins (green) are shown as circles. The 
semiquinone Nδ data are shown as red diamonds. 
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Figure 4.16 Dependence of η on the N· · ·O hydrogen bond distance between 
methylimidazole and benzosemiquinone (from Fritscher[23]). The actual data points are 
shown in yellow. For the three right-most points, the calculated NQI tensor has its 
maximum component perpendicular to the ring plane. These have been fit with a 2nd order 
polynomial to extrapolate the N· · ·O distance to 2.53 Å, where η = 1 (red vertical line). 
Upon further shortening of the H-bond distance, the NQI tensor changes definition, with an 
exchange of the Qmax and Qmid directions. As such, η begins to decrease (η = 0.72 at 2.50 Å). 
The line drawn from the red vertical line to the point at 2.50 Å has been extended (dashed 
line) to emphasize the enhanced sensitivity of η in this range of H-bond lengths. 
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carbonyl oxygens had essentially no effect on the NQI tensor, and changes to the in-plane 
(θ) and out-of-plane (ϕ) angles describing the orientation of the carbonyl oxygen with 
respect to Nδ only amounted to changes in η up to 0.1. Since θ and ϕ in Table 4.4 are 
generally well-conserved across the crystal structures considered, variations in these 
angles cannot explain the wide range in η for the semiquinones listed in Table 4.3. 
While the relative orientations of methylimidazole and benzosemiquinone had little 
impact on the Nδ NQI tensor, Fritscher found the hydrogen bond length to have a dramatic 
effect on η (Figure 4.16).[23] Shortening the N· · ·O distance from 3.25 to 2.75 Å resulted in 
an increase in η from 0.17 to 0.61. This corresponds to a decrease in magnitude of the Qmax 
tensor component oriented perpendicular to the imidazole plane, coupled to an increase in 
the Qmid component lying in-plane with the imidazole ring. Between 2.75 to 2.53 Å, η 
continued to increase up to its maximum value of 1 (marked by a red vertical line in Figure 
4.16), where |Qmid| = |Qmax| by definition (Eq. 3.24). A further shortening of the H-bond led 
to a situation where the component perpendicular to the imidazole plane was no longer 
largest in magnitude, resulting in a reorientation of the NQI tensor with Qmax in-plane with 
the imidazole ring. Under this new definition of the NQI tensor, η decreased in response to 
further shortening of the H-bond, resulting in η = 0.72 at 2.50 Å. The total change on η from 
shortening the N· · ·O distance from 3.25 Å (η = 0.17) to 2.50 Å (η = 0.72) can be calculated 
as (1 – 0.17) + (1 – 0.72) = 1.11. This analysis shows that the range of η in Table 4.3 is very 
likely accounted for by differences in H-bond length, and not from variations in θ or ϕ 
(Table 4.4). The fact that η is selectively sensitive to the histidine Nδ–semiquinone N· · ·O 
distance makes it promising as a molecular ruler of the H-bond length. However, the Nδ NQI 
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tensor orientations for the semiquinones must first be known before η can be taken full 
advantage of. 
For His-M219 Nδ of QA- in Rb. sphaeroides, η ≈ 1, corresponding to the special case 
where either NQI tensor definition shown in Figure 4.16 is appropriate. However, η is 
significantly less than 1 for the other semiquinone data in Table 4.3, so the tensor 
orientations for these Nδ nitrogens must be determined explicitly. The NQI tensor 
orientations are determined from a comparative analysis of the asymmetry parameter η 
and the isotropic hyperfine constant a(14N) for each histidine Nδ nitrogen. 
The isotropic hyperfine constant a(14N) for the histidine Nδ nitrogens from Table 4.3 
is plotted as a function of η in Figure 4.17. A remarkably good linear correlation is observed 
for all quinone sites considered. A larger hyperfine coupling (indicative of a stronger 
hydrogen bond) is found to correlate with a larger value of η. Since His-M219 Nδ of QA- (Rb. 
sphaeroides) has the largest value of a(14N), the other semiquinones are likely engaged in 
weaker hydrogen bonding with the histidine. Therefore, the NQI tensors for the other 
semiquinone data in Table 4.3 can be assigned as having Qmax oriented perpendicular to the 
imidazole plane, in accordance with the calculations of Fritscher described above.[23] This 
NQI tensor orientation is consistent with that determined previously for the copper dien-
substituted imidazole model compounds and copper proteins (plotted alongside the 
semiquinone data in Figure 4.15).[13] Under this assignment of the NQI tensor, Figure 4.17 
can be used as a molecular ruler to estimate the relative histidine Nδ–semiquinone H-bond 
strengths for the available semiquinone data, where a higher value of a(14N) or η 
corresponds to a stronger hydrogen bond. This empirical relationship is in agreement with  
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Figure 4.17 Correlation between a(14N) and η is demonstrated for the semiquinone Nδ 
data in Table 4.3: 1. QA Rb. sphaeroides  2. QA Rp. viridis  3. QA PSII  4. QB Rb. sphaeroides  5. 
QD NarGHI. The linear fit to the Nδ data (dashed line) is described by a(14N) = 3.23η - 0.74. 
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observed changes in the NQI tensor as a function of N-H bond distance (determined from 
neutron diffraction data) in a series of model imidazole and histidine compounds.[33] 
The strong correlation between a(14N) and η in Figure 4.17 is unexpected, as the 
hyperfine coupling is sensitive to both the relative orientation and H-bond distance of the 
histidine Nδ–semiquinone couple. In calculations of methylimidazole-benzosemiquinone by 
Konstantinos et al., angular perturbations (such as rotation of the semiquinone about its gX 
axis and changes to the out-of-plane angle ϕ), as well as changes to the H-bond distance, 
were all found to have a significant impact on the isotropic coupling and were more than 
sufficient to cover the range of values listed in Table 4.3.[34] Therefore, the remarkably good 
correlation observed between a(14N) and η in Figure 4.17 can be attributed to a highly-
conserved binding geometry of the semiquinones with their histidine Nδ H-bond donors in 
the quinone sites considered. A similar conformation of the semiquinones in the quinone 
sites of the homologous reaction center proteins is not unexpected (Table 4.4). However, a 
similar binding geometry is also implicated for the nitrate reductase NarGHI, which shares 
no homology with the other proteins. This suggests the existence of a more generally 
conserved histidine Nδ–semiquinone H-bond motif in Nature. Thus, a(14N), like η, may also 
be a good indicator of the hydrogen bond distance (and strength) when all other aspects of 
the relative geometry between the semiquinone and the histidine remain the same. 
DFT modeling of the histidine and peptide nitrogen NQI tensors. A more detailed 
analysis of the DFT calculated NQI tensors for the QA site model (provided courtesy of 
Professor P. J. O’Malley, University of Manchester) allows for probing more deeply into the 
electronic structure around the 14N nucleus, in particular focusing on changes occurring as 
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a result of hydrogen bonding. In Table 4.5 the calculated NQI tensor principal values for Nδ 
of the four histidines ligated to the Zn2+ ion in metal exchanged RCs are compared. 
In the computational model used, the protonated Nδ on His-M219 is involved in 
hydrogen bond donation to QA-, while the other three histidine residues are not H-bonded. 
Table 4.5 shows that for the three histidine ligands without any hydrogen bonding, the NQI 
values are all very similar, with the largest magnitude (negative) component perpendicular 
to the imidazole plane, Qp. The other two principal values are positive with the larger 
component along the N-H bond, QNH. This is illustrated graphically as a surface map in 
Figure 4.18(a) for His-L230. Identical plots are obtained for Nδ of histidines L190 and 
M266. Further details of this representation of tensors are described elsewhere.[35] 
 
Table 4.5 Calculated NQI tensors and N-H bond lengths for Nδ in the histidine ligands 
of the Zn2+ ion 
 Qp (MHz)a QNH (MHz)b Qpl (MHz)c η N-H (Å) 
His-M219 Nδ -1.14 -0.32 1.45 0.57 1.05 
His-M266 Nδ -2.36 1.41 0.95 0.19 1.00 
His-L190 Nδ -2.32 1.45 0.86 0.25 1.01 
His-L230 Nδ -2.32 1.45 0.86 0.25 1.01 
aNQI tensor component perpendicular to the imidazole ring plane; bNQI tensor component along the NH bond; cNQI 
tensor component orthogonal to Qp and QNH and in-plane with the imidazole ring. 
 
Hydrogen bond formation of the semiquinone anion radical with Nδ of His-M219 
leads to a significant lengthening of the N-H bond. This causes an approximate halving in 
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Figure 4.18 Polar plots of the calculated NQI tensors for Nδ in the imidazole groups of (a) 
His-L230 and (b) His-M219. The NQI tensor is plotted as a surface map showing the sign 
and symmetry visually, with red representing negative and green representing positive 
principal values (Figure courtesy of Professor P. J. O’Malley, University of Manchester). 
 
 
 
Figure 4.19 Polar plot of calculated NQI tensor for the peptide NH of (a) Thr-M259 and (b) 
Ala-M260.  The NQI tensor is plotted as a surface map showing the sign and symmetry 
visually, with red representing negative and green representing positive principal values 
(Figure courtesy of Professor P. J. O’Malley, University of Manchester).  
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the magnitude of Qp, QNH to become opposite in sign, and the in-plane component Qpl to 
almost double in magnitude. Qpl is now the largest magnitude principal value. The graphical 
representation in Figure 4.18(b) clearly demonstrates these effects on the NQI tensor 
components and, in particular, the dramatic reduction in magnitude of QNH caused by the 
hydrogen bond to QA-. A straightforward interpretation is that the polarization of the N-H 
bond upon hydrogen bond formation leads to an increased electron density in the sp2 
hybrid orbital. This interpretation is in agreement with the trends observed for the 
electron occupancies of the nitrogen sp2- and p-orbitals as a function of H-bond strength 
found for copper dien-substituted imidazole model compounds and L-histidine 
hydrochloride monohydrate.[13,36] The increased electron density along N-H leads to a more 
negative contribution to QNH while at the same time producing a positive contribution to 
both Qp and Qpl. The increased s electron density at the Nδ nucleus also promotes a stronger 
isotropic hyperfine coupling. 
In Table 4.5, the η values (calculated from Eq. 3.24) for each residue are also given 
and show the sensitivity of η to hydrogen bonding. The experimentally determined η = 0.97 
for M219 Nδ is considerably larger than the calculated value given in Table 4.5. This 
suggests that one principal component is near zero with the other two similar in magnitude 
but opposite in sign.  Based on the effect of hydrogen bonding demonstrated in Table 4.5, 
this most likely arises from the QNH component being near zero. Therefore, the model 
calculation may overestimate the strength of hydrogen bonding (falling to the left of the red 
vertical line in Figure 4.16) resulting in a more negative contribution to QNH than occurs in 
the real system. 
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Table 4.6 Calculated NQI tensors and N-H bond lengths for the peptide nitrogens 
near Ala-M260 Np 
 Qp (MHz)a QNH (MHz)b Qpl (MHz)c η N-H (Å) 
Ala-M260 Np -3.95 1.09 2.86 0.45 1.02 
Asn-M259 Np -4.09 1.82 2.32 0.12 1.01 
Thr-M261 Np -4.59 2.04 2.54 0.11 1.01 
aNQI tensor component perpendicular to the peptide plane; bNQI tensor component along the NH bond; cNQI tensor 
component orthogonal to Qp and QNH. 
 
A similar analysis was performed for the Ala-M260 peptide Np group. The NQI 
principal values are presented in Table 4.6 where they are compared with the neighboring 
Np groups, which are not hydrogen bonded in the model used. Polar plot representations 
are shown in Figure 4.19. 
For all the peptide Np groups, the NQI principal component with the largest 
(negative) magnitude is perpendicular to the imidazole plane, Qp. Hydrogen bond 
formation between QA- and Ala-M260 does not lead to the dramatic changes described 
above for His-M219. The most notable change is a decrease in QNH. This can again be 
explained by a polarization of the nitrogen sp2 hybrid orbital along the direction of the 
hydrogen bond, but the calculations indicate a much smaller perturbation of the electronic 
environment of Np compared with the histidine Nδ. The asymmetry parameter η is again 
predicted to increase significantly upon hydrogen bond formation, but the increase in N-H 
bond length caused by hydrogen bonding is less than for the histidine Nδ. 
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Conclusion 
X- and Q-band 14,15N ESEEM and 15N ENDOR were performed on the QA site of 
bacterial RCs to characterize the HFI and NQI between QA- and its two hydrogen bond 
donors, His-M219 Nδ and Ala-M260 Np. This analysis provides a significant improvement 
over the 14N hyperfine coupling constants estimated previously for His-M219 Nδ and Ala-
M260 Np by Spoyalov et al.,[10] which were based on an assignment of the double-quantum 
transition (dq+) in their three-pulse ESEEM spectra that is not supported by the present 
work. This highlights the importance of utilizing 2D correlation spectroscopies for an 
accurate determination of dq+ when estimating hyperfine couplings. 
Despite the stronger hydrogen bond to His-M219 Nδ (as established by atom-
specific 13C labeling of the ubiquinone molecule acting as QA and modeling of the QA- spin 
density distribution),[11,19] Ala-M260 Np is found to have the larger of the two nitrogen 
hyperfine couplings. This was not predicted by the DFT calculations, which assigned a 
greater value of a(14N) to the stronger H-bond donor His-M219 Nδ. The same trend in 
relative nitrogen coupling strengths is observed in the QA site of PSII, where the peptide 
nitrogen was found to have a larger coupling than that of the histidine H-bond donor.[18] On 
this basis, it was concluded that the peptide nitrogen provides the stronger of the two 
hydrogen bonds to the semiquinone.[37] However, the present results show that the 
nitrogen couplings for His-M219 Nδ and Ala-M260 Np do not reflect their relative H-bond 
strengths. Also, DFT calculations on the plastosemiquinone anion radical in PSII found the 
histidine Nδ to be the stronger of the two H-bond donors.[38] Therefore, the previous 
assignments of the hydrogen bond proton couplings for QA- in PSII are not unambiguous.[37] 
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From a comparative analysis of available NQI data for several semiquinone species 
and for copper complexes,[13] the protonated imidazole nitrogens of these systems are 
found to share similar valence orbital occupancies. By adopting the Townes-Dailey model 
used previously for the copper complexes, a(14N) and η are demonstrated to serve as a 
molecular ruler of the histidine Nδ–semiquinone hydrogen bond strength for systems 
where all other aspects of the semiquinone binding conformation are similar. This 
conclusion is supported by computational works on methylimidazole-benzosemiquinone 
systems,[23,34] as well as model DFT calculations. The empirical relationships determined 
here can be used to accurately predict the relative H-bond strengths in semiquinone 
proteins from a simple analysis of the HFI and NQI tensor parameters, and will provide an 
important structural characterization tool for future pulsed EPR studies on histidine Nδ–
semiquinone hydrogen bonding interactions. 
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Chapter V. QB Site Nitrogens: S- and X-band Determination of 
the Hyperfine and Nuclear Quadrupole Tensors and the 
Suppression of the Peptide Nitrogen 
 
 (Note: Much of the content and wording in this chapter is taken from Taguchi et al., 
(2014) J. Phys. Chem. B 118, 1501-1509)[1] 
 
Abstract 
This chapter focuses on the secondary quinone anion radical QB- in reaction centers 
of Rhodobacter sphaeroides, which interacts with Nδ of His-L190 and Np of Gly-L225 
involved in hydrogen bond donation to the QB carbonyls. In this work, S-band (~3.6 GHz) 
ESEEM was used with the aim of approaching the cancellation condition between the 
isotropic hyperfine coupling and 14N Zeeman frequency at lower microwave frequencies. 
This was anticipated to allow a complete characterization of the nuclear quadrupole 
interaction (NQI) tensors for both nitrogens. By performing measurements at S-band, a 
dominating contribution of Nδ in the form of a zero-field NQI triplet at 0.55 MHz, 0.92 MHz, 
and 1.47 MHz was found, defining the quadrupole coupling constant K = e2qQ/4h = 0.4 MHz 
and associated asymmetry parameter η = 0.69. Estimates of the hyperfine interaction (HFI) 
tensors for Nδ and Np were obtained from simulations of X-band 14,15N HYSCORE and S-
band 14N three-pulse ESEEM spectra with all nuclear tensors defined in the QB- g-tensor 
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coordinate system. From simulations, the contribution of Np to the S-band spectrum is 
demonstrated to be suppressed by its strong NQI and weak isotropic HFI comparable to the 
level of hyperfine anisotropy, despite the near-cancellation condition for Np at S-band. The 
strong agreement between the EPR simulations and DFT calculations of the nitrogen HFI 
and NQI tensors to QB- is promising for the future application of powder ESEEM to full 
tensor characterizations. 
 
Introduction 
While the primary acceptor QA (covered in Chapter IV) is a tightly bound prosthetic 
group, the secondary quinone QB serves as a mobile carrier of two reducing equivalents. 
Existing RC crystal structures show significant uncertainty in the conformations of the two 
quinones, and especially a wide variability of the QB binding.[2] There are several different 
proposed orientations of QB, including binding in a location distal from a central Fe(His)4 
complex.[3,4] However, the proximal binding of QB seen in earlier structures is also that seen 
in illuminated crystal structures, which likely traps the semiquinone state QB- in the active 
position.[3,4] The potential hydrogen bond donors to QB include the four residues His-L190, 
Ser-L223, Ile-L224 and Gly-L225, inferred from X-ray structures. 
In previous work from this lab, applying X-band (~9.7 GHz) 14N and 15N 2D ESEEM, 
Martin et al. clearly showed the interaction of two nitrogens with QB-, each carrying 
transferred unpaired spin density.[5] Quadrupole coupling constants estimated from the 14N 
spectra indicate them to be a protonated nitrogen of an imidazole residue and an amide 
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nitrogen of a peptide group. The imidazole nitrogen (isotropic coupling a(14N) ~ 1.5 MHz) 
can only be assigned to His-L190 Nδ, consistent with existing X-ray structures. The second 
nitrogen (a(14N) ~ 0.5 MHz) could not be specified between two candidates (Ile-L224 and 
Gly-L225), and selective 15N isotope labeling is needed for unambiguous assignment of this 
nitrogen. However, DFT calculations assigned the a(14N) ~ 0.5 MHz coupling to the peptide 
nitrogen (Np) of Gly-L225.[5] The hyperfine couplings from other protein nitrogens with QB- 
were not resolved (< 0.1 MHz) indicating that H-bonds with other nitrogens were much 
weaker or absent. 
In the previous work,[5] the principal values of the HFI tensors and their directions 
relative to the g-tensor axes for the two H-bonded nitrogens were undetermined because 
simulations of 15N 2D ESEEM spectra were performed separately for each nitrogen without 
a common coordinate system defining the principal axes for all nuclear tensors. 
Additionally, the principal values and directions of the NQI tensors for His-L190 Nδ and Gly-
L225 Np were not determined experimentally from the X-band spectra due to substantial 
deviations from the cancellation condition |νN - |a|/2| = 0. This prevented the observation 
of the nuclear transitions with pure zero-field NQI frequencies that would provide the 
principal values of the NQI tensor. Performing the experiments at lower microwave 
frequencies, and consequently a lower Zeeman frequency (ν14N), should improve the 
fulfillment of the cancellation condition and allow for the observation of the zero-field NQI 
frequencies.  
In this chapter, therefore, the results of an S-band (~3.6 GHz) 14N ESEEM study of 
QB-, and its analysis in conjunction with previously reported X-band 14,15N 1D and 2D 
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ESEEM spectra, are presented. Simulations of X- and S-band spectra provide the HFI and 
NQI tensors of both nitrogens to QB- and a reliable estimation of the histidine Nδ 
quadrupole coupling constants. This topic is important as the experimental background for 
theoretical investigations relies upon an understanding of the relationship between tensor 
characteristics and the strength (energy) and geometry of H-bonds. Unexpectedly, the NQI 
and HFI values for the peptide Np of Gly-L225 are found to lead to suppression of its 
contribution to the spectrum, despite the near-cancellation condition of Np at S-band. An 
explanation for this observation is provided, with full support from DFT calculations. 
 
Methods 
Samples. X- and S-band QB- samples were made under the natural abundance of 14N 
or with uniformly 15N-labeled reaction centers. The methods used for cell growth, uniform 
15N-labeling of the protein, RC isolation, Fe to Zn metal exchange, and QB- radical generation 
are provided in Chapter II. 
ESEEM Experiments. In this work, S- and X-band 14N three-pulse ESEEM and X-band 
14,15N HYSCORE measurements are performed on the QB nitrogen couplings. Pulse 
sequences, data processing, and spectral analysis are described in detail in Chapter III. 
Spectral Simulations. ESEEM simulations were performed in the g-tensor frame of 
QB- as described in Chapter IV. The principal axes of the g-tensor (X, Y, Z) with respect to 
the molecular frame of the quinone have been defined by single-crystal EPR experiments 
for QA-,[6] and it was assumed that the QB- g-tensor aligns to the molecular frame in the same 
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way (Figure 5.1). For S- and X-band simulations, the excitation bandwidth was assumed 
fully excitatory, so ideal strong pulses were used. All other parameters were the same as 
those used in the experiments. Optimization of the parameters was done by simultaneous 
fitting of all spectra. Therefore, the simulation parameters were judged by their ability to 
reproduce all experimental spectra, as opposed to just one. 
DFT calculations. The DFT calculations were performed courtesy of Professor P. J. 
O’Malley (University of Manchester) using the B3LYP functional. The EPR-II basis set was 
used for all atoms except Zn where 6-31g(d) was employed. The model for the calculations 
was the QM portion of the QM/MM optimized geometry, as described previously.[7] All 
calculations were performed using the ORCA electronic structure program.[8] 
 
Results and Discussion 
14N and 15N ESEEM spectra of QB-. The interactions of QB- with the protein 
environment in RCs with a natural abundance of nitrogen (14N isotope - 99.63 %) and with 
uniform 15N labeling have been previously studied in this lab with X-band pulsed EPR.[5] 
14,15N HYSCORE spectra clearly resolved the contribution from two nitrogens N1 and N2 
carrying unpaired spin density detected through the isotropic HFI coupling. These 
nitrogens possess different characteristics, i.e., quadrupole coupling constant K = 0.35-0.40 
MHz and isotropic HFI coupling constant a(14N) ~ 1.5 MHz for N1, and K = 0.65-0.75 MHz 
and a(14N) ~ 0.5 MHz for N2.[5] The value of K for N1 most closely corresponds to the 
protonated nitrogen from an imidazole residue, and that of N2 is typical for a peptide 
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Figure 5.1 Interaction of QB- with its two resolved nitrogen donors His-L190 Nδ and Gly-
L225 Np, which are H-bonded to carbonyl oxygens O4 and O1, respectively. The principal 
axes of the g-tensor, taken from single crystal measurements on QA-,[6] are labeled as X, Y, 
and Z. The gX axis lies along the line connecting the two oxygen atoms, which carry most of 
the spin density; the gZ axis is perpendicular to the molecular plane and gY is perpendicular 
to both other principal axes. The principal values of the QB- g-tensor are gX = 2.00626, gY = 
2.00527, and gZ = 2.00213.[6] 
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amide nitrogen. Based on the X-ray structure and DFT calculations, N1 was identified as Nδ 
of His-L190 and N2 was assigned as the peptide Np of Gly-L225 (Figure 5.1).[5,7] 
From the estimated values of the HFI and NQI coupling constants for His-L190 Nδ 
and Gly-L225 Np,[5] the ratio of ef-/K (where νef- = |ν14N - |a(14N)|/2|, see Chapter III) in X-
band deviates by 0.75–1.0 from the cancellation condition (ef-/K ~ 0). This is in contrast to 
QA- where the two H-bonded nitrogens, from Nδ of His-M219 and the backbone Np of Ala-
M260, possess larger isotropic HFI couplings of 2.3 MHz and 2.6 MHz, respectively, with  
ef-/K smaller than 0.75-1 (see Chapter IV). As the QA nitrogens satisfy the cancellation 
condition at X-band, ESEEM spectra of QA- were found to contain well-resolved NQI lines 
(Eq. 3.23) from His-M219 Nδ and Ala-M260 Np. This analysis suggests that the cancellation 
condition for N1 and N2 in the QB site, required for the full determination of the NQI tensor, 
would be achieved at lower microwave frequencies, yielding a smaller ν14N. In this work S-
band is used, with a resonant magnetic field of 128.3 mT, corresponding to ν14N = 0.395 
MHz (as compared with ν14N ≈ 1.1 MHz at the X-band resonant field ~350 mT). This 
decrease in magnetic field strength lowers ef-/K (especially for Np of Gly-L225, to ~0.2), 
and should promote the appearance of the NQI triplets from both nitrogens in the S-band 
spectrum. 
Figure 5.2 shows the S-band 14N three-pulse ESEEM spectrum of QB- in a stacked 
representation (the peak at 5.5 MHz corresponds to the matrix 1H feature in the S-Band 
resonant magnetic field). Three “cancellation-like” peaks appearing at 0.55 MHz, 0.92 MHz, 
and 1.47 MHz (all ±0.06 MHz) can be attributed to 14N. Formal analysis of these peaks using 
Eq. 3.23 for the NQI triplet gives K = 0.40 MHz and η = 0.69, which are strongly 
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Figure 5.2 Stacked representation of the two-dimensional set of the S-Band 14N three-
pulse ESEEM spectra for QB- in bacterial RCs. The spectra show the modulus of the Fourier 
transform along the time T axis at different times, τ. The initial time τ is 192 ns in the blue 
trace and was increased in steps of 128 ns in successive traces. The nuclear quadrupole 
resonance frequencies assigned to His-L190 Nδ are marked with stars. Experimental 
parameters: magnetic field 128.3 mT, microwave frequency 3.601 GHz, π/2 pulse length = 
36 ns, temperature 80 K. 
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characteristic of the protonated nitrogen of an imidazole residue. According to previous 
studies, the quadrupole coupling constant of Nδ from histidine hydrogen bonded with the 
semiquinones of several quinone sites vary within a narrow interval of K ~ 0.35-0.43 
MHz.[9,10] Under this interpretation there is seemingly no trace of Gly-L225 Np in the 
spectrum, despite the fact that S-Band should have brought it even closer to exact 
cancellation than for His-L190 Nδ. This result is very much unexpected, but is accounted for 
by the simulations of the EPR spectra and DFT calculations, as detailed below.  
15N X-band HYSCORE and Simulations. The 15N X-band HYSCORE spectrum of QB- 
(Figure 5.3) consists of a narrow diagonal peak at (ν15N, ν15N) from weakly coupled 
nitrogens, and two pairs of cross-peaks 1 and 2 from N1 and N2, respectively. They are 
located symmetrically around the diagonal peak along the antidiagonal, with maxima at 
(2.53, 0.49) MHz (1) and (1.83, 1.16) MHz (2) with a1(15N) ~ 2.1 MHz and a2(15N) ~ 0.7 
MHz, respectively.[5] Previous analysis based on axial HFI tensor simulations of the 
individual powder 15N HYSCORE spectra of N1 and N2 showed a significant disagreement 
in the relative intensity of the cross-peaks 1 and 2. Partial improvement was achieved by 
introducing rhombicity into the HFI. Martin et al. suggested that further improvement 
would necessitate simulating N1 and N2 together, with both HFI tensors defined in the 
same coordinate system.[5] 
Simulations of the ESEEM spectra in the g-tensor coordinate system of QB- were 
found to be relatively insensitive to Euler angles, especially for α and γ. Therefore, Euler 
angles were determined with better confidence from the 14N spectra. The weak 
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Figure 5.3 Comparison of experimental and simulated X-band 15N HYSCORE spectra of QB- 
in bacterial RCs in stacked (top) and contour (bottom) presentation. Peaks labeled as 1 and 
2 are assigned to His-L190 Nδ and Gly-L225 Np, respectively. Simulations are shown in red. 
Experimental parameters: magnetic field 345.4 mT, time between first and second pulses   
τ = 136 ns, microwave frequency 9.688 GHz, temperature 80 K. The experimental spectrum 
is taken from previous work in this lab (Martin et al.[5]). 
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dependence between the Euler angles and the resulting 15N spectrum is likely due to the 
low level of HFI anisotropy. 
 
Table 5.1 14N Hyperfine Simulation Parameters (15N data recalculated for 14N)a with 
DFT calculated values in parentheses. 
Nitrogen a (MHz) T (MHz) δ Euler Angles (α, β, γ)b 
His-L190 Nδ 
|1.3-1.4| 
(1.3) 
0.3-0.4 
(0.3) 
0.5-0.6 
(0.0) 
[60°, 110°, -10°] ([–, 110°, -10°]) 
Gly-L225 Np |0.4| (0.6) 0.2 (0.2) 0 (0.0) [–, 130°, -100°] ([–, 130°, -130°]) 
aPrincipal values of the rhombic HFI tensor: a – T(1 + δ), a – T(1 – δ), a + 2T; δ ranges from 0 to 1 corresponding to axial 
and rhombic tensors, respectively. 
 bHFI tensors with δ = 0 only require the β and γ Euler angles for their full description, so α was set as 0 in these cases but 
is shown as “–”. 
 
The choice of HFI tensor principal values, on the other hand, had a large impact on 
the resulting 15N HYSCORE simulation. Initial parameters for the tensors were taken from 
the previous analysis of contour line shapes and separate simulations for N1 and N2.[5] The 
correct intensity ratio of the two features could be obtained when Gly-L225 Np was 
assigned an axial HFI tensor and His-L190 Nδ with a more rhombic tensor. Simulation 
parameters for the spectrum giving the optimum relative intensity for cross-peaks N1 and 
N2 and a reasonable line shape in comparison with the experimental spectrum are listed in 
Table 5.1. The Euler angles in Table 5.1 were determined from the 14N spectra as discussed 
below. 
14N X- and S-band ESEEM and Simulations. The X-band 14N HYSCORE spectrum of 
QB- (Figure 5.4) exhibits intense and extended cross-ridges 1 possessing a maximum at 
(3.96, 1.51) MHz, and a second pair of cross-peaks 2 of circular shape with smaller 
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intensity and a maximum at (3.86, 2.98) MHz.[5] Simulations produced reasonable 
agreement with these experimental maxima. Previous analysis has shown that cross-peaks 
1 and 2 correlate double-quantum transitions from opposite manifolds, i.e. νdq+ and νdq-, for 
N1 and N2, respectively. The spectrum does not resolve any other cross-peaks. A significant 
orientation dependence of the single-quantum transitions very likely explains the lack of 
additional features. The corresponding X-band 14N three-pulse ESEEM spectrum (Figure 
5.5) also shows an intense peak at 1.5 MHz, a weak peak at 2.9 MHz and a broad feature 
around 3.8 MHz, which are double-quantum features as confirmed by the 14N HYSCORE 
spectrum. At lower frequency, there is a peak at ~0.3 MHz and a feature around 0.7 MHz 
that appears to contain overlapping lines. The shapes of these peaks are affected by the 
procedures preceding the FT analysis, particularly by the degree of polynomial used for 
extraction of the relaxation decay. Accordingly, the original three-pulse ESEEM spectrum[5] 
has been reanalyzed in this work to minimize suppression of the low frequency peaks. 
14N 1D and 2D ESEEM spectra were simulated with full HFI and NQI tensors for both 
nuclei. It is well established that the principal directions of the NQI tensor for the Nδ 
nitrogen are associated with the molecular axes of the imidazole residue.[11-14] These axes 
are retained if this nitrogen is coordinated to a metal or H-bonded, and thus can be used for 
the characterization of the imidazole orientation. This approach has been verified by 
several experiments showing that the principal directions of the NQI tensor determined by 
magnetic resonance techniques provide the correct description of the ligand geometry by 
comparison with X-ray crystal structures.[11,13-15] 
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Figure 5.4 Comparison of experimental and simulated X-band 14N HYSCORE spectra of QB- 
in bacterial RCs in stacked (top) and contour (bottom) presentation. Peaks labeled as 1 and 
2 are assigned to His-L190 Nδ and Gly-L225 Np, respectively. Simulations are shown in red. 
Experimental parameters: magnetic field 346.1 mT, time between first and second pulses   
τ = 136 ns, microwave frequency 9.705 GHz, temperature 80 K. The experimental spectrum 
is taken from previous work in this lab (Martin et al.[5]). 
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Figure 5.5 Comparison of experimental (blue) and simulated (red) X- (top) and S- 
(bottom) band 14N three-pulse ESEEM spectra of QB- in bacterial RCs. Experimental 
parameters: X-band, magnetic field 346.1 mT, microwave frequency 9.705 GHz, time             
τ = 100 ns; S-band, magnetic field 128.3 mT, microwave frequency  3.601 GHz, time τ = 320 
ns.   
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For a semiquinone H-bonded to the Nδ of a histidine, it was concluded that for 
weaker hydrogen bonding, Qmax will orient perpendicular to the imidazole plane, whereas 
for stronger H-bonds Qmax will exchange with the Qmid direction and become parallel to the 
imidazole plane.[12] In the work of this chapter, an equally good fit of the 14,15N QB- 
simulations to the experimental data was achieved for either NQI tensor orientation. 
However, from the Townes-Dailey analysis described in Chapter IV, it was found that Qmax 
is orientated perpendicular to the imidazole plane for His-L190 Nδ of QB-. Therefore, this 
NQI tensor orientation was used and fixed throughout the simulations (Figure 5.6). It 
should be noted, however, that DFT calculations resulted in an in-plane orientation of Qmax 
(Figure 5.7), suggesting that the model calculation significantly overestimates the strength 
of hydrogen bonding than occurs in the real system. An overestimation of the histidine Nδ 
H-bond strength was also found to be the case for QA- in Chapter IV. 
The amide peptide nitrogen has a narrow range of quadrupole coupling constants (K 
= 0.75–0.85 MHz) determined by the electronic structure and the geometry of the planar 
peptide group.[16-22] This coupling constant is only slightly perturbed by hydrogen bonding, 
as has been confirmed by calculations of the NQI tensor.[22-24] From these calculations, it 
was found that the Qmax principal direction is normal to the local peptide plane, the Qmid 
direction almost coincides with the C(O)-N(H) bond, and Qmin points about 30° off of the    
N-H bond. DFT calculations were in good agreement with this assigned orientation for the 
peptide Np Gly-L225 NQI tensor axes (Table 5.2 and Figures 5.6 and 5.7). Reported 
quadrupole coupling constants of peptide nitrogens hydrogen bonded with semiquinones 
of different quinone sites are also within the interval indicated above.[25-27] 
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Figure 5.6 Nuclear quadrupole tensors for His-L190 Nδ (purple) and Gly-L225 Np (green) 
as determined from Chapter IV. The Euler angles that bring the quadrupole tensor frame 
into the g-tensor frame are [170°, 30°, -10°] and [-120°, 60°, -160°] for His-L190 Nδ and 
Gly-L225 Np, respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.7 Nuclear quadrupole tensors for His-L190 Nδ (purple) and Gly-L225 Np (green) 
as determined from DFT ORCA calculations. The Euler angles that bring the quadrupole 
tensor frame into the g-tensor frame are [-120°, 80°, -100°] and [-160°, 60°, -160°] for His-
L190 Nδ and Gly-L225 Np, respectively. 
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In the crystal structure 1DV3 the main population of QB is in the proximal position. 
Therefore, coordinates from this crystal structure were used to determine the orientations 
of the principal directions of the NQI tensor as described above, and the corresponding 
Euler angles relative to the g-tensor axes for His-L190 Nδ and Gly-L225 Np were calculated 
and fixed in the EPR simulations. The initial NQI parameters for His-L190 Nδ were obtained 
from the S-band spectrum for Nδ as K = 0.40 MHz and η = 0.69. For Gly-L225 Np, 14N ESEEM 
data for Np of Ala-M260 H-bonded with QA- in Chapter IV were used as initial parameters. 
No assumptions were made about the Euler angles defining the orientations of the axes for 
the HFI tensors. 
To provide justification for the assignment of the lines in the S-band spectra, 
simulations were done simultaneously along with the X-band 14N three-pulse and 14,15N 
HYSCORE spectra. Therefore, optimization of the simulations involved judging the 
parameters’ ability to reproduce all four spectra, as opposed to just one. Once an optimal 
set of simulations was found, a tolerance window of 0.1 MHz was given to the His-L190 Nδ 
HFI and NQI coupling constant parameters (Tables 5.1 and 5.2). This small degree of 
flexibility reflects the error underlying the various assumptions built into the simulations 
(e.g., ideal pulse shape and full excitation of the semiquinone line width). Nevertheless, 
only minor adjustments to the initial HFI and NQI tensors within the allotted tolerance 
window were needed to obtain very agreeable simulations, and the optimized HFI Euler 
angles were in excellent agreement with the DFT calculated values (Table 5.1, Figures 5.8 
and 5.9). However, DFT calculations did not reproduce the NQI tensor orientation (and 
equivalently, Euler angles) for His-L190 Nδ (Table 5.2, Figures 5.6 and 5.7). As a result, the 
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Figure 5.8 Hyperfine Interaction tensors for His-L190 Nδ (purple) and Gly-L225 Np (green) 
as determined from the optimized EasySpin simulations of  S- and X-band 14N three-pulse 
spectra and 14,15N HYSCORE spectra (with a tolerance window of 0.1 MHz). The Euler 
angles that bring the hyperfine tensor frame into the g-tensor frame are [60°, 110°, -10°] 
and [–, 130°, -100°] for His-L190 Nδ and Gly-L225 Np from Table 5.1, respectively. For Gly-
L225 Np, the simulated tensor was axial so the AX and AY components are not shown. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.9 Hyperfine Interaction tensors for His-L190 Nδ (purple) and Gly-L225 Np (green) 
as determined from DFT ORCA calculations. The Euler angles that bring the hyperfine 
tensor frame into the g-tensor frame are [–, 110°, -10°] and [–, 130°, -130°] for His-L190 Nδ 
and Gly-L225 Np from Table 5.1, respectively. For both nitrogens, the calculated tensors 
were essentially axial so their AX and AY components are not shown. 
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DFT calculated value of η only appears to be in good agreement with the experimental 
value for His-L190 Nδ; in actuality, the DFT value of η lies on the opposite side of the red 
vertical line in Figure 4.16 in Chapter IV compared with the experimentally determined 
NQI parameters, indicating a significantly stronger calculated H-bond than what is 
observed in the real system. All of the 14N simulations are shown in red in Figures 5.4 and 
5.5, overlaying the experimental spectra. In addition, three-pulse 14N S-band simulations 
performed separately for His-L190 Nδ and for Gly-L225 Np are compared to show that Np 
makes only a very small contribution to the total S-band spectrum (Figure 5.10). 
 
Table 5.2 14N X- and S-band Quadrupole Simulation Parameters with DFT calculated 
values in parentheses. 
Nitrogen K (MHz) η Euler Angles (α, β, γ) 
Nδ His-L190 |0.38-0.39| (0.40)  0.69 (0.57) [170°, 30°, -10°] ([-120°, 80°, -100°])a 
Np Gly-L225 |0.74| (-0.98) 0.45 (0.47) [-120°, 60°, -160°] ([-160°, 60°, -160°]) 
aQmax was found to be perpendicular to the imidazole plane (Figure 5.6), as discussed in Chapter IV. However, DFT 
calculations found Qmax to lie in-plane with the imidazole (Figure 5.7), which accounts for the very different Euler angles 
for the His-L190 Nδ NQI tensor. 
 
Simulations provide an explanation for the suppression of the Np contribution to 
the S-band spectrum. The peculiarities of the S-band spectrum cannot be explained 
qualitatively using the simple approach based on the approximation of a purely isotropic 
HFI. Analysis of the simulation results from Tables 5.1 and 5.2 shows that this 
approximation is not fully satisfied, especially in the case of Gly-L225 Np. Quantitatively, 
variation of the HFI coupling in changing from a-T to a+2T (under an axial approximation), 
can be characterized by its range 3T (~1.0 MHz for His-L190 Nδ and ~0.6 MHz for Gly-L225 
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Figure 5.10 Comparison between separate 14N S-band ESEEM simulations done for His-
L190 Nδ (red) and Gly-L225 NP (black). With the given parameters (Tables 5.1 and 5.2), 
Gly-L225 Np makes a minimal contribution to the overall spectral intensity. 
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Np), which in this case is comparable with the 14N Zeeman frequency in X-band or even 
exceeding ν14N in S-band for both nitrogens (Table 5.3). When the range of couplings 3T is 
comparable to ν14N, the fulfillment of the cancellation condition ef±/K < 0.7-1.0 must be 
considered separately for each individual principal value of the HFI tensor  (shown in bold 
in Table 5.3).[28] 
 
Table 5.3 Comparative characteristics of magnetic interactions for Nδ His-L190  
and Np Gly-L225  in X- and S-band ESEEM experiments. 
 
Nitrogen Nδ His-L190 Np Gly-L225 
K, MHz 0.38 – 0.39 0.74 
Band X-band S-band X-band S-band 
14N,  MHz 1.06 0.395 1.06 0.395 
14N/K 2.72 – 2.79 1.01 – 1.04 1.43 0.53 
A1,A2,A3a 
(MHz) 
0.9 1.2 2.0 0.9 1.2 2.0 0.2 0.2 0.9 0.2 0.2 0.9 
ef- 0.61 0.46 0.06 0.06 0.21 0.61 0.96 0.96 0.61 0.30 0.30 0.06 
ef-/K 1.58 1.19 0.16 0.16 0.55 1.58 1.30 1.30 0.82 0.41 0.41 0.08 
aPrincipal values of the rhombic HFI tensor: a – T(1 + δ), a – T(1 – δ), a + 2T (calculated from the values in Table 5.1) 
 
This analysis is summarized in Table 5.3. One can see that for His-L190 Nδ at S-band 
the two smallest principal values A1 and A2 of the HFI tensor give ef-/K values of 0.16 and 
0.55, respectively. These values of ef-/K, which comprise the perpendicular components of 
the HFI tensor under the axial approximation, justify the appearance of the NQI triplet in 
the S-band spectra despite the fact that a ratio of ef-/K = 0.8 for an isotropic coupling 
a(14N) ~ 1.4 MHz of this nitrogen might suggest a distortion of this triplet. This is because 
the perpendicular orientations of the HFI tensor A1 and A2 (that produce the triplet NQI 
spectrum), contributed significantly more strongly to the spectrum than the parallel 
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component A3 (which may distort the NQI triplet). The spread of ef-/K leads to the 
observed line broadening surrounding the peak maxima (Figure 5.2). Nevertheless, the 
peak maxima satisfy the NQI condition well (Eq. 3.23). Simulation of the X- and S-band 
spectra led to only a very minor correction to the quadrupole coupling constant K 
estimated from the experimental spectrum (Table 5.2).  
Similarly to His-L190 Nδ, the transition from X- to S-band shifts ef-/K for all 
principal values of Gly-L225 Np towards a range appropriate for the observation of the NQI 
triplet (Table 5.3). However, the S-band spectra do not exhibit lines typical for NQI 
frequencies of Np. An explanation for this comes from previous computational and 
theoretical analyses showing that the amplitudes of the NQI peaks also vary with 14N/K. At 
a low 14N/K ratio, the energy levels in both manifolds approach each other and ESEEM 
vanishes at about 14N/K < 0.3.[29] Transition from X- to S-band decreases the 14N/K ratio 
by almost three-fold (2.68) giving 14N/K ~0.5 for Np (Table 5.3). This 14N/K ratio is 
significantly lower than the corresponding value of ~1.0 determined for Nδ at S-band. 
Finally, the condition of exact cancellation is not sufficient to produce intense 
ESEEM peaks, with an additional requirement being that a(14N) ≥ K.[30] If a(14N) < K then 
the ESEEM intensity is expected to be weak even at exact cancellation. In Table 5.3, a(14N) ≥ 
K for His-L190 Nδ, whereas a(14N) < K for Gly-L225 Np. The simulated spectra (Fig. 5.10) 
show substantial suppression of spectral intensity from Np in agreement with the 
theoretical considerations provided above. This suggests that the intensity of the spectrum 
would increase with an increase of the isotropic coupling. Figure 5.11 shows that 
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increasing the isotropic coupling two to three-fold, without changing any other parameters, 
significantly increases the spectral intensity as expected. 
Previous analyses of ESEEM[31] and nuclear quadrupole resonance[32] measurements 
determined the values of e2qQ/h and  for imidazole 14Nδ in different compounds to be 
sensitive to hydrogen-bond formation through a change in electron occupancy of the 
nitrogen orbitals. It was concluded that a stronger H-bond would lower the pπ orbital spin 
population and increase the N-H orbital population, subsequently reducing the e2qQ/h 
value and increasing . Empirically this influence can be described with good accuracy by 
the linear dependence between h/e2qQ and . Figure 5.12 shows h/e2qQ and  literature 
values for histidine 14Nδ interacting with QA-[26,33,34] in bacterial reaction centers and in 
photosystem II.  The points in Figure 5.12 are clustered in the region with  ≥ 0.7.  Also 
shown is the point (blue) corresponding to the previously reported QB- 14Nδ NQI tensor 
values (e2qQ/h = 1.65 MHz and  η = 0.61);[35] it is substantially shifted to a lower , away 
from the “QA area”, suggesting the formation of a significantly weaker hydrogen bond. 
However, this estimation of the 14Nδ NQI tensor was based on the analysis of an X-band 
three-pulse ESEEM spectrum not satisfying the cancellation condition, and therefore prone 
to distortion of the peak maxima.[5] The characteristics of the NQI tensor reported in this 
chapter move the QB point (red) closer to the QA points; this is more consistent with the 
similar value of the anisotropic hyperfine tensor component T ~ 5.2 MHz for the proton 
involved in the H-bond between Nδ and QB-, which is similar to the complementary T ~ 5.4 
MHz for the QA site in RCs from Rb. sphaeroides.[7] 
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Figure 5.11 Simulated three-pulse S-band ESEEM spectra of Gly-L225 Np as a function of 
increasing a(14N) in steps of 0.2 MHz. All other parameters are fixed to the values listed in 
Tables 5.1 and 5.2. 
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Figure 5.12 Values of h/e2qQ and  for histidine 14Nδ interacting with QA- in bacterial and 
PSII RCs (black) and QB- in bacterial RCs reported by Lendzian et al.[35] (blue) and this work 
(red). The linear fit (dashed line) was performed for only the points corresponding to QA-: 
1. QB- in Rb. sphaeroides[35], 2. QB- in Rb. sphaeroides (this work), 3. QA- in high pH-treated 
PSII pH 9.2[26], 4. QA- in CN-treated PSII pH 5.5[26], 5. QA- in LiClO4-treated PSII pH 6.0[33], 6. 
QA- in high pH-treated PSII pH 5.0[26], 7. QA- in Rp. viridis[34] (the spectrum was reanalyzed 
based on the assigned peak positions), and 8. QA- in Rb. sphaeroides (Chapter IV).  
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Conclusion 
S-band 14N ESEEM was performed on QB- in bacterial RCs with the aim of 
determining the principal values of the NQI tensor for the hydrogen bond donors Nδ of His-
L190 and Np of Gly-L225. The resulting X-band 14N three-pulse spectra showed a visible 
contribution only from Nδ of His-L190, despite the shift of the 14N Zeeman frequency 
towards a region expected to nearly satisfy the cancellation condition for both nitrogens, as 
predicted from the data obtained in previous X-band experiments.[5] Analysis of the 
simulation parameters revealed that the Np contribution to the S-band spectrum is 
suppressed as a result of the typically large quadrupole coupling constant for Np in 
combination with its relatively small isotropic hyperfine coupling and comparable HFI 
tensor anisotropy. ESEEM intensity vanishes under these conditions, despite even better 
fulfillment of the cancellation condition for Gly-L225 Np than for His-L190 Nδ. Nevertheless, 
simulations successfully reproduced the experimental X-band data for Np, and were well 
supported by DFT calculations. 
The observed triplet of lines for His-L190 corresponding to the zero-field NQI 
frequencies (Eq. 3.23) were simulated with e2qQ/h = 1.54 ± 0.02 MHz and η = 0.69, and 
define the principal values of the NQI tensor (Eq. 3.24) for His-L190 Nδ. These data 
significantly improve upon a previous analysis not performed under the cancellation 
condition.[35] The results show the strength and applicability of S-band for obtaining 
accurate NQI parameters for weakly coupled nuclei. 
While estimation of the HFI tensor alignment to the molecular frame is best done by 
EPR on single crystals, it is often very difficult to obtain single crystal radical samples for a 
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protein of interest. In this chapter, simultaneous simulation of the 14N S- and X-band three-
pulse spectra and 14,15N HYSCORE spectra (with a tolerance window of 0.1 MHz) is found to 
produce remarkable agreement with the DFT calculated HFI tensor orientations. The 
success of DFT to reproduce the experimental tensor orientations highlights the 
applicability of modern DFT for use in predicting EPR parameters. Additionally, these 
findings, taken as a whole, show promise for future ESEEM determinations of Euler angles 
for nuclei not suitable for high-frequency ENDOR measurements[36,37] (such as weakly 
coupled nitrogens) or in a spin system not readily crystallizable in the radical state.  
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Chapter VI. 13C Methyl Labeling of the Quinone Headgroups: 
The QA and QB Redox Potential Difference is Tuned by Methoxy 
Dihedral Angles 
 
(Note: Much of the content and wording in this chapter is taken from Taguchi et al., 
(2013) Biochemistry 52, 4648-4655 and Taguchi et al., (2013) Biochemistry 52, 7164-
7166)[1,2] 
 
Abstract 
Ubiquinone is an almost universal, membrane-associated redox mediator. Its ability 
to accept either one or two electrons allows it to function in critical roles in biological 
electron transport. The redox properties of ubiquinone in vivo are determined by its 
environment in the binding sites of proteins and by the dihedral angles of each methoxy 
group relative to the ring plane. The latter is an attribute unique to ubiquinone among 
natural quinones and could account for its widespread function with many different redox 
complexes. In this chapter, the photosynthetic reaction center is used as a model system for 
understanding the role of methoxy conformations in determining the redox potential of the 
ubiquinone/semiquinone couple. Despite the abundance of X-ray crystal structures for the 
reaction center, quinone site resolution has thus far been unable to provide a reliable 
measure of the methoxy dihedral angles of the primary and secondary quinones, QA and QB. 
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HYSCORE was performed on isolated reaction centers with ubiquinones 13C-labeled at the 
headgroup methyl and methoxy substituents, and the 13C isotropic and anisotropic 
components of the hyperfine tensors have been measured. Hyperfine couplings were 
compared with DFT values calculated as a function of methoxy torsional angle, allowing for 
an estimation of the 2-methoxy dihedral angles for the semiquinones in the QA and QB sites. 
X-ray structures support dihedral angle assignments ~155° and ~75° for QA and QB, 
respectively. This difference in 2-methoxy orientation corresponds to a redox potential 
difference of ~180 mV, based on DFT calculations. The results are consistent with the 
failure of a ubiquinone analog lacking the 2-methoxy group to function as QB in the mutant 
reaction center M265IT with a redox potential difference of ~160-195 mV. Therefore, the 
contribution of the 2-methoxy group to the driving force for interquinone electron transfer 
in reaction centers is concluded to be greater than 160 mV. The methods developed here 
can be readily extended to semiquinone-binding sites in other protein complexes. 
 
Introduction 
Background. The reaction center (RC) of the photosynthetic bacterium, 
Rhodobacter (Rb.) sphaeroides, is an integral membrane protein that separates charge upon 
photoactivation with ~100% quantum yield.[3,4] Light activation causes transfer of an 
electron from a pair of bacteriochlorophylls to a ubiquinone-10 (UQ10) occupying the QA 
site on the other side of the membrane, forming the semiquinone anion radical, QA-. QA- can 
then transfer its electron to another, chemically identical, UQ10 in the QB site, forming       
QB-.[5,6] Passage of the electron from QA- to QB is essential to allow further photochemical 
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turnover of the RC, and is energetically favorable in spite of the chemical identity of QA and 
QB. The redox potential of QB is 60-75 mV more positive than QA.[7-11] Proteins typically tune 
the redox potentials of their cofactors through electrostatics; however, in RCs from Rb. 
sphaeroides, only quinones with methoxy groups have thus far been able to simultaneously 
function as both QA and QB.[12,13] 
Experiments in this lab with mono-methoxy ubiquinone-4 analogs showed that 
simultaneous function as QA and QB specifically requires only the 2-methoxy group,[13] 
suggesting that this substituent is somehow involved in generating the necessary 
difference in redox potential between QA and QB. Wraight et al. created two synthetic 
ubiquinone-4 monomethoxy analogs with either the 3-methoxy or 2-methoxy group 
replaced with a methyl. The monomethoxy quinones, called 2-MeO-Q and 3-MeO-Q, 
respectively, are shown in Figure 6.1. RCs reconstituted with 2-MeO-Q retained 
functionality of both quinone sites, with only minor differences in the electron transfer 
kinetics. However, RCs reconstituted with 3-MeO-Q had no QB activity, showing the 2-
methoxy group to be an essential component of interquinone electron transfer in the RC. 
The methoxy groups not only have an impact on the redox potential of the quinone and 
resultant catalytic activity,[14,15] but may also contribute to interactions necessary for 
correct and adequate binding, especially for QB.[13] Thus, a role for the methoxy groups is 
indicated that suggests protein-imposed constraints on the dihedral angles of the methoxy 
groups in the respective quinone sites. This has clear implications for the much wider 
involvement of ubiquinone in key membrane redox function. 
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Figure 6.1 Ubiquinone-4 analogs 2-MeO-Q (top) and 3-MeO-Q (bottom). In each case, one 
of the methoxy groups is replaced with a methyl. Also shown is the ring carbon numbering. 
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For a methoxy group in-plane with the quinone ring, the oxygen p orbitals can 
participate in the conjugated π-system, causing electron donation into the ring. On the 
other hand, an out-of-plane methoxy group cannot partake in this conjugation and will be 
electron withdrawing as a result of the electronegativity of the oxygen. Therefore, the 
redox potential of a quinone is expected to increase as its methoxy group is rotated more 
out-of-plane. This behavior was strongly supported by previous computational studies in 
which rotation of one methoxy group altered the electron affinity by up to 0.25 eV.[16] 
Earlier results showed that rotation of both methoxy groups of 2,6-dimethoxy-1,4-
benzoquinone altered the electron affinity by up to 0.4 eV.[17] In light of the monomethoxy 
ubiquinone studies, these calculations suggest that the RC may be tuning the 2-methoxy 
orientations of the quinones to establish the observed redox potential difference (∆Em) 
between QA and QB of 60-75 mV. 
Estimating the contribution of different 2-methoxy orientations in QA and QB to the 
∆Em in RCs would require high-resolution structural information on the methoxy groups. 
However, the plethora of X-ray structures now available does not provide an unequivocal 
description of the two quinone sites, which are positioned almost symmetrically about a 
central Fe(His)4 complex. The H-bond distances and the torsional angles of the two 
methoxy substituents of the ubiquinone ring display a significant spread in different 
structures, indicating mobility or mosaicity.[6] However, for QB in the proximal position 
relative to the Fe(His)4 center, the majority of structures yield a consensus with both 
methoxy groups strongly out of plane. This is superficially similar to the average 
conformation for QA, except 180° out of phase. 
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Alternative approaches to obtaining geometric parameters for the methoxy groups 
include spectroscopy and computation. Vibrational spectroscopy, and FTIR spectroscopy in 
particular, provides significant and independent insights to the quinone binding 
interactions,[6,18] while EPR methods have been applied with great effect to the 
semiquinone states.[19,20] An advantage of IR and Raman over magnetic resonance 
spectroscopies is that the former, by difference spectroscopy, can see all redox states of the 
quinones and not just the radical species. The use of light-induced (or redox potential-
induced) difference spectra has allowed resolution of the difference between the quinone 
and semiquinone states in RCs.[14,21] The theoretical and experimental bases for the IR 
spectra of ubiquinones, in solution, have been systematically explored.[16,22-26] The 
observation of two C=O stretches indicates asymmetry of substitution, arising from the 
conformations of the two methoxy groups, since in-plane methoxys donate electrons into 
the ring while those out-of-plane are electron withdrawing. In addition, the influence of 
methoxy group conformations on transition energies and electron affinity has been 
quantum-chemically calculated for model quinones and ubiquinones.[16,17,23,27,28] 
QA-–QA and QB-–QB IR difference spectra, including spectra of UQ10 site-specifically 
13C-labeled at the C2 and C3 positions (see Figure 6.1 for numbering convention) and 
reconstituted into either the QA or the QB binding site, were used to study the inequivalence 
of the methoxy groups.[29] The spectra did not show a shift in frequency of (ring)C-O 
vibrations at either the QA or QB binding sites, as compared with unbound UQ10. On this 
basis, it was concluded that the methoxy groups are similarly oriented out-of-plane in both 
sites and do not contribute significantly to the difference in redox energies between QA and 
QB.[29] This is at odds with the functional observations described above, and one can 
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suggest that the necessary redox potential difference is quite small[7-11] and might not result 
in significant IR spectroscopic changes.  
 
Pulsed EPR on Monomethoxy-Substituted Reaction Centers. While EPR has the 
disadvantage of being restricted to studying the semiquinone state, it is highly sensitive to 
specific structural changes that may be missed using other techniques. In this work, pulsed 
EPR was performed on 2-MeO-Q and 3-MeO-Q acting as QA. These experiments had the 
specific goal of understanding how the removal of a methoxy group affects the electronic 
structure of a protein-bound ubisemiquinone. 
 The proton and nitrogen hyperfine couplings in the QA site arise from hydrogen 
bonds with His-M219 and Ala-M260 (see Chapter IV).[20,30,31] Any significant changes to the 
H-bond lengths and geometry brought about by the monomethoxy ubiquinones should be 
apparent from differences in the proton and nitrogen hyperfine couplings.[32,33] However, 
HYSCORE measurements on 2-MeO-Q and 3-MeO-Q acting as QA resulted in only minor 
differences to the proton and 15N spectra, indicating a relatively unchanged binding 
conformation for the monomethoxy ubiquinones compared with UQ10. Therefore, the 
methoxy groups do not appear to have a substantial influence over the His-M219 and Ala-
M260 hydrogen bonds in the QA semiquinone state. 
In contrast, Davies ENDOR measurements showed significant spectral differences in 
the methyl proton couplings upon reconstitution of the RCs with the monomethoxy 
ubiquinones (Figure 6.2). Samples were made in D2O buffer to remove the contribution 
from exchangeable protons to the spectrum, allowing for a clearer ring-methyl coupling  
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Figure 6.2 X-band Davies ENDOR spectra of QA- in H2O (top) and D2O (bottom) buffers. 
Data were accumulated for UQ10 (black), 2-MeO-Q (blue), and 3-MeO-Q (red) acting as QA. 
Spectra were normalized to the intensity of the proton Larmor region (~14.8 MHz). 
Magnetic field ~347 mT, microwave frequency ~9.75 GHz, 80 K. 
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signal. Ring-methyl couplings are proportional to the spin population on the nearest ring 
carbon,[34] so a change in coupling strength is a strong indication of a redistribution of the 
electron spin density in the semiquinone ring. The 5’-methyl coupling was found to be 
significantly altered upon reconstitution of QA with the monomethoxy ubiquinones, which 
was apparent in spite of the spectral complications from the additional ring-methyl present 
in 2-MeO-Q and 3-MeO-Q. Differences in the 5’-methyl coupling demonstrate that removal 
of a methoxy group imparts a significant change to the spin density distribution in the 
semiquinone ring. It is not unexpected, therefore, that methoxy groups can have a strong 
influence over the redox properties of quinones.[15] 
Motivation behind the Present Study. Methoxy orientation has been shown 
computationally to be an important factor in determining quinone redox potentials.[16,17] 
Pulsed EPR work on 2-MeO-Q and 3-MeO-Q acting as QA was able to supplement this 
information by demonstrating a significant spin density redistribution of the semiquinone 
upon removal of a methoxy group. However, none of the experiments described above 
were able to provide an estimate of the methoxy dihedral angles in QA and QB. Determining 
these angles is necessary to understand the role of methoxy groups in establishing the ∆Em 
in RCs. Considering specifically the semiquinone states in the QA and QB sites, one can 
anticipate that orientations of the methoxy substituents may be inferred from analysis of 
the hyperfine tensor of 13C-labeled methoxy groups, as described recently for the 
semiquinone in the high-affinity site of cytochrome bo3 ubiquinol oxidase from E. coli.[35] To 
this point, no information about 13C hyperfine couplings in methoxy groups of QA- and QB- in 
RCs has been available. 
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      In this chapter, the experimental 13C hyperfine couplings are reported for the 
methyl and methoxy groups of QA- and QB- in RCs from Rb. sphaeroides, determined by 
HYSCORE spectroscopy. Analysis of the couplings to characterize the distribution of the 
unpaired spin density, the conformations of the methoxy groups, and their influence on the 
redox properties of the two quinones is performed with the aid of DFT calculations. 
Comparison with available crystal structures and measurements of the back reaction 
kinetics of M265IT RCs (∆Em ≈ 160-195 mV) reconstituted with 2-MeO-Q and 3-MeO-Q 
provide further support of the conclusions presented. 
 
Methods 
Samples. X-band QA- and QB- samples were made with site-specifically 13C labeled 
UQ8 (Figure 6.3) incorporated into the quinone sites of RCs in a uniformly 15N labeled 
background (to prevent peak overlap and the strong cross-suppression effects of 14N on the 
13C modulation). The methods used for cell growth, uniform 15N-labeling of the protein, RC 
isolation, Fe to Zn metal exchange, 13C labeling of UQ8, quinone replacement, and QA- and 
QB- radical generation are provided in Chapter II. 
ESEEM Experiments. In this work, X-band 13C HYSCORE measurements are 
performed on the QA and QB semiquinones. Pulse sequences, data processing, and spectral 
analysis are described in detail in Chapter III. 
Spectral Simulations. HYSCORE simulations were performed with the EasySpin 
package.[36] At X-band, the excitation bandwidth of pulses can be assumed fully excitatory,  
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Figure 6.3 UQ8 13C-labelled at the 2- and 3-methoxy and the C5-methyl carbons. 
 
 
 
Figure 6.4 Molecular models used for (A) SQM2 and (B) SQM1. Figure provided courtesy of 
Professor P. J. O’Malley (University of Manchester). 
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so ideal strong pulses were used. All other parameters were the same as those used in the 
experiments. 
Computational Methods. All density functional calculations were performed 
courtesy of Professor P. J. O’Malley (University of Manchester) using Gaussian 09.[37] All 
calculations, including geometry optimization, conformational analysis and hyperfine 
coupling, were done using the B3LYP functional and the EPR-II basis set. The hyperfine 
coupling calculations and the QA- and QB- site models are described in greater detail 
elsewhere.[33,34,38] In addition to these, two new models of ubisemiquinone were used, 
termed SQM1 and SQM2. These are shown in Figure 6.4 and were used to model the 
semiquinone hydrogen bonding to four water molecules (SQM1,) and one water molecule 
(SQM2). Conformational analysis using the SQM2 model was achieved by varying the 
CmOmC2C1 dihedral angle from 0° to 180° in 20° steps while optimizing all other 
parameters. 
 
Results 
The 13C methoxy and methyl hyperfine couplings in QA- and QB- were probed by 
HYSCORE experiments. 13C-labeling did not influence the semiquinone linewidth, indicating 
that it is still dominated by the g-tensor anisotropy. Figure 6.5 shows the representative 
HYSCORE spectra for QA- and QB- in the frequency interval from 0 to 7 MHz for both axes. 
The spectra of the semiquinones in both sites contain lines from 15N and 13C nuclei. Here 
the analysis of the 13C lines is focused on. The 13C cross-features are located along the  
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Figure 6.5 Contour (top) and stacked (bottom) HYSCORE spectra of QA- (left) and QB- 
(right). Magnetic field 345.2 mT (QA) and 345.1 mT (QB), time between first and second 
pulses (τ) 136 ns, microwave frequency 9.686 GHz (QA) and 9.684 GHz (QB). 
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antidiagonal, symmetrically around the diagonal point (νC, νC), where νC is ~3.7 MHz at the 
applied magnetic field. The locations of the cross-peaks are significantly different for the 
two semiquinones. 
The spectrum of QA- (Figure 6.5, left) exhibits a peak 1C located near the diagonal 
point (νC, νC) and two pairs of cross-peaks 2C and 3C. They are positioned symmetrically 
about the diagonal peak, and lie along the antidiagonal, with maxima at (4.3, 3.1) MHz (2C) 
and (5.5, 1.9) MHz (3C). These peak maxima correspond to the first-order estimates of the 
hyperfine coupling 1.2 and 3.6 MHz, respectively (Eq. 3.21). The width of these cross-ridges 
indicates that the dominant contribution to these hyperfine interactions comes from the 
isotropic coupling. On the other hand, the location of 1C suggests that the isotropic constant 
is close to zero in this case.  
In contrast, the spectrum of QB- (Figure 6.5, right) consists of three pairs of cross-
peaks 1C – 3C. Cross-peaks 2C and 3C are partially overlapped, but their maxima are well 
separated. Coordinates of the maxima at (4.5, 3.0) MHz (1C), (5.7, 1.7) MHz (2C), and (6.0, 
1.5) MHz (3C) define the hyperfine couplings 1.5, 4.0 and 4.5 MHz, respectively (Eq. 3.21). 
The spectrum also contains a sharp peak of low intensity at the diagonal point (νC, νC). This 
line is assigned to weakly coupled, natural abundance (1.1%) 13C nuclei present in the 
protein environment of QB-. In the QA- spectrum a similar line is masked by the significantly 
more intense 1C diagonal feature from one of the site-specifically labeled carbons. 
More complete information about the separate values of the isotropic and 
anisotropic components of the 13C hyperfine tensors contributing to the spectra of QA- and 
QB- can be obtained from an analysis of the cross-peaks in (να)2 vs (νβ)2 coordinates  
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Figure 6.6 Contour representation of the HYSCORE spectra of QA- (left) and QB-(right) in 
(Figure 6.5) in ((ν1)2 vs (ν2)2) coordinates. The dotted curve is defined by |ν1 ± ν2| = 2νC. 
Inserts show the linear regression fits and intercept points for selected cross-peaks.  
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(see Chapter III). Linear regression of the cross-peaks in the QA- and QB- HYSCORE spectra 
plotted in (ν1)2 vs (ν2)2 coordinates is shown in Figure 6.6. The linear fits give intersection 
points with the |ν1 ± ν2| = 2νC curve for each cross-peak. These points define the two 
principal values of the axial hyperfine tensor. There are two possible assignments of (να, 
νβ) and (να||, νβ||) for each crossing point and, consequently, two possible solutions to the 
hyperfine tensor per set of cross-peaks. The tensors obtained from the analysis of the QA- 
and QB- spectra are shown in Table 6.1. Uncertainty in the assignments of ν1 to να or νβ and, 
respectively, ν2 to νβ or να, allows for alternate signs of a and T in both solutions (see 
footnote to Table 6.1). 
 
Table 6.1 13C hyperfine tensors for QA- and QB- from linear regression of ridges 
plotted as (να)2 vs (νβ)2. a 
Site Set 
Intersection 
(MHz2) 
[να,νβ] 
(MHz) 
[να||,νβ||] 
(MHz) 
a (MHz) T (MHz) 
QA 
2C 
(22.6, 6.9) 
(17.2, 10.5) 
(4.2, 3.2) (4.8, 2.6) 1.3 (± 0.2) 0.4 (± 0.1) 
(4.8, 2.6) (4.2, 3.2) -1.7 (± 0.2) 0.4 (± 0.1) 
3C 
(32.8, 2.8) 
(26.8, 5.2) 
(5.1, 2.3) (5.7, 1.7) 3.2 (± 0.1) 0.4 (± 0.1) 
(5.7, 1.7) (5.1, 2.3) -3.6 (± 0.1) 0.4(± 0.1) 
QB 
1C 
(23.7, 6.4) 
(17.3, 10.4) 
(4.2, 3.2) (4.9, 2.5) 1.4 (± 0.2) 0.5 (± 0.1) 
(4.9, 2.5) (4.2, 3.2) -1.9 (± 0.2) 0.5(± 0.1) 
2C 
(35.0, 2.2) 
(28.3, 4.3) 
(5.3, 2.1) (5.9, 1.5) 3.6 (± 0.1) 0.4 (± 0.1) 
(5.9, 1.5) (5.3, 2.1) -4.0 (± 0.1) 0.4(± 0.1) 
3C 
(43.2, 0.7) 
(32.7, 2.8) 
(5.7, 1.7) (6.6, 0.8) 4.6 (± 0.1) 0.6 (± 0.1) 
(6.6, 0.8) (5.7, 1.7) -5.2 (± 0.1) 0.6 (± 0.1) 
aThe signs shown for a and T are relative. The general form of the two solutions: (±a1, ±T) and (±a2, ∓T) with |2a1+T| = 
|2a2+T|. 
 
In order to choose between the two sets of axial tensors from the analysis of the 13C 
HYSCORE plotted in (να)2 vs (νβ)2 coordinates, the 13C ridges for QA- and QB- were simulated  
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Figure 6.7 Simulations of the QA- 13C HYSCORE spectrum using the axial tensor solutions 
from the ((ν1)2 vs. (ν2)2) analysis. Simulation parameters: A. [a1=0, T1=0.4], [a2=-1.7, 
T2=0.4], [a3=3.2, T3=0.4] MHz. B. [a1=0, T1=0.4], [a2=1.3, T2=0.5], [a3=-3.6, T3=0.4] MHz. 
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Figure 6.8 Simulations of the QB- 13C HYSCORE spectrum using the axial tensor solutions 
from the ((ν1)2 vs. (ν2)2) analysis. Simulation parameters: A. [a1=-1.9, T1=0.5], [a2=-4.0, 
T2=0.4], [a3=-5.2, T3=0.6] MHz. B. [a1=1.4, T1=0.5], [a2=3.6, T2=0.4], [a3=4.6, T3=0.6] MHz. C. 
[a1=1.5, T1=0.4, δ=0.8], [a2=-3.9, T2=0.4], [a3=4.7, T3=0.4, δ=0.3] MHz. 
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with EasySpin.[36] For both QA- and QB-, simulated spectra were found to be essentially 
independent of the relative Euler angles between the 13C hyperfine tensors, possibly due to 
the low level of hyperfine anisotropy. Therefore, spectra were simulated starting with the 
solution sets for a and T from Table 6.1 without adjusting the Euler angles. 
For QA-, simulations with one set of axial tensors were in much better agreement 
with the experimental spectrum than the other (Figure 6.7B). Peak 1C was simulated, and it 
was found that its isotropic coupling could not deviate from zero by more than 0.2 MHz for 
the line shape to resemble the experimental data. For QB-, the inclusion of rhombic tensors 
into the simulations was necessary (Figure 6.8C) to obtain agreement with the 
experimental spectra for features 1C and 3C. The preferred hyperfine coupling constants 
determined from the HYSCORE spectral simulations are shown in Table 6.2. Spectra 
simulated for both possible sets of a and T for each cross-feature in the QA- and QB- spectra 
and their comparative analyses are shown in Figures 6.7 and 6.8. 
 
Table 6.2 13C hyperfine tensors determined from the HYSCORE spectra simulations 
for QA- and QB-. 
Site Set a (MHz) T (MHz) 
Simulated Peak Max 
(MHz) 
Experimental Peak Max 
(MHz) 
QA 
1C 0 0.4 (3.7, 3.7) (3.7, 3.7) 
2C 1.3 0.5 (4.3, 3.1) (4.3, 3.1) 
3C -3.6 0.4 (5.5, 1.9) (5.5, 1.9) 
QB 
1C 1.5 0.4 (δ=0.8)a (4.5, 2.9) (4.5, 3.0) 
2C -3.9 0.4 (5.6, 1.8) (5.7, 1.7) 
3C 4.7 0.4 (δ=0.3)a (6.0, 1.4) (6.0, 1.5) 
aδ was reported incorrectly previously[1] 
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Discussion  
For the selectively 13C labeled samples used here, three 13C hyperfine couplings are 
expected, corresponding to the 2- and 3-methoxy groups and the C5-methyl carbon nuclei. 
The HYSCORE spectra of Figure 6.5 clearly illustrate these three hyperfine couplings for 
both QA- and QB-. Analysis of the spectra shows that for QA- one of these carbons has a 
hyperfine coupling close to zero, whereas values of magnitude 1.2 and 3.6 MHz can be 
estimated for the other two. For QB-, values of magnitude 1.9, 4.0 and 4.9 MHz are 
estimated. From the spectral line shapes, low anisotropy is observed, with the hyperfine 
couplings dominated by the isotropic contribution. This is confirmed by the detailed line 
shape analysis and spectral simulations, which separate out the isotropic and anisotropic 
components, as shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. For the assignment of these measured values 
to the 13C nuclei of the methyl or methoxy groups, it is necessary to compare with previous 
experimental results in vitro and with values calculated using DFT.  
13C hyperfine couplings for the methyl group in ubisemiquinone and the related 
durosemiquinone (DQ) radicals have been previously reported in hydrogen bonding 
solvents (Table 6.3). For DQ an isotropic coupling of magnitude |3.8| MHz has been 
reported using ENDOR.[39,40] Similar couplings around |4.0| MHz have been reported for the 
semiquinone anion radical of UQ10 in alcohol solution.[41] Calculated DFT (B3LYP/EPR-II) 
hyperfine couplings for hydrogen bonded DQ have been reported and the calculated 
negative isotropic constant of -3.5 MHz is in good agreement with the experimental 
magnitude.[42] These calculations also indicated that a and T have opposite signs for the 13C 
methyl hyperfine tensor. In the current study, SQM1 (Figure 6.4B) is used to simulate the 
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hydrogen bonded ubisemiquinone in solution. After geometry optimization the calculated 
C5-methyl group 13C isotropic coupling of -3.8 MHz is again in good agreement with the 
magnitude of the experimental finding, |4.0| MHz. Experimental and calculated values for 
the ubisemiquinone in the QH site cytochrome bo3 ubiquinol oxidase and its D75H mutant 
are also shown.[43] The data in Table 6.3 indicate an impressive ability of DFT (B3LYP/EPR-
II) to reproduce the experimental values for methyl couplings, although all calculated 
magnitudes are slightly less than the corresponding experimental determinations. 
 
Table 6.3 Comparison of experimental and calculated 13C methyl (C5) isotropic 
constants in semiquinones. 
Semiquinone aexp(13C),  MHz acalc(13C),   MHz 
UQ10    |4.0|a   -3.8  
DQ    |3.8|b   -3.5c 
QH    -6.1d   -5.3e 
QH (D75H)    -4.7d   -4.4e 
QA    -3.6   -2.9  
QB    -3.9   -3.5 
afrom ref. 41, bfrom refs. 39,40, cfrom ref. 42, dfrom ref. 35, efrom ref. 43. 
 
Table 6.3 also shows the DFT calculated 13C isotropic couplings for the C5-methyl 
group in the QA- and QB- site models. For QA-, the set of hyperfine coupling constants a = -3.6 
MHz and T = +0.4 MHz (Table 6.2, set 3C) can confidently be assigned to the 5’-methyl 
group. The isotropic constants from the other features 1C and 2C (~0 and 1.3 MHz, 
respectively) are too small to be attributed to this group. For QB-, the calculated value of       
-3.5 MHz strongly suggests that the pair a = -3.9 MHz and T = +0.4 MHz (Table 6.2, set 2C) 
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corresponds to the 5’-methyl 13C. The other isotropic couplings of magnitudes |4.7| MHz 
and |1.5| MHz are too large and too small, respectively. 
Based on the above analysis, the two remaining hyperfine tensors must correspond 
to the 13C nuclei of the two methoxy groups. In this case, the analysis is complicated by the 
expected dependency of the tensor on the orientation of the methoxy group relative to the 
ring plane. To aid in the assignment, it is first instructive to examine the Mülliken spin 
populations calculated for each semiquinone. These values are given in Table 6.4. 
 
Table 6.4 Mülliken spin populations in selected semiquinones. 
Semiquinone C2 C3 
QA 0.11 -0.01 
QB 0.09 0.02 
SQM2 0.11 0.00 
SQM1 0.07 0.07 
 
For QA-, values of +0.11 and -0.01 are calculated for positions C2 and C3, respectively. 
This arises from the polarization of the spin density distribution caused by the stronger 
hydrogen bonding to the O4 oxygen atom, as discussed by Martin et al.[34] 
The 13C isotropic hyperfine coupling of the methoxy group will be proportional to 
the π(p) spin population of the corresponding ring carbon and the dihedral angle of the 
methoxy with respect to the semiquinone ring plane (see below). Based on the near zero 
calculated spin population for the C3 position, the diagonal peak 1C with isotropic coupling 
close to zero can be assigned to the 3-methoxy group carbon. The remaining cross-peak set 
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2C with a corresponding 13C coupling of magnitude 1.3 MHz can therefore only arise from 
the 2-methoxy carbon. 
For QB-, Table 6.4 shows that, as for QA-, the calculated spin population at position C2 
(0.09) is again substantially larger than at C3 (0.02). Based on this the 2-methoxy 13C 
isotropic hyperfine coupling is expected to be significantly larger than the 3-methoxy 13C 
value. Thus, from the values in Table 6.2, the larger magnitude 4.7 MHz coupling can be 
assigned to the C2 methoxy carbon and the smaller one of magnitude 1.5 MHz to the C3 
methoxy carbon. Therefore, the optimized simulation data in Table 6.2 and the DFT 
calculations in Tables 6.3 and 6.4 allow for fully consistent assignments of 13C hyperfine 
tensors in QA- and QB- to particular substituents. 
The assignments above suggest that the 2-methoxy 13C isotropic constant is 
significantly larger for QB- in comparison with QA-. This cannot be explained on the basis of 
the C2 spin population value, which is larger (0.11 versus 0.09) for QA-. The unpaired spin 
density giving rise to the 13C isotropic hyperfine coupling for the methoxy group carbon 
atom comes from a combination of spin polarization and hyperconjugation. When the 
methoxy group is held in the ring plane, the contribution from hyperconjugation is 
expected to be zero. Small negative hyperfine couplings are expected for the in or near to 
in-plane orientations, due to spin polarization by the methoxy oxygen spin density. As the 
methoxy orientation is moved progressively out-of-plane, a positive contribution arising 
from hyperconjugation with the ring carbon π(p) spin density occurs. Based on the SQM2 
model (Figure 6.4A), which approximates the asymmetric hydrogen bonding of QA- and QB-, 
Figure 6.9 shows that the isotropic coupling exhibits this trend with negative values at in-
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plane orientations and large positive values for out-of-plane orientations. The SQM2 model 
spin populations at C2 and C3 are very similar to the QA- values in Table 6.4. The 13C data 
obtained for QB- implies that the 2-methoxy group is oriented further out of the ring plane 
compared with QA-, thereby giving rise to the larger isotropic coupling. 
Figure 6.9 allows for an estimation of the 2-methoxy dihedral angles in QA and QB. 
For QA, the 2-methoxy isotropic hyperfine coupling constant a was found to be 1.3 MHz, 
giving 45° and 155° as the two possible dihedral angles. For QB, the simulated isotropic 
constant adjusted to the DFT calculated C2 spin population of 0.11 is 5.7 MHz (4.7 MHz   
    
    
), and results in either 75° or 135° as the two possible dihedral angles. This analysis 
results in four possible sets of 2-methoxy dihedral angles for QA and QB. From Figure 6.10, 
these four sets of dihedral angles can be used to estimate the electron affinities of the 
quinones, which are directly related to the redox potential difference. All four sets of 2-
methoxy dihedral angles, along with their estimated contributions to the redox potential 
difference, are shown in Table 6.5. Of the four possible sets of dihedral angles, (i), (iii), and 
(iv) generate the expected positive contribution to the redox potential difference. From 
these three options, only (iii) is consistent with the complete failure of 3-MeO-Q to function 
as QB, because it exceeds 60–75 mV.[10,44] However, some independent evidence for this 
assignment is needed. 
Confirmation that the 2-methoxy group makes such a substantially large 
contribution to the ∆Em between QA and QB comes from mutants of the QA site that lower 
the Em of QA. Mutation of isoleucine M265 to threonine (mutant M265IT) decreases the Em 
of QA by 100-120 mV by a mechanism that does not involve the methoxy groups.[45,46] This  
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Figure 6.9 Effect of 2-methoxy group rotation on its 13C isotropic hyperfine constant for 
model SQM2. Shown as solid circles are the preferred (red) and not preferred (blue) 
methoxy dihedral angles for QA- and QB-, based on best agreement with crystal structures. 
Figure provided courtesy of Professor P. J. O’Malley (University of Manchester). 
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Figure 6.10 Effect of 2-methoxy group rotation on the electron affinity for model SQM2. The 
electron affinities of QA (red) and QB (blue) are estimated from their 2-methoxy dihedral 
angles. Figure provided courtesy of Professor P. J. O’Malley (University of Manchester). 
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greatly increases ∆Em, the driving force for electron transfer from QA- to QB. However, in 
polar mutants of M265, 3-MeO-Q is still completely inactive as QB.  
 
Table 6.5 Estimated angles of the 2-methoxy conformation in QA- and QB- and 
corresponding differences in electron affinity (EA) and redox potential (Em). 
 θA(°) θB (°) ΔEA (eV) ΔEm (mV) 
(i) 45 75 0.04 40 
(ii) 45 135 -0.13 -130 
(iii) 155 75 0.18 180 
(iv) 155 135 0.05 50 
 
The kinetics of the back reactions for 2-MeO-Q and 3-MeO-Q reconstituted RCs were 
measured and analyzed courtesy of A. J. Mattis (University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign), and are shown in Figure 6.11. The QA and QB activity of RCs were determined 
from the initial amplitude and the fraction of the slow phase (∆S), respectively (plotted as a 
function of quinone concentration in Figure 6.12). 2-MeO-Q fully reconstitutes both QA and 
QB activity. However, 3-MeO-Q shows no true ∆S restoration - the small increase in slow 
phase seen reflects reconstitution of QA, which is partially depleted in these mutant 
preparations. Some extraneous UQ10 is also present and functions as QB when QA is 
restored (note that in Figure 6.12 the apparent affinity calculated for ∆S is the same as for 
QA, Kd ~1µM). 
Taking into account the 60-75 mV favorable ∆Em for ubiquinone in WT RCs, the 
failure of 3-MeO-Q in M265IT mutant RCs indicates that its Em in the QB site is more than 
160-195 mV lower ((100-120) mV + (60-75) mV) than that of ubiquinone. It is reasonable 
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Figure 6.11 Kinetics of the back reaction for 2- and 3-MeO-Q reconstituted in M265IT RCs 
with ubiquinone as QA (1Q-RCs). Top: 3-MeO-Q concentrations: 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 16 µM. 
Bottom: 2-MeO-Q concentrations: 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8 µM. Approximately 1 µM M265IT RCs, 10 
mM Tris, pH 7.8, 0.1% LDAO. Figure provided courtesy of A. J. Mattis (University of Illinois 
at Urbana-Champaign). 
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Figure 6.12 Titration curves for initial (QA activity) and slow phase (∆S) amplitudes. The 
fitted curves are for Kd values of 1 µM (QA), 4 µM (2-MeO-Q, ∆S) and 1 µM (3-MeO-Q, ∆S). 
Figure provided courtesy of A. J. Mattis (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign). 
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to assume that other influences on the Em are not significantly affected by the substitution 
of one methoxy group with a methyl.  
In a survey of over twenty X-ray structures at resolutions of at least 2.8 Å (range 1.8-
2.8 Å), the average values for the methoxy dihedral angles of QA and QB were as shown in 
Table 6.6.[6] Note that the dihedral angles for the 2-methoxy groups of QA and QB are quite 
distinct, while those for the 3-methoxy group are similar. The 2-methoxy angles are most 
consistent with pair (iii) derived from the 13C HYSCORE data and DFT calculations (Table 
6.5), giving support for this assignment. This would provide a calculated contribution of 
~180 mV to the redox potential gap between the quinones, consistent with the 160-195 
mV calculated above. 
 
Table 6.6 Average values for the methoxy dihedral angles of QA and QB in X-ray 
structures. 
Quinone 2-Methoxy 3-Methoxy 
QA 139 ± 25° 77 ± 8° 
QB 90 ± 9° 88 ± 20° 
 
A 2-methoxy contribution of ~180 mV is significantly larger than the ∆Em ≈ 60-75 
mV for ubiquinone in WT RCs.[7-11] This implies that the inherent electrostatic 
environments of the quinone sites poise the QA and QB redox potentials to be highly 
unfavorable for forward electron transfer (by at least ~100 mV). It is therefore the 
difference in 2-methoxy dihedral angles which is required to bring ∆Em into the functional 
range. 
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Other factors, e.g., electrostatics, hydrogen bonds, etc., undoubtedly contribute 
(either positively or negatively) to the net difference in midpoint potentials, but the data 
presented here clearly indicate a large, favorable role for the 2-methoxy group in setting 
the functional redox potential gap between QA and QB. The HYSCORE and computational 
analysis show that this effect is implemented through different dihedral angles for QA and 
QB. These are presumably determined by interactions with the environment of the binding 
sites. For QB, the orientation selection likely includes hydrogen bond(s) to the 2-methoxy 
oxygen from the peptide NH of Gly-L225 and/or Thr-L226,[47] accounting for a fairly 
narrow distribution (Table 6.6); for QA the constraints are by steric interactions with non-
polar groups, although a weak hydrogen bond from Ala-M249 is also possible.[6] 
 
Conclusion 
13C site-specific labeling of the 2-methoxy, 3-methoxy, and C5-methyl carbons in 
ubiquinone was done in order to estimate the 2-methoxy dihedral angles in the QA and QB 
sites by pulsed EPR. The measured isotropic coupling constants were compared with DFT 
values calculated as a function of methoxy orientation. The set of 2-methoxy dihedral 
angles 155° and 75° for QA and QB, respectively, were the only angles consistent with 
expectations from previous work on monomethoxy ubiquinones. This difference in 
methoxy dihedral angles corresponds to a calculated contribution to the ∆Em of ~180 mV. 
Comparison with the average methoxy dihedral angles from more than twenty reaction 
center crystal structures and the failure of 3-MeO-Q to function as QB in M265IT (∆Em ≈ 
160-195 mV) provide further support of this assignment. Based on the lower limit set by 
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the M265IT work, the 2-methoxy contribution to the QA and QB redox potential difference is 
concluded to be at least 160 mV, making it an essential component of interquinone electron 
transfer in the reaction center. 
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Chapter VII. The Hydrogen Bonds of QB Probed by Q-band 
ENDOR: The QB Semiquinone is Rotated ~15° Compared to 
Crystal Structures 
 
Abstract 
The hydrogen bond network of the QB site semiquinone was investigated with Q- 
(~34 GHz) and X-band (~9.7 GHz) pulsed EPR on fully deuterated reaction centers from 
Rhodobacter sphaeroides. Simulation of the spectra in the QB- g-tensor reference frame 
provided an estimation of the full hyperfine tensors for the hydrogen bonded protons. 
Three proton lines were detected, one with T = 4.6 ± 0.1 MHz assigned to histidine NδH of 
His-L190, and two others with almost the same anisotropic coupling T ≈ 3.1 ± 0.1 MHz 
assigned to the peptide nitrogens (NpH) of Gly-L225 and Ile-L224. Despite the close 
similarity in the peptide couplings, all hyperfine tensors were resolved in the Q-band 
ENDOR spectra. The Euler angles describing the series of rotations, which bring the 
hyperfine tensor into the QB- g-tensor frame, were optimized by least squares fitting of the 
spectral simulations. The locations of the hydrogen bonded protons with respect to the 
semiquinone were determined from the Euler angles, which showed a significant 10-15° 
rotation of the semiquinone in comparison with available crystal structures of the reaction 
center. The results suggest a movement of QB upon formation of the semiquinone radical, 
and possibly hydrogen bond formation between the 2-methoxy group and the peptide 
nitrogen of Thr-L226. This may explain how the reaction center tunes the 2-methoxy 
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orientation in QB to be strongly out of plane, which is necessary to facilitate interquinone 
electron transfer (see Chapter VI). The presence of an H-bond to the 2-methoxy group is 
further supported by the inability of reaction centers reconstituted with 3-MeO-Q to form 
the QA-QB- biradical upon sodium borohydride reduction at high pH. However, an energy 
minimization or molecular dynamics modeling of the crystal structure with the pulsed EPR 
constraints will be necessary before the binding conformation of QB- can be determined. 
 
Introduction 
The RC catalyzes light-activated charge separation, the primary event in 
photosynthesis. In RCs from the purple bacterium, Rb. sphaeroides, an electron is 
transported across the membrane to the two acceptor quinones QA and QB, which are 
chemically identical UQ10 molecules. Despite their chemical identity, QA and QB are 
functionally very different, due to differences in the protein environments of the quinone 
sites.[1-7] QA is a tightly bound prosthetic group which, upon light-induced reduction, forms 
the anionic semiquinone state QA-. QA is only capable of one-electron redox chemistry and 
quickly transfers its electron to the QB site, placed symmetrically on the opposite side of the 
Fe(His4) complex. The resulting QB semiquinone can undergo a second reduction by QA- 
with the uptake of two protons.[1,2] The product of this proton-coupled electron transfer is 
quinol, which dissociates from the RC to be replaced by another quinone molecule. 
The versatility of the quinones to adopt a wide range of redox properties is achieved 
by finely tuned interactions with the protein environment. The plethora of X-ray structures 
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for the RC now available have contributed greatly to a general understanding of the nature 
of these interactions, but do not provide an unequivocal description of the quinone binding 
sites. Additionally, the majority of crystal structures are for RCs in the oxidized form, 
leaving relatively little known about the binding conformations of the semiquinone states. 
For no protein has the relationship between the structural and functional properties of the 
quinone sites been fully characterized or understood. 
The structural conformation of QA- has been characterized extensively through the 
application of FTIR and high-resolution EPR methods. FTIR detected no significant 
movement of QA upon reduction at room temperature.[8] Earlier time-resolved and pulsed 
EPR works also showed very little difference in the QA and QA- binding conformations.[9-11] 
Potential structural changes to the QA site upon photoreduction were further investigated 
by comparison of X-ray diffraction data on single crystals of RCs frozen either in the dark or 
under illumination.[12] No movement to within ~0.2 Å was observed in the QA site of the 
illuminated crystal structure. While an unprecedented ~60° reorientation of QA upon 
photoreduction was at one point proposed based on an analysis of quantum beat 
oscillations observed in Q-band EPR measurements,[13] this possibility was later ruled out 
by comparison of high frequency ENDOR and PELDOR measurements on samples either 
frozen in the dark and then illuminated, or frozen under illumination.[14] No difference in 
the hydrogen bond hyperfine couplings was observed in the two sample preparations, 
which is incompatible with a ~60° reorientation of the quinone headgroup. Further 
evidence that QA remains in the same orientation upon photoreduction to QA- was provided 
by a complete characterization of the H-bond hyperfine tensors by Q-band ENDOR, which 
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showed no substantial conformational differences in the hydrogen bond network of the 
semiquinone in comparison with oxidized crystal structures.[15] 
In contrast to QA-, the binding conformation for QB- is not well understood. Existing 
RC crystal structures show several different proposed orientations of QB, including binding 
at a location distal from the central Fe(His)4 complex. However, the proximal binding of QB 
seen in earlier structures is the same as what is observed in the illuminated crystal 
structures, which likely trap QB- in the active position.[6,16] In crystal structures of the 
proximally bound quinone, the possible hydrogen bond donors are the histidine Nδ of His-
L190, the peptide Np nitrogens from Gly-L225 and Ile-L224, and the Ser-L223 hydroxyl OH. 
However, previous work in this lab showed Ser-L223 OH is not strongly H-bonded to QB-, 
leaving the histidine and peptide nitrogens as the potential hydrogen bond donors to the 
semiquinone (Figure 7.1).[17] 
FTIR studies provide further support of the proximal binding seen in crystal 
structures of QB-, and detect no large-scale movement of QB upon photoreduction.[18] This 
indicates that at room temperature QB is predominantly bound proximally in both the 
oxidized and semiquinone states. However, this does not eliminate the possibility of a 
smaller movement of QB in the proximal site upon photoreduction. Low temperature 
kinetic measurements of the RC indicated a structural change accompanies light-induced 
charge separation; primary electron transfer from QA to QB is inactive in RCs frozen in the 
dark, but was found to be active for RCs frozen under illumination.[19] The first 
interquinone electron transfer (1st ET) is also not electron transfer rate limited, but rather 
involves a conformational gating step, the origin of which remains unclear.[20] Obtaining 
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Figure 7.1  Interaction of QB- with its potential hydrogen bond donors His-L190 Nδ, Gly-
L225 Np, and Ile-L224 Np. Ser-L223 OH was found not to form a strong H-bond with the 
semiquinone.[17] The principal axes of the g-tensor were taken from single-crystal EPR 
measurements on QA-,[21] and are labeled as X, Y, and Z. The gX axis lies along the line 
connecting the two oxygen atoms, which carry most of the spin density; the gZ axis is 
perpendicular to the molecular plane and gY is perpendicular to both other principal axes. 
The principal values of the QB- g-tensor are gX = 2.00626, gY = 2.00527, and gZ = 2.00213. 
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high-resolution structural information on the QB- bound state is an essential step towards 
understanding any conformational changes that take place in the RC upon charge 
separation. 
In this chapter, Q-band ENDOR and X-band HYSCORE are performed on fully 
deuterated RCs in order to characterize the hyperfine interaction (HFI) between QB- and its 
hydrogen bond donors His-L190 NδH, Gly-L225 NpH, and Ile-L224 NpH. The principal 
values of the HFI tensor and their orientations with respect to the QB- g-tensor frame are 
obtained by least squares optimization of the spectral simulations. The Euler angles are 
then used to reconstruct the locations of the H-bonds with respect to the semiquinone, and 
a significant 10-15° rotation of QB- is observed in comparison with crystal structures. 
 
Methods 
Samples. X- and Q-band QB- samples were made with fully deuterated reaction 
centers. The methods used for deuterated cell growth, RC isolation, Fe to Zn metal 
exchange, and QB- radical generation are provided in Chapter II. 
ESEEM and ENDOR Experiments. In this work, X-band proton HYSCORE and Q-
band proton Davies ENDOR measurements are performed on the QB hydrogen bonding 
interactions. Pulse sequences, data processing, and spectral analysis are described in detail 
in Chapter III. 
Spectral Simulations. HYSCORE and ENDOR simulations were performed in the g-
tensor frame of QB- as described in Chapter V. The principal axes of the g-tensor (X, Y, Z) 
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with respect to the molecular frame of the quinone have been defined by single-crystal EPR 
experiments for QA-,[21] and it was assumed that the QB- g-tensor aligns to the molecular 
frame in the same way (Figure 7.1). For X-band simulations, the excitation bandwidth was 
assumed fully excitatory, so ideal strong pulses were used. For Q-band simulations, the 
excitation bandwidth was determined from simulating the continuous wave (CW) Q-band 
spectrum (Figure 7.2) and by estimating the pulse selectivity as described in Chapter III. 
A characteristic feature of Davies ENDOR is the suppression of small couplings. This 
was taken into account in the simulations by applying the weighting function from Eq. 3.26. 
All other parameters were the same as those used in the experiments. Simulations were 
optimized by least squares fitting of the spectra. 
DFT Calculations. The DFT calculations were performed using the B3LYP 
functional. The EPR-II basis set was used for all atoms except Zn where 6-31g(d) was 
employed. The model for the calculations was the QM portion of the QM/MM optimized 
geometry, as described previously.[22] All calculations were performed using the ORCA 
electronic structure program.[23]  
 
Results 
X-band HYSCORE. Previous work in this lab showed that the X-band proton 
HYSCORE spectrum for QB- exhibits up to three cross-ridges corresponding to hydrogen 
bonding interactions.[22] However, peaks from nonexchangeable protons congested the 
spectrum, preventing a completely unambiguous assignment of the HFI tensors (especially 
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Figure 7.2  Field swept 2-pulse echo (blue), CW EPR spectrum (red), and CW EPR 
simulation (dashed black) of QB- at Q-band in derivative mode. Yellow circles mark the field 
positions used for Davies ENDOR measurements. Differences in spin-orbit coupling at the 
different field positions in the field swept 2-pulse echo causes relaxation rate anisotropy. 
This results in a saturation of the intensity especially around gZ (1219.3 mT). The CW EPR 
spectrum was therefore simulated instead. Experimental parameters: π/2-pulse length = 
160 ns (field swept 2-pulse echo), microwave frequency 34.146 GHz, temperature 90 K.  
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for Ile-L224 NpH). In this chapter, samples are made in a fully deuterated protein 
background, leaving only exchangeable protons to contribute to the spectra. HYSCORE 
measurements were done at τ = 136, 200, and 400 ns to unmask τ suppression effects 
(Figure 7.3). The spectra comprise at least three features 1H, 2H, and 3H exhibiting 
significant hyperfine anisotropy. The narrow line shapes of the features are typical of 
hydrogen bonding interactions. 
The narrowness of the cross-ridges extending along the antidiagonal indicates axial 
anisotropic HFI tensors for all interacting protons. In this case, the isotropic (a) and 
anisotropic (T) hyperfine coupling constants can be extracted from the spectra by linear 
regression of the cross-ridges in (ν12) vs (ν22) coordinates, as described in Chapter III. 
Intersection of the linear fit with the curved line defined by |ν1 ± ν2| = 2ν1H, where ν1H is the 
proton Larmor frequency at the applied magnetic field, provides the two coordinates 
(να⊥2,νβ⊥2) and (να||2,νβ||2) corresponding to the perpendicular (a – T) and parallel (a + 2T) 
principal values of the HFI tensor, respectively. Uncertainty in the assignment of these 
coordinates to the perpendicular and parallel orientations produces two possible solution 
sets for a and T, where only the relative signs are known. An example of this fitting process 
is shown in Figure 7.4, from which 1H and 2H, and 2H and 3H were found to form two 
unique cross-ridges. The values of a and T and their associated errors were estimated by 
linear regression of the cross-ridges in the HYSCORE spectra measured at τ = 136, 200, and 
400 ns. The results of this analysis are summarized in Table 7.1. 
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Figure 7.3  Comparison of the experimental (top) and simulated (bottom) X-band proton 
HYSCORE spectra for QB- in contour representation. Spectra were accumulated at τ = 136 
(left), 200 (middle), and 400 (right) ns. Experimental parameters: magnetic field 343.8 mT, 
microwave frequency 9.634 GHz, temperature 90 K. 
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Figure 7.4  Analysis of the QB- X-band proton HYSCORE spectrum measured at τ = 136 ns in 
(ν12) vs (ν22) coordinates. Linear regressions are shown for cross-ridges 1H-2H (red) and 
2H-3H (green). Experimental parameters: magnetic field 343.8 mT, microwave frequency 
9.634 GHz, temperature 90 K. 
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Table 7.1 Proton hyperfine parameters from linear regression of the τ = 136 ns, 200 
ns, and 400 ns HYSCORE spectra in (να2) vs (νβ2) coordinates.a 
Set a (MHz)b T (MHz)b 
1H-2H 
-0.5 (±0.1) 4.8 (±0.1) 
-4.4 (±0.1) 4.8 (±0.1) 
2H-3H 
0.1 (±0.2) 2.9 (±0.2) 
-3.0 (±0.2) 2.9 (±0.2) 
aPrincipal values of the axial HFI tensor: a – T, a – T, a + 2T. 
bOnly the relative signs of a and T can be determined from this analysis (their absolute signs are undetermined). 
 
X-band 1D Four-Pulse ESEEM. An alternative method for obtaining information on 
the hyperfine coupled exchangeable protons is from 1D four-pulse ESEEM spectra, shown 
in Figure 7.5. Such spectra contain peaks corresponding to the sum combination harmonics 
(να + νβ) of the two basic nuclear frequencies from opposite spin manifolds. The intensities 
of these peaks depend upon the time τ chosen between the first two pulses of the ESEEM 
experiment, so the experiment was performed at multiple values of τ so as to not miss any 
transitions. 
In Figure 7.5, the double proton Zeeman frequency line (2ν1H = 29.2 MHz) is 
observed, along with two well-resolved peaks shifted to higher frequencies. These peaks 
correspond to sets 1H-2H and 2H-3H in Table 7.1, and confirm the assumption of only two 
resolvable proton cross-ridges in the analysis of the HYSCORE spectrum in (ν12) vs (ν22) 
coordinates. The shift in these peaks from the 2ν1H matrix line is well described by the 
equation[24] 
Δ = 9T2/16ν1H      (7.1) 
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Figure 7.5 X-band proton 1D four-pulse ESEEM spectra in stacked representation. 
Experimental parameters: magnetic field 343.8 mT, microwave frequency 9.634 GHz, 
temperature 90 K. 
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From Eq. 7.1, the anisotropic coupling constant T for 1H-2H and 2H-3H can be estimated, as 
shown in Table 7.2. The estimated values for T are in good agreement with the values in 
Table 7.1. 
 
Table 7.2 Anisotropic hyperfine coupling constants determined from peak shift of 
the sum combination harmonics. 
Set Δ (MHz) T (MHz) 
1H-2H 0.9 ± 0.1 4.8 ± 0.2 
2H-3H 0.3 ± 0.1 2.8 ± 0.4 
 
 
Q-band ENDOR. While X-band 1D four-pulse ESEEM and HYSCORE can provide an 
estimation of the HFI tensor principal values, the principal directions with respect to the 
QB- g-tensor axes are left unknown. This information can be obtained from orientation 
selective experiments on the semiquinone at higher microwave frequencies. Davies ENDOR 
measurements were performed at Q-band (~34 GHz), a frequency 3-4 times higher than X-
band. The resulting spectra reveal the orientation dependence of the proton HFI in the QB- 
g-tensor frame. 
Q-band Davies ENDOR was acquired at fourteen evenly spaced field positions 
spanning gX, gY, and gZ of the field swept two-pulse echo (Figure 7.2). The resulting proton 
Davies ENDOR spectra in first derivative mode (Figure 7.6) are rich with features, despite 
the deuteration of all nonexchangeable protons in the sample preparation. The largest 
intensity splittings appear symmetrically about ν1H = 51.7 MHz with average hyperfine 
couplings ~5.5 and ~3.5 MHz (determined from the difference in peak frequencies). These 
intense lines correspond to orientations of the external magnetic field in-plane with the  
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Figure 7.6  Q-band 15N Davies ENDOR spectra of QB- in derivative mode. Traces were taken 
at fourteen field positions from 1218.5 mT (bottom trace, gX) to 1221.9 mT (top trace, gZ) in 
steps of 0.2 mT. The experimental data are shown in blue and are overlaid by the 
simulations in red. Experimental parameters: π/2-pulse length = 160 ns, time between first 
and second pulses τ = 860 ns, RF π-pulse length = 16 μs, microwave frequency 34.167 GHz, 
temperature 80 K.  
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perpendicular principal directions of the HFI tensor. For the more weakly coupled 
perpendicular feature (~3.5 MHz), the peak splits at orientations approaching gZ. This 
strongly suggests that the spectral feature is actually the overlap of two different proton 
peaks, which are resolved only from differences in the orientation dependence of their 
hyperfine interactions. The lines within the range ~50.5–53 MHz belong to very weakly 
coupled exchangeable protons. 
Q- and X-band ENDOR and HYSCORE Simulations. ENDOR and HYSCORE 
simulations were performed under the initial assumption that only two hydrogen bonding 
interactions contribute to the spectra. However, the Q-band ENDOR simulations under this 
assumption failed to reproduce the relative intensities of the major features with average 
hyperfine couplings ~5.5 and ~3.5 MHz, and could not account for the peak splitting of the 
more weakly coupled feature. In order to reproduce the ENDOR spectra, a third hydrogen 
bonding interaction had to be introduced. 
The Q-band ENDOR spectra were converted into derivative mode to increase the 
apparent resolution and sensitivity of the simulations. The simulation parameters were 
first adjusted iteratively by hand, and ultimately fine-tuned by optimization of the least 
squares to obtain error estimates for the Euler angles. However, overlap of the proton 
couplings responsible for the split feature with an average hyperfine coupling ~3.5 MHz, 
and difficulty in assigning the low intensity parallel components of the HFI tensors (a + 2T), 
produced significant ambiguity in the simulations. Therefore, the X-band HYSCORE spectra, 
where the correlation between the parallel and perpendicular principal values of the HFI 
tensor is made clearer by spreading the spectrum out into two dimensions, were simulated 
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simultaneously with the Q-band Davies ENDOR spectra. The perpendicular components of 
the HFI tensors (a – T(1 + δ), a – T(1 – δ)) and the Euler angles (α, β, and γ) are well-defined 
by the Q-band ENDOR spectra, and were therefore held fixed in the simultaneous 
simulations. Only the principal value of the parallel component of the HFI tensor (a + 2T) 
was allowed to take on different values in the ENDOR and HYSCORE simulations, and was 
optimized separately. 
Table 7.3 summarizes the parameters of the optimized simulations shown in 
Figures 7.3 and 7.6. The rhombicity factor δ was found to be very low in all cases, indicating 
strongly axial HFI tensors. This confirms the validity of the peak shift analysis of the 1D 
four-pulse spectra and the linear fitting of the HYSCORE spectra in (να2) vs (νβ2) 
coordinates. The values in Tables 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3 are all in good agreement. 
 
Table 7.3 Proton hyperfine simulation parametersa and comparison with crystal 
structure. 
 a (MHz) T (MHz) δ Euler Angle [α, β, γ] 
His-L190 
ENDORb -0.6 4.5 0.1  [70°, -70±5°, -35±5°] 
HYSCORE -0.4 4.7 0.1 – 
Crystal Structurec – – – [–, -70°, -20°] (DFT) 
Gly-L225 
ENDORb -0.2 3.2 0.1 [0°, 60±5°, 45±10°] 
HYSCORE -0.2 3.2 0.1 – 
Crystal Structurec – – – [–, 50°, 55°] (DFT) 
Ile-L224 
ENDORb -0.2 3.0 0.0 [90°, 65±5°, -45±10°] 
HYSCORE -0.1 3.1 0.0 – 
Crystal Structurec – – – [–, 65°, -30°] (DFT) 
aPrincipal values of the rhombic HFI tensor: a – T(1 + δ), a – T(1 – δ), a + 2T; δ ranges from 0 to 1 corresponding to axial 
and rhombic tensors, respectively. 
bSimulations were insensitive to Euler angle α, so no statistically significant errors can be given to this angle.  
cOnly Euler angles β and γ are necessary to describe the purely axial tensors determined from DFT calculations of crystal 
structure 1DV3, so α is shown as “–” in these cases. 
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Discussion 
Previous work in this lab has eliminated the hydroxyl group of Ser-L223 as a 
significant hydrogen bond donor to QB-,[17] leaving only His-M219 NδH, Gly-L225 NpH, and 
Ile-L224 NpH as options remaining from crystal structures. These three residues were thus 
assigned to the three observed proton lines based on best agreement with the DFT 
calculated Euler angles (courtesy of Professor P. J. O’Malley, University of Manchester) from 
a minimized structure of pdb entry 1DV3, as shown in Table 7.3. Generally, reasonable 
agreement with the angles extracted from the crystal structure is observed, but systematic 
differences are seen for Euler angle γ that cannot be accounted for by the statistical error of 
the simulations. 
The Euler angles in Table 7.3 are directly related to the geometry of the hydrogen 
bonding interactions with QB-. Specifically, Euler angles β and γ represent the out-of-plane 
and in-plane angular deviations of the hydrogen bonded proton with respect to its carbonyl 
oxygen as defined previously by Flores et al. (Figure 7.7).[15] Euler angle α is related to the 
principal directions of the perpendicular components of the HFI tensor (a – T(1 + δ), a – 
T(1 – δ)), but because δ was found to be very small for the hydrogen bonding interactions, 
α may be ignored in this analysis. For His-L190 NδH and Ile-L224 NpH, the out-of-plane 
angle β is in excellent agreement with crystal structures, with the corresponding angle for 
Gly-L225 NpH deviating by ~10°. While the out-of-plane angles are generally in good 
agreement with crystal structures, the in-plane angles γ are consistently different from the 
expected values, indicating a rotation of the semiquinone 10-15° about its gZ axis (Figure 
7.8). However, a structural determination of QB- cannot be determined from this 
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Figure 7.7 Out-of-plane (β) and in-plane (γ) angles describing the location of the hydrogen 
bonded proton (green) with respect to its carbonyl oxygen as defined previously by Flores 
et al.[15] The g-tensor axes (solid arrows) are shown for reference. β is the angle between 
the largest principal direction of the HFI tensor (AZ) and gZ. γ is the angle between gX and 
the projection of AZ into the gX/gY plane (dashed arrow). (from Flores et al. (2007), ref. 15)   
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Figure 7.8  QB binding conformation in crystal structure 1DV3 observed from an overhead 
view along gZ. For His-L190 (blue), Gly-L225 (purple), and Ile-L224 (green), the in-plane 
Euler angle γ is shown from DFT calculations of 1DV3 and Q-band ENDOR simulations. The 
difference in angles for all three residues indicates a clock-wise 10-15° rotation of the 
quinone in the above representation. Potential hydrogen bond formation between the 2-
methoxy group and the peptide nitrogen of Thr-L226 is shown as a dashed arrow.  
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information alone, and either an energy minimization or a molecular dynamics simulation 
approach using the Euler angles as constraints will be necessary. 
The importance of the 2-methoxy group to the QB redox potential was clearly 
demonstrated in Chapter VI. Here, it is shown that the 2-methoxy group is also essential for 
the stability of QB- in its binding pocket by comparison of the sodium borohydride (NaBH4) 
reduced QA-QB- biradical spectra with either UQ10 or 3-MeO-Q acting as the quinones 
(Figure 7.9). Reduction of the quinones directly to quinol at pH 10.5 facilitates backwards 
electron transfer from QBH2 to QA, resulting in the QA-QB- biradical state.[25] This procedure 
will be covered in detail in Chapter IX. Spectral features characteristic of the biradical are 
clearly observed with UQ10 acting as the quinones in Figure 7.9. However, when 3-MeO-Q, 
which lacks the 2-methoxy group (see Figure 6.1 in Chapter VI) is reconstituted into the RC, 
only a monoradical semiquinone spectrum is observed. This signal was identified as QA- 
from separate X-band HYSCORE measurements. Since NaBH4 cannot directly reduce QA, QA- 
can only be generated by reduction from quinol in the QB site. Therefore, QB- must have 
been transiently formed during this process. The lack of a biradical signal in the 3-MeO-Q 
spectrum indicates that, without the 2-methoxy group, QB- is unstable in its binding pocket 
and leaves after electron donation to QA. This clearly demonstrates that the 2-methoxy 
group is not only important to establish the redox potential difference of the quinones,[26,27] 
but is also essential to the binding of the QB semiquinone. This experiment supports a 
specific interaction between the 2-methoxy group and the protein environment necessary 
for QB- binding. A structural determination of QB- by Q-band ENDOR will prove to be an 
extremely powerful tool to address this issue. 
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Figure 7.9  NaBH4 reduced Q-band CW spectra at pH 10.5 of ZnRCs with UQ10 (black) or 3-
MeO-Q (red) acting as the quinones. Samples were incubated in a D2O buffer to reduce the 
EPR linewidth. The signal at 1238 mT is from the cavity. Experimental parameters: 
microwave frequency 34.657 GHz (UQ10) and 34.638 GHz (3-MeO-Q), modulation 
amplitude 0.2 mT, temperature 90 K.  
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Conclusion 
By fully deuterating the RC, the spectral resolution of the hydrogen bonding 
interactions in X-band HYSCORE was significantly improved over previous work in this 
lab.[22] Q-band Davies ENDOR measurements were able to supplement this information by 
providing the Euler angles describing the HFI tensor orientations with respect to the QB- g-
tensor, and identified two strongly overlapping proton lines assigned to Gly-L225 NpH and 
Ile-L224 NpH. The linear regression of the HYSCORE spectra in (να2) vs (νβ2) coordinates, 
the peak shift analysis from the four-pulse ESEEM spectra, and the HYSCORE and ENDOR 
simulations are in good agreement. 
The resulting Euler angles from this analysis indicate a significant 10-15° rotation of 
QB- as compared with crystal structures. This can be interpreted in one of two ways: either 
the binding conformation trapped in crystal structures is in a nonnative state due to the 
crystallization conditions, or QB undergoes a rotation upon photoreduction. Regardless, a 
structural determination of QB- by pulsed EPR constraints may provide an explanation of 
how the protein environment tunes the 2-methoxy group into its strongly out-of-plane 
conformation necessary to establish the quinone redox potential difference of 60-75 mV 
(see Chapter VI).[26-32] The existence of an interaction partner with the 2-methoxy group is 
very likely, given its additional role in the QB- binding affinity (Figure 7.9). One possibility is 
hydrogen bond formation with the peptide nitrogen of Thr-L226, proposed previously 
from high-resolution X-ray crystallography.[16] However, the evidence presented for this H-
bond was not very strong. While the heavy atom distance was appropriate, the orientation 
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of the peptide nitrogen was not suitable for H-bond formation. A 10-15° rotation of QB- 
may, however, make this hydrogen bond more favorable.  
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Chapter VIII. Pulsed EPR Characterization of Isoleucine M265 
Mutations to Polar Residues 
 
Abstract 
Reaction centers with the QA site residue isoleucine M265 mutated to threonine, 
serine, and asparagine (M265IT, M265IS, and M265IN, respectively) were studied by 
pulsed EPR in order to characterize any changes to the QA- spin density distribution and its 
magnetic interactions with the protein environment brought about by the mutations. The 
reaction center mutants were made courtesy of A. J. Mattis (University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign). M265IT and M265IS were previously found in this lab to decrease the 
midpoint potential (Em) of QA by ~100 mV and ~85 mV, respectively.[1] The Em for M265IN 
is lowered by a similar ~0.1 V (personal communication with A. J. Mattis). The mechanism 
for this substantial decrease in the midpoint potential of QA is not yet clear. In this work, 
the proton and nitrogen couplings of the histidine M219 Nδ and alanine M260 NP hydrogen 
bond donors and the 13C methoxy and methyl couplings of QA- were characterized by X-
band ESEEM and ENDOR. Analysis of the hyperfine couplings revealed a significant change 
to the hydrogen bond network in M265IN, resulting in a less asymmetric spin density 
distribution for QA-, similar to that observed for ubiquinone radicals in protonated solvents. 
Consequently, polarization of the spin distribution in QA- is concluded not to be necessary 
for its function, despite its reoccurring theme in the QA sites from other type II reaction 
centers.[2,3] Finally, 13C measurements showed no significant contribution of methoxy 
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dihedral angles to the observed decrease in Em for the QA mutants, in agreement with 
previous findings.[1] Instead, the 14N three-pulse ESEEM spectra suggest that electrostatic 
or hydrogen bonding interactions between the mutated M265 side chain residue and His-
M219 Nδ may be involved in the observed lowering of the QA midpoint potential. 
 
Introduction 
In the reaction center (RC) from Rb. sphaeroides, the quinone sites are both occupied 
by ubiquinone-10 (UQ10) molecules. The 60-75 mV[4-8] difference in midpoint potentials 
(ΔEm) of QA and QB must therefore be established by differences in the protein 
environments of the quinone sites. One way the protein influences the ΔEm is by tuning the 
methoxy dihedral angles of the quinones, as covered in detail in Chapter VI.[9,10] In this 
chapter, the focus is turned towards understanding how mutation of the nonpolar QA site 
residue isoleucine M265 to the polar residues threonine, serine, and asparagine can 
decrease the Em of QA by an unexpectedly large ~0.1 V. This change in midpoint potential 
corresponds to either a stabilization of the QA neutral quinone or a destabilization of the 
semiquinone (or a combination of the two). 
Unlike M265IT and M265IS, mutation of isoleucine M265 to valine (M265IV) 
produced no substantial shift in the QA midpoint potential.[1] This suggests that the 
underlying mechanism of the Em changes observed for M265IT and M265IS has to do with 
the introduction of a polar residue into the quinone binding site. The origin of the midpoint 
potential shift was therefore proposed to arise from either (i) an electrostatic interaction of 
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the M265IT and M265IS hydroxyl groups with the quinone or semiquinone headgroup, or 
(ii) from hydrogen bond formation between the M265IT and M265IS hydroxyl groups with 
Nδ of M219 that may weaken the histidine’s hydrogen bond with the quinone. 
A variety of techniques were used to estimate the QA Em shifts in the M265 
mutants.[1] The simplest method was to obtain the equilibrium constant KAB from 
measurements of the back reaction rates (Eq. 1.1), and then use KAB to estimate ΔEm (Eq. 
1.2). The in situ Em of the mutated QA sites can then be determined by comparison with the 
ΔEm from wild type (WT) RCs (assuming the Em for QB remains the same). The current 
estimate of the change in the midpoint potential of QA for M265IN is based on this method, 
resulting in a ~0.1 V Em decrease compared to WT (courtesy of A. J. Mattis, University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign). An alternative method involves replacing the native 
ubiquinone in the QA site with anthraquinone. Implementation of this low potential 
quinone unlocks the thermal back reaction route where the bacteriopheophytin 
intermediate (HA-) is formed before the electron recombines with P+. The new effective QA 
back reaction is then a function of the rates of charge recombination from P+HA- and P+QA- 
 keff =     
                (8.1) 
where     is the rate of recombination from P+HA- and      is the free energy gap between 
HA-QA and HAQA-. Determining      for WT and mutant RCs provided an additional method 
which confirmed the Em shift of QA in M265IT and M265IS.[1] Reconstitution of M265IN 
with anthraquinone to estimate the QA Em change is currently being carried out by A. J. 
Mattis (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign). 
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It was considered that M265IT and M265IS may alter the orientations of the 
methoxy substituents of ubiquinone (thereby changing the QA midpoint potential), as 
computational studies have previously shown that methoxy orientations play a significant 
role in determining the redox potentials of benzoquinones.[11,12] However, methoxy-lacking 
anthraquinone acting as QA was found to result in the same Em shift in the M265 mutants as 
ubiquinone, which rules out this explanation. Methoxy tuning of the QA Em in M265IN, 
however, remains a possibility. 
Vibrational spectroscopies, in particular FTIR, can provide significant insight into 
the quinone binding interactions.[13,14] FTIR was applied to study the neutral and 
semiquinone states of QA in M265IT, M265IS, and M265IV.[15] The neutral quinone 
spectrum for M265IV was found to be very similar to what was observed for WT RCs. In 
particular, the 1601 cm-1 band, assigned to the C4=O4 stretch in WT RCs, remained 
unchanged in M265IV. On the other hand, M265IT and M265IS displayed a small but 
significant upshift of the C4=O4 stretch to 1603 cm-1. This small frequency shift may be 
consistent with a weakening of the His-M219 hydrogen bond, but could just as easily be 
caused by an electrochromic effect arising from the hydroxyl partial charges. The ~1660 
cm-1 band, indicative of the C1=O1 stretch, was unresolved in the spectra. 
While only slight differences were observed in the neutral QA spectra, the 
semiquinone anion band, with a peak maximum at ~1467 cm-1 in WT RCs, was 
substantially altered by all three mutations.[15] For M265IV, in which the Em of QA is 
unchanged, the main peak is split with maxima at 1462 cm-1 and 1470 cm-1. For M265IT 
and M265IS, the semiquinone anion band maximum was shifted to 1464 cm-1 and 1463  
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cm-1, respectively. While it is tempting to assign the frequency shifts observed for M265IT 
and M265IS to a structural change associated with the ~0.1 V decrease in midpoint 
potential, no adequate explanation could be provided for the observed peak splitting for 
M265IV. Therefore, no interpretation of these spectral changes can be given at present. 
Nevertheless, the effects of the mutations on the semiquinone spectra were significantly 
greater than what was observed in the neutral spectra. This suggests that the major 
structural influences from the M265 mutations may be occurring in the QA- state. 
Crystal structures were obtained for M265IT (pdb 4H99), M265IS (pdb 4H9L), 
M265IN (pdb 4HBH), and M265IQ (isoleucine to glutamine, pdb 4HBJ), (A. J. Mattis, 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign). All structures have resolutions of 2.7-3.0 Å. 
With the crystal structures in hand, a pulsed EPR approach may be well-suited to 
investigate the midpoint potential tuning in the M265 mutants. A full X-band ESEEM and 
ENDOR characterization is presented. Using the crystal structures as references, the data 
are interpreted specifically focusing on changes to the hydrogen bonds, methoxy 
orientations, and electric field gradients at His-M219 Nδ and Ala-M260 Np. 
 
Methods 
Samples. X-band QA- samples were made under the natural abundance of 14N or 
with uniformly 15N-labeled reaction centers. Samples with site-specifically 13C labeled UQ8 
incorporated into the quinone sites were made in a uniformly 15N labeled background (to 
prevent peak overlap and the strong cross-suppression effects of 14N on the 13C 
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modulation). The exchangeable protons were deuterated in samples when necessary. The 
methods used for cell growth, uniform 15N-labeling of the protein, RC isolation, Fe to Zn 
metal exchange, 13C labeling of UQ8, quinone replacement, D2O buffer exchange, and QA- 
radical generation are provided in Chapter II. 
ESEEM and ENDOR Experiments. In this work, X-band 14N three-pulse ESEEM, X-
band 14,15N, 13C, and proton HYSCORE, and X-band proton Davies ENDOR measurements 
are performed on the WT and M265 mutant QA semiquinone. Pulse sequences, data 
processing, and spectral analysis are described in detail in Chapter III. 
Spectral Simulations. HYSCORE simulations were performed with the EasySpin 
package.[16] At X-band, the excitation bandwidth of pulses can be assumed fully excitatory, 
so ideal strong pulses were used. All other parameters were the same as those used in the 
experiments. 
 
Results and Discussion 
The X-band 15N HYSCORE spectra of the M265 mutant RCs compared with WT are 
shown in a contour representation in Figure 8.1. In the WT spectrum, two features appear 
near to the ν1(2) axes corresponding to nitrogens couplings near the cancellation condition. 
As concluded from Chapter IV, feature 1 comprises the unresolved His-M219 Nδ and Ala-
M260 NP nitrogen peaks with hyperfine couplings ~2.3 MHz and ~2.6 MHz, respectively 
(recalculated for 14N). Feature 2 was not reproduced by the simulations. 
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Figure 8.1 X-band 15N QA- HYSCORE spectra for WT, M265IT, M265IS, and M265IN RCs in 
contour representations. Samples were also all 13C-labeled at the methoxy and C5-methyl 
carbons of the quinone headgroup. Magnetic field ~345 mT, time between first and second 
pulses (τ) 136 ns, microwave frequency ~9.7 GHz (WT), 80 K  
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Figure 8.2 Comparison of experimental (colored surface) and simulated (red mesh) X-
band 15N QA- HYSCORE spectra for WT, M265IT, M265IS, and M265IN RCs in stacked 
representations. Samples were also all 13C-labeled at the methoxy and C5-methyl carbons of 
the quinone headgroup. Magnetic field ~345 mT, time between first and second pulses (τ) 
136 ns, microwave frequency ~9.7 GHz (WT), 80 K  
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For M265IT, feature 2 is strongly suppressed, and essentially absent in the M265IS 
15N HYSCORE spectrum (Figures 8.1 and 8.2). However, for M265IN, features 1 and 2 have 
comparable intensity, suggesting that in this case the hyperfine interaction (HFI) has 
principal values which extend significantly into the (+/+) quadrant. Indeed, the line shape 
of feature 1 strongly resembles the predicted cross-ridge pattern at exact cancellation (|a + 
2T| = 4νN) for an ideal axial HFI tensor.[17] The very deep nitrogen modulation depth for 
M265IN in the time-domain pattern also suggests that one or both of the nitrogen 
couplings in M265IN satisfies the cancellation condition better than the QA nitrogens in WT 
or the other M265 mutant RCs. An additional feature of the M265IN X-band 15N HYSCORE 
spectrum that separates it from the other spectra is its large 15N matrix peak (Figure 8.2). A 
likely contribution to the increased amplitude of the 15N matrix line is the introduction of 
an asparagine nitrogen into the QA site from the mutation. In the M265IN crystal structure 
(pdb 4HBH) the asparagine side chain points into the QA binding pocket, consistent with 
this observation. 
Another possible origin of the 15N matrix line intensity in M265IN is the nitrogen 
from the Trp-M252 side chain, which stabilizes QA through π-stacking. From the crystal 
structures of the M265 mutants, the distances from the tryptophan side chain nitrogen to 
the center of the QA quinone ring were calculated to be 3.97 Å for M265IT, 3.88 Å for 
M265IS, and 3.74 Å for M265IN. The corresponding distance in WT RCs was computed 
from crystal structure 1DV3 as 3.90 Å. Thus, the distance for M265IN is significantly 
shorter than those for M265IT, M265IS, and WT. The bulkier M265IN side chain apparently 
pushes the quinone headgroup closer to Trp-M252, consistent with the larger 15N matrix 
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line observed in this mutant. This steric interaction may also affect the hydrogen bonds in 
the QA site. 
Unfortunately, from the X-band 15N HYSCORE spectra alone, the individual nitrogen 
tensors cannot be simulated reliably due to significant overlap of the QA nitrogen peaks 
(see Chapter IV). However, the average hyperfine couplings can be estimated by simulating 
the spectra with axial HFI tensors while keeping T fixed at 0.3 MHz (Figure 8.2). The 
simulation parameters are listed in Table 8.1. M265IS and M265IN were found to have a 
significantly larger and smaller (respectively) average hyperfine coupling compared to 
M265IT and WT RCs, suggesting that changes occur to the hydrogen bond networks upon 
mutation. 
 
Table 8.1 Nitrogen hyperfine coupling constants determined from 15N HYSCORE 
simulations (recalculated for 14N). 
 Wild Type M265IT M265IS M265IN 
aiso (MHz) 2.4 ± 0.1 2.5 ± 0.1 2.6 ± 0.1 2.2 ± 0.1 
T (MHz) 0.3 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.1 
Peak Max, Exp (MHz)a (-0.30, 3.17) (-0.33, 3.20) (-0.39, 3.26) (-0.30, 3.14) 
Peak Max, Sim (MHz)b (-0.33, 3.17) (-0.33, 3.21) (-0.37, 3.26) (-0.28, 3.05) 
a
Peak maximum in the experiment. 
b
Peak maximum in the simulation 
 
X-band HYSCORE measurements on the proton couplings were performed to 
characterize the hydrogen bond hyperfine tensors of the M265 mutants. Shown in Figure 
8.3 are the HYSCORE spectra plotted in (ν1)2 vs (ν2)2 coordinates with linear regressions of 
the cross-ridges corresponding to the His-M219 and Ala-M260 hydrogen bonding 
interactions. Two possible sets of a and T can be determined from the fits. Intersection of  
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Figure 8.3 Linear regression of the His-M219 (left) and Ala-M260 (right) cross-ridges to 
estimate the axial HFI tensor. The curved red line is defined by |ν1 ± ν2| = 2ν1H. Points used 
in the fit are marked in yellow. Magnetic field ~345 mT, time between first and second 
pulses (τ) 136 ns, microwave frequency ~9.7 GHz (WT), 80 K  
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the linear fit with the curved line defined by |ν1 ± ν2| = 2ν1H, where ν1H is the proton Larmor 
frequency at the applied magnetic field, provides the two coordinates (να⊥2,νβ⊥2) and 
(να||2,νβ||2) corresponding to the perpendicular (a – T) and parallel (a + 2T) principal values 
of the HFI tensor, respectively. Uncertainty in the assignment of these coordinates to the 
perpendicular and parallel orientations produces two possible solution sets of a and T, for 
which only the relative signs of the coupling constants are known (see Chapter III for more 
details). The analysis of the His-M219 and Ala-M260 hydrogen bond hyperfine tensors is 
summarized in Table 8.2. 
 
Table 8.2 Hydrogen bond hyperfine coupling constants determined from linear 
regression of HYSCORE spectra in (ν1)2 vs (ν2)2 coordinates. 
 Residue 
Intersection Point 
(να(/||)2, νβ(/||)2) (MHz2) 
a (MHz) T (MHz) 
Wild Type 
His-M219 
(326.3, 130.9) 
(373.7,103.5) 
-3.9 ± 0.1 5.3 ± 0.1 
-1.4 ± 0.1 5.3 ± 0.1 
Ala-M260 
(297.6, 150.2) 
(383.4, 98.5) 
-4.8 ± 0.2 4.9 ± 0.1 
-0.1 ± 0.1 4.9 ± 0.1 
M265IT 
His-M219 
(313.9, 138.7) 
(377.9, 101.1) 
-4.3 ± 0.1 5.1 ± 0.1 
-0.8 ± 0.1 5.1 ± 0.1 
Ala-M260 
(293.6, 152.9) 
(386.0, 97.0) 
-4.9 ± 0.1 4.9 ± 0.1 
0.1 ± 0.1 4.9 ± 0.1 
M265IS 
His-M219 
(322.4, 132.8) 
(381.8, 98.8) 
-4.3 ± 0.1 5.3 ± 0.1 
-1.1 ± 0.1 5.3 ± 0.1 
Ala-M260 
(296.6, 150.3) 
(391.2, 94.1) 
-5.1 ± 0.1 5.0 ± 0.1 
0.1 ± 0.1 5.0 ± 0.1 
M265IN 
His-M219 
(317.8, 135.4) 
(371.1, 104.0) 
-4.0 ± 0.1 5.1 ± 0.1 
-1.1 ± 0.1 5.1 ± 0.1 
Ala-M260 
(293.8, 151.8) 
(379.27, 99.8) 
-4.7 ± 0.1 4.8 ± 0.1 
0.0 ± 0.1 4.8 ± 0.1 
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The peak assignments and preferred solutions of the hyperfine couplings (shown in 
bold) were made consistent with previous work in this lab.[18] While the dipolar coupling 
constants (T) in Table 8.2 are all very similar for the WT and M265 mutant RCs, the values 
are still found to be consistent with the relative nitrogen couplings in the 15N HYSCORE 
spectra: M265IS and M265IN tend to have larger and smaller (respectively) dipolar 
coupling constants T compared to M265IT and WT RCs. 
An alteration to the hydrogen bonding in the mutants is expected to be accompanied 
by a change in the QA- spin density distribution. Proton Davies ENDOR at X-band was 
performed on samples with and without D2O buffer exchange (Figure 8.4). D2O buffer 
exchange should eliminate the contribution of hydrogen bonding interactions to the Davies 
ENDOR spectrum, leaving the 5’-methyl proton coupling as the dominant spectral feature. 
The 5’-methyl coupling is largely unchanged in M265IT and M265IS compared with WT 
RCs, but is found to be significantly stronger for M265IN. The 5’-methyl isotropic hyperfine 
couplings in WT RCs were previously determined to be 4.6 MHz for QA- and 5.4 MHz for   
QB-.[19] The weaker methyl coupling in QA- reflects the polarization of its spin density 
distribution as a consequence of an asymmetric hydrogen bond network. The M265IN 5’-
methyl coupling estimated from simulations is 5.9 MHz, which is significantly larger than 
either of the two values found for QA- or QB- in WT RCs. The 5’-methyl coupling in M265IN 
more closely resembles the free semiquinone radical in 2-propanol and DME-MTHF, shown 
previously to have 5’-methyl couplings of 6.2 MHz and 6.0 MHz, respectively.[19] Therefore, 
the M265IN QA semiquinone, like semiquinones in solvent, lacks the strongly asymmetric 
hydrogen bond network typical of the QA site, resulting in a nearly symmetric spin density  
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Figure 8.4 Davies ENDOR spectra for WT (black), M265IT (red), M265IS (blue), and 
M265IN (green) in H2O (top) and D2O (bottom). D2O removes the contribution of hydrogen 
bonding interactions, leaving the 5’-methyl coupling to dominate the spectra. The spectra 
were normalized to the 5’-methyl peak intensities to emphasize their similarity for WT, 
M265IT, and M265IS. Magnetic field ~347 mT, time between first and second pulses (τ) 
136 ns, microwave frequency ~9.7 GHz, 80 K.  
H2O 
D2O 
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distribution. This can only be accounted for by a weakening of the His-M219 hydrogen 
bond relative to Ala-M260. 
X-band HYSCORE measurements on samples site-specifically 13C-labeled at the 2-
methoxy, 3-methoxy, and C5-methyl carbons are shown in Figure 8.5. The simulations were 
found to be essentially independent of the relative Euler angles between the 13C hyperfine 
tensors, possibly due to the low level of hyperfine anisotropy. Therefore, spectra were 
simulated without adjusting the Euler angles. In accordance with the relative 13C hyperfine 
coupling strengths found for QA- in WT RCs (see Chapter VI), peaks 1C, 2C, and 3C were 
assigned to the 3-methoxy, 2-methoxy, and the C5-methyl carbons, respectively. The results 
of the simulations are listed in Table 8.3. The C5-methyl coupling, like the 5’-methyl proton 
coupling, is a probe of the semiquinone spin density distribution. In agreement with the X-
band Davies ENDOR measurements above, the M265IN C5-methyl coupling was found to be 
significantly larger than that of WT, M265IT, and M265IS RCs, indicating a larger spin 
population on the C5 ring carbon in M265IN. This is an indication of a less polarized QA- 
spin density distribution. The M265IN C5-methyl coupling of -4.2 MHz is larger than that 
found for QB (-3.9 MHz)[10] and closer to the value found for UQ10 in a protonated solvent   
(-4.0 MHz),[20] which is in good agreement with the relative 5’-methyl proton couplings 
determined from the X-band Davies ENDOR measurements described above. 
Under the assumption that peaks 1C and 2C correspond to the 3- methoxy and 2-
methoxy groups, respectively, the 2-methoxy dihedral angles can be estimated for M265IT 
and M265IS.[10] Unfortunately, the same cannot be done for M265IN, because its spin 
distribution is significantly altered, so the C2 spin population is unknown for this mutant.  
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Figure 8.5 Experimental (colored) and simulated (red) 13C HYSCORE spectra for WT and 
the M265 mutant RCs. Magnetic field ~345 mT, time between first and second pulses (τ) 
136 ns, microwave frequency ~9.7 GHz (WT), 80 K.  
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Although the measured 2-methoxy (2C) isotropic hyperfine coupling constants in Table 8.3 
are clearly different for WT, M265IT, and M265IS RCs, due to the steepness of the 13C 
coupling as a function of methoxy dihedral angle, the dihedral angle is only predicted to 
vary within a range of ~5° for WT, M265IT, and M265IS, corresponding to a change in 
electron affinity of no more than 0.015 eV (Figure 8.6). Additionally, the M265 mutant 
dihedral angles are predicted to be more out-of-plane than that of WT RCs, which would 
lower the electron affinity of QA. This would change the QA midpoint potential in a direction 
opposite to the observed ~0.1 V decrease in the Em.[1] Therefore, 2-methoxy dihedral angles 
are not responsible for the lower Em in M265IT and M265IS, in agreement with previous 
conclusions. The C2 spin population for M265IN would need to be known in order to 
perform a similar analysis for this mutant. 
 
Table 8.3 13C hyperfine tensors determined from the HYSCORE spectral simulations 
for WT and M265 mutant RCs. 
a
Peak maximum in the simulation. 
b
Peak maximum in the experiment.  
 13C Peak aiso (MHz) T (MHz) Peak Max (Sim)a Peak Max (Exp)b 
Wild Type 
1C 0 0.4 (3.7, 3.7) (3.7, 3.7) 
2C 1.3 0.5 (4.3, 3.1) (4.3, 3.1) 
3C -3.6 0.4 (5.5, 1.9) (5.5, 1.9) 
M265IT 
1C 0.4 0.4 (δ=0.2) (3.9, 3.5) (4.0, 3.4) 
2C 2.0 0.5 (δ=0.2) (4.6, 2.7) (4.7, 2.6) 
3C -3.6 0.5 (5.4, 2.0) (5.5, 1.9) 
M265IS 
1C 0.6 0.4 (4.0, 3.4) (4.0, 3.4) 
2C 1.5 0.4 (4.4, 3.0) (4.4, 3.1) 
3C -3.7 0.4 (5.5, 1.9) (5.5, 1.9) 
M265IN 
1C 0.7 0.4 (4.1, 3.3) (4.1, 3.3) 
2C 0.7 0.4 (4.1, 3.3) (4.1, 3.3) 
3C -4.2 0.4 (5.7, 1.6) (5.8, 1.6) 
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Figure 8.6 Figures 6.9 and 6.10 are reproduced to show the changes in 2-methoxy dihedral 
angle (top) and electron affinity (bottom) upon mutation to M265IT (purple) and M265IS 
(green). Dashed lines indicate the WT values. Figures provided courtesy of P. J. O’Malley 
(University of Manchester).  
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The X-band 14N three-pulse ESEEM spectra for the WT and M265 mutant RCs are 
shown in Figure 8.7. The nuclear quadrupole interaction (NQI) is sensitive to changes in 
the electronic field gradient at the nucleus. The data show a clear change in the quadrupole 
coupling for His-M219 Nδ. The histidine Nδ NQI parameters were estimated from the peak 
maxima with Eq. 3.23. The ν0 transition for the peptide peaks is unresolved in the M265 
mutant spectra, but the NQI tensor could still be estimated from ν- and ν+. The NQI tensors 
estimated for His-M219 Nδ and Ala-M260 Np for the WT and M265 mutant RCs are listed in 
Table 8.4. 
 
Table 8.4 Nuclear quadrupole tensors determined from the 14N three-pulse ESEEM 
spectra for WT and M265 mutant RCs. 
a
Neither ν0 nor ν- for the Ala-M260 Np peaks were well-resolved in the M265IT spectrum, so K and η have a significantly 
greater uncertainty than the other estimates. 
 
The His-M219 Nδ asymmetry parameter η as a function of h/e2qQ and the hyperfine 
coupling are plotted in Figures 8.8 and 8.9, respectively. An explanation of the linear 
dependence of h/e2qQ vs  was developed in the context of the Townes-Dailey model,[21] 
based on consideration of the electron population of the bonding orbitals of the nitrogen by 
p electrons (see Chapter IV). This analysis assumes that the geometry of the nitrogen 
environment does not change between different systems. A reasonable linear dependence 
of h/e2qQ and η is observed for the mutant data with other semiquinones[2,3,22-24] and  
 
His-M219 Nδ Ala-M260 Np 
K (MHz) η K (MHz) η 
Wild Type 0.37 0.96 0.75 0.58 
M265IT 0.39 0.82 0.79a 0.48a 
M265IS 0.38 0.85 0.75 0.58 
M265IN 0.40 0.86 0.77 0.63 
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Figure 8.7 14N three-pulse ESEEM spectra for WT and M265 mutant RCs. NQI triplets 
corresponding to His-M219 Nδ (red) and Ala-M260 Np (blue) are shown for wild type. 
Magnetic field ~346 mT, time between first and second pulses (τ) 100 - 580 ns, microwave 
frequency ~9.7 GHz (WT), 80 K.  
WT 
M265IT 
M265IS 
M265IN 
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Figure 8.8 Linear dependence of h/e2qQ and η is demonstrated for available semiquinone 
and copper complex data (see Chapter IV). The data for copper dien-substituted imidazole 
model compounds (blue) and copper proteins (green) are shown as circles. The 
semiquinone Nδ data (red) are shown as diamonds. The M265 mutants are shown as yellow 
stars. 
  
M265IN 
M265IT 
M265IS 
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Figure 8.9 Correlation between a(14N) and η is demonstrated for available data on 
semiquinones (red diamonds) and the M265 mutants (yellow stars). The linear fit to the 
previously determined semiquinone Nδ data (dashed line) is described by a(14N) = 3.23η - 
0.74. For more information, see Chapter IV.  
M265IN 
M265IT 
M265IS 
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copper dien-substituted imidazole model compounds and proteins.[25] However, the 
M265IT and M265IS data deviate significantly from the linear regression for η and the 
hyperfine coupling constant, a(14N), shown in Figure 8.9. The correlation between η and 
the hyperfine coupling was proposed in Chapter IV to indicate a conserved H-bond 
geometry between the histidine and the semiquinone for all of the proteins considered. 
Therefore, the deviation of the M265IT and M265IS mutant data from the line may indicate 
a unique structural change influencing the His-M219 hydrogen bond, possibly correlated to 
the ~0.1 V decrease in Em for the mutants. On the other hand, for M265IN the data point fits 
the linear regression reasonably well in Figure 8.9, in accordance with a simple weakening 
of the His-M219 H-bond compared to WT. Also, η has increased for Ala-M260 Np upon 
mutation to M265IN (Table 8.4), suggesting a shorter peptide hydrogen bond in 
comparison with WT and the other M265 mutants (see DFT modeling of the peptide NQI 
tensor in Chapter IV). A weakening of the His-M219 and a strengthening of the Ala-M260 H-
bonds in M265IN are in complete accord with the X-ray structure determined by A. J. Mattis 
(personal communication), and is fully consistent with the lack of an asymmetric spin 
density distribution in QA- indicated by the Davies ENDOR spectra (Figure 8.4). 
 
Conclusion 
The origin of the lower midpoint potential in QA upon mutation of Ile-M265 to polar 
residues threonine, serine, and asparagine is still a mystery. For M265IT and M265IS, the 
nitrogen and proton hyperfine couplings were only subtly different from WT RCs, 
indicating a relatively unchanged hydrogen bond network. The 5’-methyl proton couplings 
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from the X-band Davies ENDOR spectra were also very similar, showing the spin density 
distribution to be largely unaffected by these two mutations. Nearly identical C5-ring 
methyl 13C couplings in X-band HYSCORE for WT, M265IT, and M265IS provide further 
support that the hydrogen bond network and semiquinone spin density distribution 
remain the same. 
While the 2-methoxy 13C couplings were found to be significantly altered by the 
M265IT and M265IS mutations, the differences in hyperfine couplings only accounted for a 
change in electron affinity of no more than 0.015 eV (assuming the mutants share the same 
C2 spin population as QA- in WT RCs). Additionally, this dihedral angle difference would 
correspond to a small increase in the electron affinity for QA, and cannot explain the ~0.1 V 
decrease in Em upon mutation of Ile-M265 to threonine and serine. The methoxy dihedral 
angles are therefore concluded not to contribute to the lower midpoint potential in the 
M265 mutants, which is consistent with previous work in this lab.[1] 
M265IN, on the other hand, showed consistently smaller nitrogen and proton 
hyperfine couplings compared with WT, M265IT and M265IS RCs. These changes suggest a 
weakening of the average hydrogen bonding interactions in the QA site. Davies ENDOR 
measurements revealed M265IN to have a nearly symmetric spin density distribution, 
similar to that of semiquinones in protonated solvents. Therefore, an asymmetric spin 
distribution is concluded not to be an essential feature of QA sites, despite it being a 
common theme in the type II RCs studied thus far.[2,3] The analysis of all of the ESEEM and 
ENDOR spectra is consistent with a weakening of the His-M219 H-bond and a possible 
shortening of the Ala-M260 H-bond (based on the increased value of η) in M265IN. This 
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may be an important factor for the Em shift seen in this mutant. The methoxy dihedral angle 
contribution to the QA Em in M265IN, unfortunately, cannot be determined at this time. DFT 
calculations of the C2 spin population will be necessary for this analysis. 
The only change in the pulsed EPR spectra that could correlate with the ~0.1 V 
lower Em for QA in M265IT and M265IS was a decrease in the asymmetry parameter η for 
His-M219 Nδ as determined by X-band 14N three-pulse ESEEM. This resulted in a shift of the 
points in Figure 8.9 away from the other semiquinone data points, suggesting that the 
change to the Nδ NQI tensor is associated with a perturbation beyond a simple alteration in 
the His-M219 H-bond length (see Chapter IV). The decrease in η may be the result of a 
direct electrostatic or hydrogen bonding interaction between His-M219 Nδ and the mutant 
side chain, causing a rearrangement of the nitrogen p-orbital occupancies. M265IT and 
M265IS both have side chains that can potentially hydrogen bond with His-M219 Nδ. In fact, 
in the crystal structure for M265IT (pdb 4H99), the side chain is in potential H-bond 
distance with M219 Nδ. While the same is not observed for the M265IS structure (pdb 
4H9L), it is not difficult to imagine that a rotation of the serine group upon formation of QA- 
could also put it into a position suitable for interaction with M219 Nδ. Therefore, it is 
suggested that a direct electrostatic or hydrogen bonding interaction of the polar residues 
with M219 Nδ, as suggested by the 14N three-pulse ESEEM spectra, may play an important 
role in the ~0.1 V decrease in midpoint potential of QA in M265IT and M265IS.  
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Chapter IX. Pulsed EPR Characterization of the QA-QB- Biradical 
 
Abstract 
In this chapter, a newly developed sample preparation method for generating the 
QA-QB- biradical, which utilizes mutant reaction centers (RCs) with very slow second 
electron transfer (2nd ET) rates, is presented. A full X-band pulsed EPR characterization is 
performed on the nitrogen and 13C methoxy and methyl couplings for samples reduced 
with sodium borohydride (NaBH4) at pH 10.5, in addition to preliminary work on mutant 
biradical samples at pH 8. The hydrogen bonding interactions were not characterized, due 
to an inability to separate contributions from QA- and QB-. No significant differences in the 
nitrogen and 13C couplings in the biradical and monoradical semiquinone spectra were 
found, suggesting that the quinone binding conformations of the NaBH4 reduced biradical 
are very similar to those observed in monoradical QA- or QB- samples. The Ser-L223 OH 
hydrogen bond, proposed to be necessary for proton coupled 2nd ET, is therefore concluded 
to be a transient phenomenon not trapped in the spectra presented here. 
 
Introduction 
Relatively little is known about the transient biradical state QA-QB- that precedes 2nd 
ET. Continuous wave (CW) EPR measurements at 326 GHz on the NaBH4 reduced QA-QB- 
found the two semiquinones to have a J-coupling constant of -82 ± 3 MHz.[1,2] Performing 
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these experiments at such a high microwave frequency was necessary not only because 
semiquinones exhibit small g-anisotropies, but also that QA- and QB- have very similar g-
tensors, making them very difficult to distinguish.[3] The J-coupling is related to the 
chemical path connecting the quinones through bonds. The shortest path from crystal 
structures starting from QA- would be through its hydrogen bond with His-M219, the 
divalent metal (Fe or Zn), His-L190, and finally via another H-bond to QB-. The maximum 
electron transfer rate calculated from the J-coupling constant and Marcus theory for the 
biradical was ~109 s-1. This agreed within an order of magnitude the value estimated from 
previous kinetics measurements. The rate can also be compared with the maximum 
electron transfer rates in other proteins tabulated as a function of the donor/acceptor 
distance.[4] Based on the distance between the two quinone sites in the RC, the maximum 
electron transfer rate is predicted to be ~107 s-1. The faster than expected rate constant for 
QA to QB 2nd ET of ~109 s-1 may be accounted for by a more conductive protein medium in 
the RC compared with the average conductivity in the other proteins. 
Simulations of the high-frequency QA-QB- CW EPR spectra also allowed for an 
estimation of the interquinone distance and the relative semiquinone orientations in the 
biradical state. The distance parameter determined from the dipolar coupling between QA- 
and QB- was in agreement with crystal structures of the RC, to within the uncertainty of 
electron density maps. The Euler angles describing the relative orientations of the quinone 
g-tensors were also in generally good agreement with what is observed in crystal 
structures, suggesting no large-scale changes to the binding conformations of the quinones. 
However, a small but significant difference in one of the Euler angles was noted, which 
resulted in the quinone planes being more parallel with each other than observed in the 
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illuminated crystal structure. Pulsed EPR studies on the biradical have yet to be performed, 
which could provide higher resolution structural information on the quinone sites not 
available from CW methods. 
 
Methods 
Samples. X-band QA-, QB-, and QA-QB- samples were made under the natural 
abundance of 14N or with uniformly 15N-labeled reaction centers. Samples with site-
specifically 13C labeled UQ8 incorporated into the quinone sites were made in a uniformly 
15N labeled background (to prevent peak overlap and the strong cross-suppression effects 
of 14N on the 13C modulation). Q-band QA-QB- samples for CW measurements were 
reconstituted with fully deuterated UQ10 and D2O buffer exchanged to decrease the EPR 
broadening. The methods used for cell growth, uniform 15N-labeling of the protein, RC 
isolation, Fe to Zn metal exchange, 13C labeling of UQ8, full deuteration of UQ10, quinone 
replacement, D2O buffer exchange, and semiquinone and biradical generation are provided 
in Chapter II. 
For NaBH4 reduced biradical samples at high pH made with different levels of 13C 
enrichment in QA and QB, Zn RCs were concentrated into a buffer containing 0.045% LDAO, 
10 mM Tris, 0.05 mM EDTA, and 10-15% glycerol. LDAO was used instead of Triton X-100 
to prevent mixing of QA and QB when 13C-labeling of only one quinone site was desired. Not 
only is UQ10 less soluble in LDAO (which helps prevent quinone extraction of the RC), but 
LDAO also has an easier time passing through an Amicon centricon with a molecular weight 
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cut-off of 30,000 or 50,000 Da than Triton X-100 (preventing excessive concentration of the 
detergent). 
In order to reconstitute one quinone site with 12C UQ10 (from Sigma-Aldrich) and the 
other with 13C UQ8 (labeled at the 2-methoxy, 3-methoxy, and C5-methyl carbons, see 
Chapter II), quinone extracted Zn RCs in 0.045% LDAO were carefully titrated with one of 
the quinones until the initial amplitude of the 430 nm back reaction kinetics indicated the 
QA site was nearly completely bound, and showed little to no QB activity. An excess of the 
other quinone was then added, and the NaBH4 method for generating biradical samples 
described in Chapter II was quickly performed. With this method, the 13C couplings of the 
QA and QB sites could be separated in the HYSCORE spectra of QA-QB-. 
ESEEM Experiments. In this work, X-band 14N three-pulse ESEEM and X-band 14,15N 
and 13C HYSCORE measurements are performed on the monoradical semiquinones (QA- and 
QB-) and the biradical (QA-QB-). Pulse sequences, data processing, and spectral analysis are 
described in detail in Chapter III. 
Spectral Simulations. HYSCORE simulations were performed with the EasySpin 
package.[5] At X-band, the excitation bandwidth of pulses can be assumed fully excitatory, 
so ideal strong pulses were used. All other parameters were the same as those used in the 
experiments. 
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Results and Discussion 
The Q-band CW EPR spectra for biradical samples made by chemical reduction with 
NaBH4 at pH 10.5 and by laser excitation of mutant L223SA at 0 °C are shown in Figure 9.1. 
In both cases the quinones were replaced with fully deuterated UQ10 extracted from R26 
and the buffer was exchanged with D2O (see Chapter II). This allowed for a higher 
resolution of the EPR line shape. The spectra are very similar to what was reported 
previously,[1] and show essentially no sign of a monoradical semiquinone contamination. 
Therefore, the significantly slower 2nd ET of L223SA is shown to provide a useful method 
for generating biradical samples suitable for pulsed EPR measurements at pH 8. 
Monoradical QB- samples of L223SA and L213DN were made to determine the effect 
of the mutations on the hyperfine couplings in the QB site. For L223SA, this was 
investigated in this lab previously by a side-by-side comparison of the 14,15N and proton 
couplings with WT RCs.[6] The X-band 14,15N HYSCORE and proton Davies ENDOR spectra 
for L223SA and WT RCs were all very similar. In this work, 13C methoxy and methyl labeled 
UQ8 was reconstituted into L223SA to determine any changes to the methoxy dihedral 
angles brought about by the mutation (Figure 9.2). Only small shifts in the hyperfine 
couplings were observed in comparison with WT RCs, indicating that the methoxy 
orientations are not significantly altered. The similarity in the L223SA and WT RC pulsed 
EPR spectra is consistent with their 1st ET kinetics and quinone redox potential differences 
(ΔEm) being nearly the same.[7] However, the 2nd ET is substantially slower in L223SA, due 
to the inability of this residue to facilitate proton transfer to the QB site. L223SA, therefore, 
provides a reasonable model of WT RCs for exploring the QA-QB- biradical state at pH 8.  
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Figure 9.1 Q-band CW EPR spectrum of the QA-QB- biradical generated by chemical 
reduction with NaBH4 at pH 10.5 (black) and by laser excitation of mutant L223SA at 0 °C 
(red). In these samples, the quinones and buffer are deuterated. Microwave frequency = 
34.187 GHz (NaBH4) and 34.421 GHz (L223SA), modulation amplitude = 0.2 mT, 90 K.  
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Figure 9.2 X-band 13C HYSCORE spectra of L223SA QB- (colored) overlaid with the 
corresponding WT QB- spectrum (purple) in stacked representation. Magnetic field 345.5 
mT (L223SA) and 345.1 mT (WT), time between first and second pulses (τ) 136 ns, 
microwave frequency 9.701 GHz (L223SA) and 9.684 GHz (WT).  
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Table 9.1 His-L190 Nδ hyperfine couplings estimated for WT, L223SA, and L213DN 
from the X-band 14N HYSCORE double-quantum transitions 
  
Cross Peak Maximum 
(MHz) 
Hyperfine Coupling 
(MHz) 
His-L190 Nδ 
Wild Type (1.53, 3.97) 1.58 
L223SA (1.54, 3.91) 1.52 
L213DN (1.56, 3.86) 1.46 
Gly-L225 Np 
Wild Type (2.98, 3.85) 0.67 
L223SA (3.02, 3.82) 0.63 
L213DN (3.01, 3.86) 0.69 
 
A his-tagged version of L213DN was made in this work (see Chapter II), and the 
nitrogen and proton couplings were characterized to determine its suitability for biradical 
studies. The X-band 14N HYSCORE spectrum of L213DN QB- compared with WT RCs is 
shown in Figures 9.3. The spectra are very similar in overall appearance. However, the 
peak maxima are at slightly different locations. This may indicate changes to the nitrogen 
hyperfine and nuclear quadrupole tensor principal values or orientations. The double-
quantum correlation peaks in the 14N HYSCORE spectrum were used to estimate the His-
L190 Nδ and Gly-L225 Np hyperfine couplings from Equation 3.25 (assuming the 
quadrupole couplings remain the same). The values are listed in Table 9.1, with the same 
analysis for L223SA also shown for comparison. The most significant difference in the 
estimated nitrogen hyperfine couplings is for His-L190 Nδ in L213DN (shown in bold) 
which differs from WT by more than 0.1 MHz. The L223SA nitrogen couplings are more 
similar to WT, deviating only by ~0.05 MHz. 
WT and L223SA share similar ΔEm values,[7] whereas the L213DN mutation imparts 
a significant change to the QB midpoint potential. ΔEm can be estimated for L213DN from  
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Figure 9.3 X-band 14N HYSCORE QB- spectra for WT (left) and L213DN (right) RCs in 
stacked (top) and contour (bottom) representations. Magnetic field 346.0 mT (WT) and 
343.2 mT (L213DN), time between first and second pulses (τ) 136 ns, microwave 
frequency 9.705 GHz (WT) and 9.626 GHz (L213DN).  
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Eq. 1.2. Using back reaction rate constants reported previously in this lab, ΔEm > 120 mV 
for L213DN, as opposed to ~60 mV for WT and L223SA RCs.[8] This may explain why the 
L223SA nitrogen couplings are more similar to WT than the L213DN nitrogens are. L223SA 
is therefore concluded to be the better model for WT RCs, and was used to prepare 
biradical samples for X-band 14N ESEEM measurements at pH 8. 
X-band 14N three-pulse ESEEM measurements on biradical samples generated by 
NaBH4 reduction at pH 10.5 and laser excitation of L223SA at pH 8 are shown in Figure 9.4. 
The monoradical QA- and QB- three-pulse spectra are also shown for reference. The NaBH4 
and L223SA biradical spectra are extremely similar, despite the difference in pH and the 
L223SA mutation. The biradical spectra are also very similar to the monoradical QA- three-
pulse spectrum. The only significant difference between the QA-QB- and QA- three-pulse 
ESEEM spectra in regards to peak position is a sharpening of the ~0.75 MHz feature (which 
is actually the overlap of two single-quantum peaks, see Chapter IV) for the biradical, 
indicating that the asymmetry parameter η may be closer to 1 in this case. 
The lack of spectral features corresponding to the QB nitrogen couplings in the 
biradical X-band 14N three-pulse ESEEM spectra in Figure 9.4 may be explained by 
differences in the fulfillment of the cancellation condition (ν14N ≈ |A(14N)|/2) for each 
nitrogen. At X-band, the QA nitrogens were found to strongly satisfy the cancellation 
condition (see Chapter IV), whereas at this frequency, neither of the nitrogen couplings in 
the QB site is at cancellation (see Chapter V). Therefore, the QA nitrogens are expected to 
modulate the time-domain patterns significantly more deeply than the QB nitrogens, which 
may cause cross-suppression of the QB contribution to the spectrum.[9] 
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Figure 9.4 X-band 14N three-pulse ESEEM spectra for WT QA- (upper left), WT QB- (upper 
right), NaBH4 reduced QA-QB- (lower left), and L223SA photoreduced QA-QB- (lower right). 
The peak positions in the biradical spectra (bottom) align well with those of WT QA-. 
Microwave frequency ~9.7 GHz, magnetic field ~346 mT, 90 K. 
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The QB nitrogen hyperfine couplings may still be recovered by uniform labeling of 
the RCs with 15N, which modulates the time-domain pattern more weakly than 14N. A 
comparison of the 15N HYSCORE monoradical QA-, monoradical QB-, and NaBH4 QA-QB- 
biradical spectra at high pH is shown in Figure 9.5. The samples were also 13C-labeled at 
the 2-methoxy, 3-methoxy and C5-methyl carbons of the quinone headgroups. For biradical 
samples, 13C-labeling was done for one quinone site at a time, as described in the Methods 
section of this chapter. Peaks corresponding to both the QA- and QB- nitrogens are observed 
in the QA-QB- spectra. The peak positions are not substantially different in the biradical 
spectra as compared with the monoradical spectra, implying that the hydrogen bond 
networks of the monoradical and biradical semiquinone states are the same or very similar 
for these sample preparations. 
The 13C couplings in Figure 9.5 are also quite similar for the monoradical and 
biradical HYSCORE spectra. However, small differences are observed when the spectra are 
aligned in a 3D representation (Figure 9.6). The most noticeable difference is the apparent 
suppression of HYSCORE intensity for the weaker 13C couplings closer to the central matrix 
peak for the biradical, which is not observed in the monoradical spectra. This may be due to 
the strong J-coupling between QA- and QB- (giving rise to an effective spin S = 1), or nuclear 
cross suppression effects from the QA and QB nitrogens.[9] Nevertheless, the 13C peak 
positions are well-conserved, indicating that the methoxy orientations are not substantially 
different for the monoradical and biradical states. 
However, small shifts in the 13C methyl coupling at the C5 position may indicate a 
significant redistribution of the semiquinone spin density distribution. The axial  
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Figure 9.5 X-band 13C HYSCORE spectra for monoradical QA (A), biradical QA (B), 
monoradical QB (C), and biradical QB (D). Time between first and second pulses τ = 136 ns, 
microwave frequency ~9.7 GHz, magnetic Field ~345 mT, 90 K. 
A 
B 
C 
D 
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Figure 9.6 Comparison of the X-band 13C HYSCORE spectra in the monoradical (purple  
overlay) and biradical (colored) states of QA (top) and QB (bottom). Time between first and 
second pulses τ = 136 ns, microwave frequency ~9.7 GHz, magnetic field ~345 mT, 90 K.  
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Table 9.2 13C methyl couplings at the C5 ring position estimated from simulations of 
QA and QB in the monoradical and biradical states 
 a (MHz) T (MHz) 
QA 
Monoradical -3.6 (±0.1) 0.4 (±0.1) 
Biradical -3.7 (±0.1) 0.4 (±0.1) 
QB 
Monoradical -3.9 (±0.1) 0.4 (±0.1) 
Biradical -4.2 (±0.1) 0.4 (±0.1) 
 
parameters describing the methyl couplings were estimated from simulations and are 
listed in Table 9.2. The 13C methyl coupling constants determined previously for the 
monoradicals (see Chapter VI) are shown for comparison.  The difference in isotropic 
couplings (a) for QA is only 0.1 MHz, which is within the error of the simulations. However, 
for QB an increase in magnitude of |0.3| MHz is observed when going from the monoradical 
to the biradical state, indicating a significant change to the spin density distribution. 
There are three possible explanations for the different spin density distributions in 
the monoradical and biradical states of QB-: 
1. Direct, long-range magnetic interaction between the QA and QB semiquinones 
2. Change in H-bond network of QB in going from the monoradical to the biradical state 
3. Difference in pH of the monoradical and biradical samples 
Option 1 is the least likely of the three options, given that the quinones are separated by 
~15 Å. A far more likely explanation would be an indirect effect that results in an altered 
hydrogen bond network at the QB semiquinone (option 2). This is of potential interest, as 
Ser-L223 OH is proposed to form a hydrogen bond with QB- only in the biradical state, so as 
to facilitate proton-coupled 2nd ET. However, in order to make this claim, a possible pH 
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dependence responsible for the shift in the 13C methyl coupling (option 3) would have to be 
ruled out first. 
At pH 10.5, the equilibrium constant (KAB) between the QA- and QB- states in WT RCs 
is too low to obtain a pure QB- sample, due to electron disproportionation. However, an RC 
mutant with an enhanced ΔEm may give a sufficiently large KAB at high pH to generate a 
pure QB- sample.[10] For this purpose, M265IS, (courtesy of A. J. Mattis, University of Illinois 
at Urbana-Champaign) was used, chosen because its 13C spectrum is most similar to that of 
WT RCs out of M265IT, M265IS, and M265IN (Chapter VIII). The M265IS and WT QB- 13C 
HYSCORE spectra at pH 8 are compared in Figure 9.7. Essentially no difference is observed, 
indicating that the M265IS mutation does not significantly alter the methoxy orientations 
or spin density distribution in the QB site. The M265IS QB- 13C HYSCORE spectrum at pH 
10.5 is shown overlaying the corresponding NaBH4 reduced biradical spectrum also at pH 
10.5 in Figure 9.8. Aside from the suppression of intensity close to the 13C matrix line in the 
biradical spectrum, the two spectra are quite similar. Simulation of the 13C methyl coupling 
for M265IS at pH 10.5 gives an isotropic coupling a = -4.1 ± 0.1 MHz (T = 0.4 ± 0.1 MHz), 
which is significantly larger in magnitude than a = -3.9 ± 0.1 MHz estimated for WT QB- at 
pH 8. However, it is not significantly different than a = -4.2 ± 0.1 MHz measured for the high 
pH NaBH4 reduced WT biradical sample. Therefore, the difference in 13C methyl couplings 
for the monoradical and biradical values for QB listed in Table 9.2 is most likely due to the 
difference in pH used to make the samples. 
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Figure 9.7 Comparison of the X-band 13C QB- HYSCORE spectra for WT (colored) and 
M265IS (purple overlay) at pH 8. Time between first and second pulses τ = 136 ns, 
microwave frequency 9.684 GHz (WT) and 9.620 GHz (M265IS), magnetic field 345.1 mT 
(WT) and 343.0 mT (M265IS), 90 K. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9.8 Comparison of the X-band 13C QB- HYSCORE spectra for the NaBH4 reduced 
biradical (colored) and M265IS (purple overlay) at pH 10.5. Time between first and second 
pulses τ = 136 ns, microwave frequency 9.644 GHz (NaBH4) and 9.640 GHz (M265IS), 
magnetic field 343.9 mT (NaBH4) and 343.7 mT (M265IS), 90 K.  
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Conclusion 
In this work, the QA-QB- biradical state was characterized with pulsed EPR. Special 
attention was given to the QB site, in which a proposed hydrogen bond is formed between 
Ser-L223 OH and QB- preceding proton-coupled 2nd ET. However, the difference in the spin 
density distribution for the monoradical state and the NaBH4 reduced biradical state of QB- 
was not attributed to H-bond formation with Ser-L223, but rather to the difference in 
sample pH. The L223SA mutant eliminates the possibility of observing the hydroxyl H-bond, 
and L213DN increases the quinone redox potential difference by > 60 mV and imparts a 
small 0.1 MHz decrease to the QB His-L190 Nδ nitrogen coupling, so neither of these 
mutants are an ideal candidate for investigating the Ser-L223 H-bond. Therefore, currently 
available sample preparations are insufficient to address the role of the serine OH in the 
biradical state and subsequent 2nd ET. However, the results of this study strongly suggest 
that the serine hydrogen bond that delivers the first proton during the 2nd ET is transient in 
nature, because there was no indication of a change in the QB hydrogen bond network in 
the NaBH4 reduced biradical sample at high pH. 
No significant changes in the binding conformations of the semiquinones were 
observed upon formation of the NaBH4 reduced biradical state, consistent with previous 
reports.[1] This is supported by the nearly identical biradical spectra obtained using both 
the mutant and NaBH4 methods for sample preparations. Despite the limitations of this 
work, a new method for obtaining very pure QA-QB- biradical samples at a physiological pH 
suitable for pulsed EPR measurements has been established. This method can be applied to 
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future RC mutants which may be better equipped to address the proposed Ser-L223 OH 
hydrogen bond formed transiently in the biradical state. 
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